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ABSTRACT 
This study sought to measure the relationship between self 
concept and non-academic adjustment in seminary. A sample of 55 
randomly selected male Master's of Divinity students was selected 
from the first through third year classes at a prominent 
evangelical seminary during the Spring quarter of 1984. 
The sample was given a demographic questionnaire, the 
Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSC), and three instruments which 
were designed to measure non-academic adjustment. These were the 
Seminary Socialization Scale (SSS), the Seminary Attrition Scale 
(SAS), and the Sentence Completion Scale (SCS). Five professors 
also rated students in terms of their non-academic adjustment. 
The analysis of data was primarily correlational in nature 
although one and two-tailed t-tests were also employed. 
Results indicate that the three criteria of non-academic 
adjustment were significantly related to the major subscales of 
the Tennessee Self Concept Scale such that better adjustment was 
positively correlated with higher self esteem. Better adjustment 
and increased self esteem were also positively correlated to the 
self report of an individual's ability to enjoy people which was 
measured by a demographic question. The adjustment criteria and 
the Tennessee Self Concept Scale were found to be unrelated to 
grade point average and professor's ratings of adjustment. These 
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two variables (grade point average and professor's ratings) 
produced the highest positive correlation for the entire study. 
It was concluded that the Tennessee Self Concept Scale, 
Seminary Socialization Scale, Seminary Attrition Scale, and 
Sentence Completion Scale form a series of interrelated measures 
which are distinct from grade point average and professor's 
ratings and may hold promise as a predictor of degree of non-
academic adjustment to seminary. This study thus helps to 
establish that the construct of non-academic adjustment exists 
and provides insight into areas that are potentially useful for 
the seminary admission screening process and should be explored 
in further research. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The importance of the self concept as a central component in 
determining an individual's attitudes and behavior is almost 
universally recognized by theorists of the behavioral sciences, 
psychologists, and other mental health professionals. The terms 
self-concept (Rogers, 1951; Fitts 1972), self-system (Sullivan 
1953), identity (Erikson, 1968), and self-esteem (Freud, 1957) 
have all been given considerable attention in the writings of 
those concerned with mapping out psychologically healthy human 
development. Satir (1972) serves to illustrate this perspective 
when she states, "I am convinced that the crucial factor 
in what happens both inside people and between people is the 
picture of individual worth that each person carries around with 
him" (p.21). 
Because the self concept is so important in effective human 
functioning it will be a major variable of focus in this study. 
More clearly stated, this study is an attempt to examine the 
relationship between an individual's self concept and his 
successful adjustment as a seminarian. This chapter will review 
the relevant literature, state the rationale and purpose for the 
study, and discuss the general hypotheses to be tested. 
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It is important for the reader to note that the present 
study is one facet of a larger research project which will be 
addressing, from different perspectives, the issue of adjustment in 
seminary. Other facets of this project will will be looking at 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), Spiritual 
Well Being (SWB), and Spiritual Maturity (SM) variables. This 
fact will make the procedure section in the next chapter clearer, 
as these instruments are mentioned as part of the total test 
packet which is administered. 
Review Of The Literature 
The author will begin this section with some general comments 
which place the psychological study of seminarians in context, 
comment on theological issues related to self concept, then 
briefly review some of the findings from the study of seminarians 
in general, and lastly turn to a more detailed review of the 
literature regarding the construct of self-concept. 
General Comments 
The psychological testing of seminarians and the clergy 
mushroomed in the decades of the SO's and 60's. This is evidenced 
by the fact that Menges and Dittes (1965) in their book entitled 
Psychological Studies of Clergymen: Abstracts of Research cited 
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some 700 studies which had been completed by the mid 1960s. There 
are many reasons for this. The effectiveness of psychological 
testing as a whole really came into its own during this period, 
being recognized as helpful in a variety of decision making and 
screening functions. Educators in particular (Anastasi, 1982) 
developed a respect for psychological instruments of various sorts 
as useful in screening potential students during the admissions 
process. It was only a matter of time before it was recognized, 
as Trachsel (1973) states, " ••• as necessary for the Church 
to engage in more than speculation in order to predict which among 
its seminarians will persevere to a point at which their training 
will be of maximum benefit to themselves and the Church itself" 
(p. 2). 
Madsen (1973) offers several reasons for the church's 
interest in developing screening devices for seminary. First, is 
the hardship the student experiences when he is forced to make a 
major shift in vocational plans from the theological training he 
has received. He has invested major amounts of time, money, and 
energy in pursuing this training only to decide that he really is 
not cut out for vocational ministry. This issue seems especially 
problematic of seminary training as an individual is provided 
with a very narrow set of vocational skills which do not 
generalize well to other fields. If adequate screening devices 
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could be used, perhaps the student could be redirected and his 
energies better spent. 
A second consideration involves the frustration and stigma 
attached to the student who drops out of seminary. Often 
churches and friends have heard his account of "God's Call" to 
the ministry and the student has been sent off to school with 
public commendation. If he finds that he is not adjusting as 
well as expected, once he arrives on campus, it may seem like a 
"spiritual failure" to drop out. Adequate screening could, 
perhaps, help to prevent such a scenario. 
A third factor is of greater impact to the theological 
institution itself. Since a large percentage of a seminary 
education's cost is supported by the churches and individuals who 
send gifts, it is important to maintain good stewardship of the 
resources available to them. Madsen observes, "Admitting and 
training students who do not enter the ministry is a heavy 
financial burden on the supporting church groups" (p. 2). 
Screening could be used in this light, to make the limited 
resources available to those most likely to use their training in 
accordance with the purposes of the seminary. 
Several observations can be added to Madsen's list. First, 
screening could prevent the added difficulties involved when a 
student completes seminary only to fail once actually in the 
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pastorate. The consequences of failure are great in terms of 
their emotional and psychological impact for both the individual 
and the church with which he is involved. Second, if a criterion 
could be developed to spot high risk students, perhaps measures 
could be taken to remediate the common weakness which character-
ize them. Last, screening could reduce admission of students who 
do well academically but who fail because of nonacademic issues. 
The research literature contains many studies of seminary 
populations which attempt to discover factors that are associated 
with those who are successful or adjusted in their seminary 
experience. The criteria of persistence to completion of a 
program and grade point average have frequently been used as 
measures of adjustment. The logic behind this seems apparent but, 
upon closer examination, there are serious problems in using 
persistence and g.p.a. as criteria of success. While both are 
objective measures, they focus on "academic" skills and miss the 
more subjective, but practically meaningful, qualities which 
characterize well adjusted seminarians. Stern's (1954) 
statement speaks well to this issue when he says: 
We have, for the most part, emphasized intellectual 
capacity as prognostic of academic success, and 
academic achievement as the precursor of professional 
competence. The shortcomings of this approach are 
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evident, however, each time we are forced to judge for 
ourselves the true competence of the student. Few 
faculty members have escaped the experience of being 
called upon for recommendations about students whose 
academic performance is more than satisfactory, but 
whose suitability for the professional career in 
question seems dubious. And we are often quite 
confident about the future success of some student 
whose grades are embarrassingly poor. (p. 76) 
Thus, seminarians who meet the longevity and g.p.a. criterion 
may be sadly deficient in the more subjective qualities of 
leadership ability, interpersonal relationship skills, 
flexibility, ability to deal constructively with conflict, warmth, 
and the ability to empathize and support others. These qualities 
may be of greater practical significance when considering a 
seminarian's adjustment. Stern (1954) observes in this regard: 
The faculty of the theological seminary in question had 
been screening candidates on the basis of previous 
scholastic performance, participation in extra-
curricular activities, and recommendations from former 
teachers, ministers, and the like. Although applicants 
accepted under these conditions rarely failed academic-
ally, their qualification for the ministry frequently 
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appeared inappropriate when reviewed by the faculty 
several months after admission. It was not until con-
siderable opportunity for personal interaction had 
occurred that the staff felt competent to judge the 
student's qualifications for the ministry. (p. 77) 
Recognizing the difficulties, this study will attempt to 
measure ''nonacademic" qualities as a criterion of seminary 
adjustment/maladjustment. 
General Studies of Seminary Populations. 
Theological schools have used psychological testing on a 
larger scale since the 1950's. DeWire (1962) reports (taken from 
a survey by the National Council of Churches) the two scales used 
most often are the Theological School Inventory (TSI) and the 
MMPI. The primary use for these inventories was for identifying 
seminarians who might benefit from counseling, rather than using 
them for placement screening. Despite a great deal of research 
using the MMPI and TSI Madsen (1973) states, " ••• there remains 
confusion and disagreement regarding the use, meaning, and value 
of the instruments" (p.4). 
Theological School Inventory 
The Theological School Inventory was developed in 1956 by 
the Education Testing Service (ETS). They surveyed 545 
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ministers, 17 theological schools and 120 laymen in an effort to 
define "effective ministry". Based on this work the TSI was 
developed as a measure of motivation for ministry. Motives were 
defined as the consciously perceived rationale for choosing 
ministry as a vocation. "No claim is made for the measurement of 
psychological needs or personality characteristics which may lie 
behind the construction of such a rationale •••• In short, the TSI 
belongs more in the family of interest inventories than of 
personality measures" (Madsen, 1973, p. 14). The research on the 
TSI is inconclusive in that some studies show findings that 
academic persistence and nonpersistence are related to the TSI 
while others do not. 
MMPI 
Although the TSI is the most frequently administered 
instrument to seminary populations, more research has been done 
with seminarians using the MMPI. The rationale behind this is 
that the MMPI has far greater credulity as a research tool. 
Madsen (1973) in his compilation of seminary studies using the 
MMPI, observes that almost every scale has, at one time or 
another, been associated with predicting a criterion of success. 
Most studies use either persistence to graduation or g.p.a. as 
that criterion. It has been difficult, however, to establish 
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cutting points for success and nonsuccess on the different scales 
in the studies that show association. 
Knowles (1958) and Cardell (1967) report some ability to 
predict academic success from MMPI results, while Baer and 
Moynihan (1964) conclude the inventory cannot distinguish 
persisters from nonpersisters. Perhaps the most clear conclusion 
that can be drawn from MMPI research is that some of the 
standardized norms do not seem valid for seminarians (Bier cited 
in Trachsel, 1973). 
Conclusions 
The two most commonly used instruments for research with 
students at theological schools are the TSI and MMPI. It is 
interesting to note that the most common criterion used with them 
are persistence and grades which, as discussed before, may 
not be the the most meaningful. Present research indicates the 
lack of clear trends emerging from either inventory. 
Theological Issues & Self Concept 
The Tension 
It is important from a Christian perspective to relate the 
study of self concept to a Biblical framework. Historically, the 
Christian community has felt many tensions when wrestling with 
the issue of defining a healthy self concept. One position that 
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has arisen is that of the "Empty Self" view. If an individual is 
to receive blessing from God, he must empty himself in order for 
God to use him. Thus, "self" is seen as the enemy that inhibits 
one from being used by God. 
At times the empty self position has surfaced being 
expressed in song. Such lines as: 
Two wonders I confess: 
The wonders of His glorious love 
And my own worthlessness." 
from "Beneath the Cross of Jesus," and the lines: 
Would He devote that sacred head 
For such a worm as I? 
from the hymn "Alas! and did my Savior Bleed," serve to 
illustrate the point. Expression of the "empty self" view often 
spring from those camps concerned with remaining true to the 
Biblical admonitions regarding the total depravity of man. 
Others, who also desire to remain true to what the 
Scriptures say regarding the depravity of man, believe the empty 
self view is inadequate and distorted. Christian authors such as 
Dobson (1974), Ellisen (1976), Hoekema (1976), and Wise (1976) 
have called for a Biblical reexamination of the empty self view. 
Current psychological research demands this as well, in light of 
the fact that lower self concept has been empirically associated 
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with delinquency, antisocial behavior, and psychological 
maladjustment in general (Fitts, 1972). The cry for reexamination 
is also strengthened by the vast number of Biblical references 
that depict a high or valued view of man. 
Thus, there exists tension between a "worthless" view of 
self, which in some circles has been identified as "the" Christian 
view and current thinking and research by Christian authors. In 
the section that follows the present author will review evidence 
which lays the groundwork for a more balanced view of healthy self 
concept. 
Easing of the Tension 
Self esteem is rooted in creation. The place to begin in 
evaluating a Biblical view of self concept is with the creation 
of man. In Genesis 1:26-31 we find the account of the beginning 
of mankind. Recorded here is how God made man uniquely in His 
image. Theologically, this is called the Imago Dei and marks man 
as the pinnacle of all that God created. Thus, man's value and 
worth is founded upon the very image that God has placed within 
him. 
Next, note in these verses the task God gives man. He is to 
rule the earth, to procreate, and to fill the earth. This 
command is given to man alone. Thirdly, note God's evaluation of 
of his handiwork in general and man in specific. He states in 
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verse 31 (Ryrie, 1978), "And God saw all that He had made, and 
behold it was very good." The elements presented in this text 
clearly demonstrate that man has a uniquely high value among all 
of God's creation. The imago dei, the task, and the 
pronouncement by God Himself leave room for no other conclusion. 
A final comment is warranted regarding the interpersonal component 
of man's worth found in Genesis 1. Ellisen (1976) notes: 
Biblically, the interpersonal nature of the self is 
originally implied in the initial creation act ("let us 
make man in .Q.!!!. image"), and in the creation of a help-
mate ("It is not good that man should be alone"). It 
is basic to man's nature, then, to require 
relationships for self-development. Evaluation 
necessitates a judge-judged relationship. Self-esteem 
is initially rooted in the evaluations of a significant 
other: "And God saw everything that He had made, and 
behold it was very good" (p. 3). 
God, in this case, was the "significant other" from whom man 
received the appraisal. 
In light of the above, the empty self view is strikingly 
inaccurate as it does not adequately recognize the great value 
and worth that man received from God. The question arises at 
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this point: How was this "worth" or "value" effected by the 
fall? It is to this issue we now turn our attention. 
The Fall and Self Esteem. The great negative impact of the 
fall upon man is undisputable in Scripture. The concept of total 
depravity, which permeates theologies that hold a high view of 
Scripture, is evidence of this. Is there a basis for post-fall 
esteem? This question can be answered by three key observations. 
They are as follows. 
1. The fall marred the imago dei but it did not eradicate 
it. This can be observed in 1 Corinthians 11:7 and James 3:9, 
both of which appeal to the imago dei still residing in man post-
f all. Thus, the basis of a high view of the value of man, God's 
image, is still present within him, though marred. 
2. Psalm 8:4-5 contains an eloquent testimony of the value 
of post-fall man. It states, speaking of man, "Yet Thou hast made 
him a little lower than God, And dost crown him with glory and 
majesty! Thou dost make him to rule over the works of Thy 
hands; Thou hast put all things under his feet". Man possesses 
intrinsic God given worth, that is the basis of self esteem. 
3. Last and most powerfully of all, the value of post-fall 
man is demonstrated by the act of redemption. Redemption with 
its incredible cost to God, tells us of the great value he 
places, even upon those who are His enemies. 
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The observations just discussed clearly show that the basis 
of man's value or worth is still present, even in his post-
fall condition. The empty self view is incomplete in that it 
does not recognize this. Much of the tension between the high 
value of man and his post-fall condition, arises from confusion 
about how to relate the fact of man's worth -- to the fact of his 
sinfulness. 
Worth & Sinfulness. Ellisen (1976) aptly comments that 
there is often confusion that blurs the distinction that, "to be 
a sinner is to be helpless, not worthless" (p. 2). Sinfulness is 
primarily rebellion against God and is, in fact, against the 
imago dei which resides in man. This rebellion renders man in a 
position that is cut off from God and helpless to gain merit 
before Him. Man's sinfulness has broad negative effects on his 
understanding of the world, motivation, behavior, communication, 
emotions and relationships. Man, in this condition, turns away 
from his original purpose and seeks to establish his self esteem 
apart from God. This is ironic in that it is the imago dei in 
man that provides him with the "sense" that he should be 
worthwhile in the first place. 
Man is, therefore, sinful but this fact does not mean that he 
is worthless (Allen, 1984). Bruce Narramore (1976) focuses this 
distinction well when he says: 
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The flesh theologically is the rebellious sin principle ••• 
We fail sometimes to differentiate between the self and the 
flesh, or the self and the old sin nature, or the self and 
the old man ••• They are distinctly different aspects of the 
human personality ••• It's very clear that man has deeply 
fallen, but we tend to confuse righteousness and value. You 
see, according to scripture we can be of immense value and 
worth to God, and still be very, very sinful. But sometimes 
we say since we are totally depraved or totally sinful we 
are, therefore, worthless. (p. 3) 
The Biblical evidence we have examined leads us to conclude that 
man is definitely sinful, but he is certainly not worthless. 
Summary 
From a balanced Biblical perspective man's sinfulness should 
be clearly recognized but so, also, should his value. A careful 
distinction needs to be maintained between sinfulness and value. 
If this is done, much of the tension surrounding a Christian view 
of self concept can be avoided. 
Healthy Biblical self esteem has at its core humility, which 
can be defined as accurately viewing oneself in relation to one's 
standing before God. Ellisen (1976) helpfully comments that 
Biblical self esteem is: 
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The ability to face one's self and to accurately assess and 
accept both strengths and weaknesses, while being responsive 
to but not overly dependent upon social approval ••• (These) 
are the basic ingredients of non-defensive self esteem. (p. 
6) 
It is viewing one's self accurately, no more and no less, in 
relation to God and His design. Both pride and excessive self-
denegration are recognized by many as being rooted in feelings of 
inadequacy. Both are inaccurate assessments with the former being 
inflated and the latter being deflated. 
In conclusion, the value and worth of man is a key Biblical 
concept. Affirming man's worth does not negate the fact that he 
is sinful, or vice-versa. The empty self theory, therefore, 
appears to be lacking and must be rejected on Scriptural grounds. 
For the purposes of this study the author concludes that it is 
appropriate to talk about healthy self esteem for Christians. 
This can be done by focusing on properly assessing oneself in 
relation to creation and God's plan. 
Self Concept Research 
The self and the self concept have been key areas of concern 
dating as far back as William James (1890). Psychologists, 
theologians, philosophers, and sociologists have all discussed the 
self concept as a central construct for understanding human 
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behavior. This is evidenced by the fact that the professional 
literature contains thousands of articles considering the subject 
from almost every facet imaginable. Rosenberg (1965) views self 
as the most important thing in the world to a person. Jersild 
(1952) believes that the self concept is the key to understanding 
a person's mental health; while Briggs (1970) views high self 
esteem as the crucial ingredient for good mental health. Gordon 
and Gergen (1968) give reasons why they think there has been 
so much attention paid to the study of the self: 
One of the compelling reasons for studying the self has been 
the common surmise that behavior is guided and modulated by 
interior processes. In effect, psychological process is 
commonly felt to precede behavioral output. (p. 3) 
Fitts (1972) has followed this logic in his monumental 
monograph series on the self concept. He provides a great deal 
of evidence (much of which will be reviewed later) to support the 
idea that a person's self concept is a prominent aspect of his 
phenomenal world and tends to be, at times, its most stable 
feature. In addition the self concept, says Fitts et al.(1971), 
is closely linked to self actualization and serves as a sensitive 
index to good adjustment, effective functioning, and the full 
utilization of one's potentialities. His (Fitts, 1972) extensive 
study of the construct of self concept has led him to conclude: 
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The self concept is related to performance in two ways~ 
indirectly as a correlate or index of self-actualization, 
and directly in its own right. In the latter sense, the 
person who has a clear, consistent, positive, and realistic 
self concept will generally behave in healthy, confident, 
constructive and effective ways. Such persons are more 
secure, confident, and self-respecting; they have less to 
prove to others; they are· less threatened by difficult 
tasks, people, and situations; they relate to and work with 
others more comfortably and effectively, and their 
perceptions of the world of reality are less likely to be 
distorted •••• In general, and other things being equal, the 
more optimal the individual's self concept the more 
effectively he will function. (p. 4) 
Fitts' view thus provides the basic rationale for this study: A 
person's self concept as measured by the Tennessee Self Concept 
Scale (TSC) will be a significant predictor of his adjustment/ 
maladjustment as a seminarian. 
Definitions 
Perkins (1958) defined self concept as, "Those perceptions, 
beliefs, feelings, attitudes, and values which the individual 
views as describing himself" (p.221). Spence and Spence (1980) 
hold the position that, "Self esteem has been taken to refer to 
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a person's own evaluation of his or her own value, worthiness, 
adequacy and competence" (p.256). A common emphasis is also seen 
in Coopersmith's (1972) definition when he says self concept is: 
•••• the evaluation which the individual makes and 
customarily maintains with regard to himself: it expresses 
an attitude of approval or disapproval, and indicates the 
extent to which the individual believes himself capable, 
significant, successful, and worthy. (p. 4-5) 
Note that each of these definitions emphasize the 
centrality of the individual's perceptions and valuing in the 
demarcation of the self. The implication is that to adequately 
measure the self concept one must use an instrument that places 
central focus on the individual's own perceptions. In this study 
the notions of self concept, self acceptance and self esteem will 
be used without distinction to refer to the individual's 
perceptions and evaluation of his adequacy, worthiness, and 
competence across the dimensions of the Tennessee Self Concept 
Scale. 
Theoretical Support 
There are many theorists in psychology who emphasize the 
importance of the self concept in effective functioning. These 
viewpoints provide a firm basis on which this study is built. A 
few of the better known theorists are reviewed below. 
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When conducting a review of self concept literature most 
begin with William James (1890). James considered the self 
concept as central in influencing what a person chooses to do and 
what he considers as important. Thus a person's aspirations and 
values have a large bearing on how he accepts himself. Charles 
Cooley (cited in Flakoll, 1972) also viewed the self as important 
in understanding human behavior. He developed a concept he 
called the "social self" which was how a person presented himself 
to and interacted with his environment. 
Alfred Adler (1924) is well known for his focus on the self 
as a highly personalized subjective system which reflects and 
moderates the individual's purpose and goals. His concepts of 
"inferiority" and "will to power" reflect the tensions he 
observed as the self attempts to come to terms with the 
environment. Combs and Snygg (1959) are two phenomenological 
theorists of the self who emphasize the urge in man to seek 
personal adequacy. This movement toward adequacy provides a 
large influence on the direction of behavior. The Self serves as 
an organizational pattern of all the individual considers to be 
"I." Another theorist who emphasized this kind of movement 
toward effectiveness is Earl Kelly (1962). He considered the 
self to be unique to each person. Kelly labeled the goal toward 
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which the self was motivating a person's behavior as being "fully 
functioning". 
The last two theorists considered in this review come 
immediately to mind when one thinks of self concept. They are 
Abraham Maslow (1954) and Carl Rogers (1951). Maslow's hierarchy 
outlines a framework of needs in the order of priority toward 
which the self directs behavior. His emphasis is on self growth 
where the person moves toward reaching his potential and becoming 
fully effective. He called this self actualization. Rogers' 
famous "person centered" approach places great importance on a 
person's self perceptions in guiding behavior. The self in this 
view is motivated toward growth and becoming a "fully functioning 
person". In Rogers' understanding, becoming fully functioning is 
maintaining consistency between who the person perceives himself 
to be and his outward behavior. 
The theorists just cited focus particularly upon the upper 
ranges of good adjustment. All agree that the more fully 
functioning a person is the more productive, happy, efficient, 
and effective he will be in developing his potential. The 
present review demonstrates that there is ample theoretical 
support for the Fitts et. al. (1971) position that, "In general, 
and other things being equal, the more optimal the individual's 
self concept the more effectively he will function (p. 4)." 
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Empirical Support 
Considerable support can be mustered for viewing self 
concept as a measure and predictor of a person's effective 
functioning. Due to the large body of professional literature on 
the subject of self concept, and in light of the purpose of this 
study, the literature reviewed in this section will be limited to 
research conducted with the Tennessee Self Concept Scale. 
Fitts' (1972) monograph series serves as a basic review of 
research done on the self concept utilizing the TSC. His central 
thesis is that the self concept must be evaluated within a 
multidimensional framework. The TSC, which he developed 
according to this model, involves 29 subscales of self concept. 
Shavelson and Bolus (1982) and Weinbaum, Fayans, and Gilead 
(1982) support Fitts' premise that self concept cannot be 
accurately boiled down to a single factor. Fitts states that 
self concept and self actualization should be considered closely 
related, in that self concept serves as an index of self 
actualization (Fitts, Adams, Radford, Richard, Thomas, Thomas, 
Thompson, 1971). In his conceptualization of self concept Fitts 
et.al. observe (1971): 
It is proposed that there are three principal parts or 
subselves of the self--Identity Self (self-as-object), 
Behavioral Self (self-as-doer), and Judging Self (self-
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as-evaluator). The evaluative tendency of the self, 
represented by the Judging Self, provides the materials 
for an individual's self-esteem. According to Maslow, 
a positive level of self-esteem is the final 
prerequisite for self actualization; once self-esteem 
is achieved the individual is free to concentrate on 
actualizing his potentialities. (p.1) 
The literature on self concept will be examined first in 
light of its relationship to psychopathology, next in terms of 
self actualization, and finally in view of its association with 
performance. 
Self Concept and Psychopathology. The proposition that self 
concept can be an index of mental health makes a good deal of 
sense from the perspectives of Rogers (1951) and Maslow (1959). 
They say that self concept not only gives a sense of how well 
one is functioning at the upper end of the mental health continuum 
(self actualization), but also can be used to identify those at 
the lower end (psychopathologic). 
Fitts, in the manual for the TSC (1965), points out that the 
empirical scales, which are the defensive positive (DP), general 
maladjustment (GM), psychosis (PSY), personality disorder (PD), 
neurosis (N), personality integration (PI), and the number of 
deviant signs (NDS), were derived by item analysis. Through this 
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procedure questions from the TSC were statistically identified 
that best differentiated members of five groups (n= 100 in each 
category) who had been diagnosed by other criterion as psychotic, 
neurotic, personality disordered, defensive positive, and 
personality integrated. Fitts on pages 3, 17 and following of 
the manual (a copy is included in appendix B) presents evidence 
that the profiles based on these scales, for the diagnostic 
groups mentioned, are quite different from those of the norm 
group. Interestingly enough, each of the criterion groups can 
also be distinguished from one another by their TSC profiles. In 
Figure 1 these results are reproduced. Numerous studies have 
substantiated Fitts' findings (Helbig, 1967; Greenberg, 1968; 
Shumaker, 1969). Some of the more interesting are as follows. 
Jones (1966), Leake (1970), and Cotnam (1970) all found that 
defensive distortion is common among persons suffering from 
psychopathology. High (DP) scores and unrealistic self 
enhancement (very high total positive scores) were also 
demonstrated. Thus many psychiatric patients report highly 
positive (grandiose) self concepts but at the same time are very 
defensive. In contrast to this, the profile of an individual on 
the self actualized end of the continuum would reflect a 
moderately high total positive score and a low (DP) score (lack 
of defensiveness). 
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Figure 1. Profiles of three patient groups and a 
non-patient group. From Fitts (1965, p.22) 
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Figure 1. (Cont.) Profiles of three patient groups 
and a non-patient group. From Fitts (19G5, p.22). 
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Solomon (1982) in a study on narcissistic personalities 
found that the TSC was helpful in distinguishing between 
individuals with healthy self esteem and those who are 
characterized by pathologically high self esteem. Ornes (1972) 
and Miller (1972) observed that lower scores of self concept were 
related to increased degrees of anxiety, which in turn was a key 
trait found in psychological disturbances. Finally, Carroll, 
Malloy, Roscioli, Pindjak, and Clifford (1982) support Fitts' 
claim that the TSC and its measure of self concept could 
differentiate between types of pathology. They found that women 
alcoholics and drug abusers had a common TSC profile which 
distinguished them. Carrol et al. (1982) state the following: 
The groups manifested pathologically low levels of self 
esteem, high levels of general maladjustment indicative 
of multiple, serious and unresolved problems, 
clinically significant characterologic deficits in 
personality, anxiety, fearfulness and conflict. (p. 
734) 
Thus, the self concept as measured by the TSC, seems able to 
differentiate normals from those with psychopathology as well as 
find common characteristics of particular pathology types. 
Self Concept and Self Actualization. The basic thrust of the 
research presented in this section is to support that self 
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concept, measured by the TSC, is a sensitive index to good 
adjustment and effective functioning. The adequate person, 
according to Combs and Snygg (1959), characteristically perceives 
himself in positive ways. He views himself with dignity, 
integrity and with feeling of being liked, wanted, and accepted. 
Since positive perceptions are central in this person's 
phenomenological field, he is able to approach the events of life 
with a sense of confidence in his ability to handle them. 
Further, the predominance of positive self perceptions about 
himself permits minor self damaging experiences to be dealt with 
without disorganization of the self structure (Fitts, 1971). 
The TSC manual (1965) notes that measures were included in 
order to assess the many aspects of self concept. These include 
scales for overall self esteem, defensiveness, conflict within 
areas of the self, confusion about self definition, and 
variability among the areas of self. (A more complete description 
of the TSC will be given in the chapter on methods.) One total 
score which summarizes many of these areas is the PI or 
personality integration scale. 
Fitts (1965) studied three separate groups that were rated 
to be in good mental health and high in personality integration 
and found that they indeed scored high on the personality 
integration scale. He also found that the three groups had an 
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almost uniform TSC profile (see Figure 2). They scored higher in 
self esteem across all scales when compared to the norms, scored 
lower on measures of conflict within areas of the self, and had 
fewer deviant features as measured by the empirical scales (GM, 
PSY, PD, N, NDS). Lynch (1968) and Vargas (1968) report 
similarly, that persons in their studies were better able to use 
both positive and negative life experiences as vehicles for 
personal growth when they scored high in positive self concept. 
On the other hand those with more negative self concepts became 
more defensive and wary of life in response to negative life 
experiences. 
Persons high on the PI scale have been found to have more 
positive self descriptions, greater involvement in 
extracurricular activities (Frankel & Duncan, cited in Fitts 
et.al., 1971), and are rated higher in behavioral competence by 
peers (Seeman, 1966). Loneliness and poor social adjustment have 
been related to negative self concepts by Goswick and Jones 
(1981). 
Schum, Figley, and Fuhs (1981) discovered that spouses 
scoring higher in self concept experienced less anxiety in self 
disclosure tasks, while Petrie and Rotheram (1982) noted that 
higher scores of self esteem differentiated fire fighters who 
were more effective in coping with the stresses of a dangerous 
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job. They conclude, "This study does suggest the importance of 
examining personal characteristics of employees in highly 
stressful occupations" (p. 966). Fitts' comment (1971) 
serves well to summarize at this point, " We can say that theory 
and data are in agreement in the identification of a variety of 
ways in which the unusually effective person differs from his 
more average fellows. Further, no variable appears to be more 
consistent in its association with behavioral competence than 
self concept" (p. 99). 
Self Concept and Performance. There are a fair number of 
studies which focus on the topic of self concept and its 
relationship to performance by looking at an individual's 
persistence in training or employment. The basic idea behind 
this is that self concept is an index which is helpful in 
predicting how people will perform; individuals with negative 
self concepts will show higher drop out rates and failure rates 
in all kinds of educational, training, and employment situations. 
MacGuffie, Janzen, Samuelson and McPhee (1969) in their study 
of rehabilitation clients, associated lower self esteem with 
those who dropped out after the first appointment. Measures of 
initial self concept were also found to be associated with drop 
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figure 2. Profiles of a personality integration group 
and patient group. From Fitts (1965, p. 18). 
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out rates of blind college students (Smith, 1969). Nearly all 
scales on the TSC were in the predicted direction for those who 
dropped out. 
Gividen (cited in Fitts, 1972) studied paratroop trainees to 
determine whether self concept was related to inability to 
continue in training. He found those who dropped out scored in 
the predicted direction on 12 of the 17 TSC scales which were 
used. They scored higher in conflict, confusion in self concept, 
and lower in all areas of self esteem than those who continued. 
In fact, Fitts reports (1972) that the Israeli army now uses the 
TSC to screen paratroop trainees and has reduced the number of 
failures to about one eighth of what it had been before. 
McAllister (1982) studied the self concept of fundamental 
ministers by taking a sample of those whose churches advertized 
in a national christian magazine. He noted that his sample was 
made up of a group ministers, " ••• whose churches were functioning 
well enough to publicly advertise in a national magazine and 
whose services were open to visitors in their geographical areas" 
(p. 19). They were found as a group, when compared to the norms 
on the TSC, to have better personality integration, lower 
neurotic and personality defect scores, and were lower in scores 
of general maladjustment. They had higher scores for all of the 
self esteem scales. This may have been skewed, however, due to 
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low self criticism and high defense positive scores (this 
configuration may indicate a "fake good" profile). McAllister 
concludes that a minister's self concept is crucial when he 
states: 
Knowledge of the ministers self concept system is very 
important since the self theory identifies the person's 
conceptual system. The minister's entire functioning in the 
ministry is dependent upon the self system that the person 
develops (p. 20). 
A final study by Tiffany, Cowan and Shontz (1969) was able 
to distinguish employment dropouts by their lower self esteem and 
greater personality difficulties (empirical scale measures). 
They support the idea that self concept plays a key role in 
employment success and suggest that self concept remediation 
should be included in rehabilitation programs for those who have 
difficulty in achieving vocational adjustment. 
Self concept and Academic Performance. The many studies 
which have dealt with the issue of self concept and academic 
performance show that self concept is a significant variable only 
when academic performance is examined from a broad perspective. 
When grades and scores on achievement tests are considered, other 
criteria are better predictors (Fitts, 1972). Self concept is 
more closely associated with factors which influence success in 
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school such as school morale (Williams, 1970), classroom 
participation (Williams, 1971), motivation, assumption of 
responsibility for learning, and not being involved in "trouble" 
(Hamby, 1967). In conclusion, self concept is only indirectly 
related to specific criteria for academic performance (grades), 
while a much stronger case can be made for its relationship to the 
''nonacademic" aspects of school success. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The preceding review of the literature reveals a wealth of 
information regarding the self concept. Fitts (1972) 
provides a statement which serves to summarize the literature on 
self concept: 
Thus there is evidence that the self concept, as 
measured by the TSC, is a valid criterion of mental 
health throughout the full range of the mental health 
continuum. People, who by other criteria are 
considered superior in personal adjustment and 
personality integration, show the following self 
concept differences compared with people in general: 
(1) Self esteem is higher, or more positive, in all 
areas of self regard. (2) Self regard is less 
variable across the various subselves. (3) Self 
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perceptions are more internally consistent containing 
little contradiction or dissonance. (4) Few deviant, 
especially acquiescent, response sets are employed in 
self concept definition. (5) Self concepts are more 
clearly differentiated. (6) Greater personality 
strengths and fewer deviant features are shown on the 
special Empirical Scales which deal with types of 
pathology. Deviant populations (psychiatric patients, 
alcoholics, criminals) show the opposite self concept 
characteristics in all of these respects. (p. 4) 
In addition to the summary comments just made by Fitts, the 
present author would like to add the following observations: 
1. There is a very firm basis in well respected theory to 
suggest that self concept will likely serve as a profitable index 
of non-academic adjustment in seminary. 
2. Evidence on the self concept, as measured by the TSC, 
supports the view that this construct can be used to 
differentiate between groups across a broad continuum of 
psychological adjustment. Thus, the instrument has sufficient 
range for the present study where the task is to distinguish 
between seminarians who are well adjusted and those who are poorly 
adjusted. 
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3. Evidence from empirical data demonstrates that self 
concept, as measured by the TSC, provides a cross sectional 
sample of an individual's perceptions about self as opposed to 
focusing in on a singular aspect. This is due to the 
multidimensional nature of the construct of self concept which 
serves as a basis for the construction of the TSC. Thus, 
information can be gleaned about the individual's perception of 
family self, moral self, physical self, etc. which is likely to 
have greater utility as a predictor of adjustment than a 
monodimensional assessment strategy. 
4. Findings that the self concept is more related to 
noncognitive aspects of academic adjustment such as motivation, 
interpersonal relationship skills, ability to profit from 
negative experiences, and assuming personal responsibility for 
learning, as presented under the performance section, lends 
support to the rationale of the present study that nonacademic 
qualities are important in adjustment and that self concept is one 
way to assess them. 
S. It is unknown how seminary populations (and in 
particular W.C.B.S. students) compare to the norms provided for 
the TSC. There is evidence from research with other 
psychological instruments (such as MMPI) that seminarians may 
have unique characteristic which require their own standardized 
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norms. Galligan-Stierle, Rapp (1981) and Fleck, McThomas, 
Nielson, Shumaker (1973) indicate that the TSC can register the 
influence of "religious experiences" on the self concept. It 
therefore is not unreasonable to suspect that the self concept 
norms provided by Fitts (1965) may require modification to be 
appropriate to seminarians. The present study will serve to 
begin to address this issue. 
6. A last observation in regard to the literature review is 
to note that McAllister (1982) in his study of fundamental 
ministers suggested that self concept was a vital ingredient of 
effective functioning in the pastorate. Although this question 
is beyond the scope of the current study, its results may provide 
guidance in approaching this question. 
Rationale and Purpose 
The literature review just reported seems to substantiate 
Fitts' (1972) claim that, "In general, and other things being 
equal, the more optimal the individual's self concept the more 
effectively he will function" (p. 4). Because of the 
multidimensional nature of the TSC as a measure of self concept, 
there is reason to believe that it taps the nonacademic qualities 
of effective functioning which are important to this study. Thus, 
there is a good basis to believe that self concept, as measured by 
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the TSC, will be able to discriminate well adjusted seminarians 
from those who are poorly adjusted. 
The purpose of this study is to determine whether there is a 
significant (~ .05) relationship between an individual's self 
concept and his adjustment at seminary. This study will measure 
self concept by the use of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale 
(1965) and measure the construct of nonacademic adjustment by the 
use of three criteria. These are the Seminary Attrition Scale 
(Trachsel, 1973), the Sentence Completion Scale (a modified form 
of Rotter's Incomplete Sentence Blank, 1950) and the Seminary 
Socialization Scale (Neder & Powers, 1984). These measures are 
more fully explained in the methods section. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses will be tested in this study: 
1. The high adjusted group will report significantly greater 
positive self concept/self esteem in all areas of self 
perception than the low adjusted group. 
2. The high adjusted group will reveal less internal dissonance and 
conflict in their self concepts than the low adjusted group. 
3. The high adjusted group will show greater internal consistency 
across the various subareas of self esteem than the low adjusted 
group. 
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4. The high adjusted group will show fewer deviant/pathological 
features than the low adjusted group. 
5. The high adjusted group will demonstrate less defensiveness in 
reporting their self concepts than the low adjusted group. 
6. The low adjusted group will not present a capacity for normal 
openness in the more obvious measures of defensiveness. 
7. The less adjusted group will be less able to present a 
capacity for normal openness on the more subtle indicator of 
defensiveness. 
8. The high adjusted group will report greater total integration 
of self concept than the low adjusted group. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODS 
In order to examine the relationship between self concept 
and adjustment in seminary a sample was drawn from the student 
body of Western Conservative Baptist Seminary in Portland, 
Oregon. As noted earlier, this study is part of a larger 
research project involving the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory, Spiritual Well-being Scale, and Spiritual Maturity 
Scale (See Neder, 1984 & Mueller, 1986 for a discussion of these 
scales). This study will report on the Tennessee Self Concept 
Scale, Sentence Completion Scale, Seminary Attrition Scale, 
Seminary Socialization Scale and a demographic questionnaire. 
The data was collected during the Spring quarter of 1984. 
Subjects 
Subjects in this study consisted of 55 randomly selected 
male Master of Divinity students at Western Conservative Baptist 
Seminary. They were selected in the spring quarter of 1984 from 
the first through third year classes so as to access students who 
had a minimum of three quarters on campus • Demographically, 
individuals ranged in age from 23 to 48 years old. Seventy-six 
percent of the students were married and 24% were single. 
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The sample was drawn randomly by using the student mail box 
numbers and a table of random numbers. Originally, one hundred 
names were drawn with the final goal of securing sixty who fit 
the criteria stated above. Subjects were considered one at a 
time beginning with the first person drawn. If he met the 
criterion of being a male M. Div. student he was retained. If 
the person did not meet the criteria, the name was discarded and 
the next individual on the list was considered. This process was 
continued until the requisite 60 names were obtained. 
Instruments 
Background Inventory 
The Background Inventory, a demographic questionnaire 
designed by the author, collected data pertaining to age, total 
credit hours, previous seminaries attended, marital status, 
church attendance, devotional life, religious leadership 
experience, financial condition, and social relationships (See 
appendix A). 
Tennessee Self Concept Scale 
The Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSC) consists of 100 self 
descriptive items which are responded to on a five point scale 
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ranging from "Completely true" to "Completely false." There are 
two forms of the test, both of which use the same 100 items. The 
simpler Counseling Form yields 14 subscores of self concept, while 
the Clinical and Research Form (C & R form) yields some 29 
subscales of self concept. Fitts (1965) recommends in the test 
manual that the C & R form is more appropriate for research, due 
to the larger amount of data yielded, and as a result it was 
the form of the instrument utilized in this study. 
The subscores are plotted on the TSC profile sheets which 
convert the raw data into t-scores. Thus, a profile of self 
concept across the different subscales can be visualized and 
interpreted in a uniform manner. Each of the subscales, and the 
protocol for scoring them, are extensively discussed in the 
Manual For The Tennessee Self Concept Scale (Fitts 1965) 
and will be only briefly reviewed here. 
The following description of the TSC scales is taken from 
The Self Concept And Performance which is monograph V in the 
series of seven produced by Fitts (1972). The scales are 
presented here in the order in which they appear on the profile 
sheet. 
Self Criticism (SC): 
This scale measures defensiveness, openness, honesty in self 
description, and capacity for self criticism. Low scores 
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indicate defensiveness and high scores extreme self criticism. 
The optimal range is in the middle or slightly above average. 
True/False Ratio (TF): 
This scale is a measure of response set or the tendency to 
define the self by agreeing with the content of items rather than 
by rejecting them. An extreme tendency in either direction is 
deviant. Scores in the middle range indicate that the individual 
defines his self concept by the dual process of affirming what he 
is and rejecting what he is not. 
The Conflict Score: 
This is a measure of internal consistency in self 
description or, conversely, the amount of conflicting and 
contradictory self perception. If a person affirms two 
contradictory statements about himself, or if he denies both, 
then his responses conflict with each other. The Net Conflict 
Score (Net. Conf .) measures the directional trend of such 
conflict and the Total Conflict Score (Tot. Conf .) measures the 
total amount of conflict without regard to its direction. The 
optimal range for both scores is below the mean. 
The Positive Scores: 
These are measures of self esteem or the positive/negative 
level of self regard. The 90 items which contribute to these 
scores are divided into a 3 x 5 matrix consisting of three Row 
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Scores (internal frame of reference) and five Column Scores 
(external frame of reference). High scores on any of these 
measures reflect high self esteem and low scores indicate low 
self esteem. Extreme scores in either direction are deviant, and 
the optimal range is above average but below a line falling at 
about the 97th percentile of the norm population. Below is a 
further break down of the scales: 
a. Total P (Tot. P): This reflects the subject's overall 
level of self esteem. 
b. (Pl) - Identity: These are the "What I am" items. 
The individual describes who he is---his basic identity self. 
c. (P2) - Self Satisfaction: These items reflect how 
a person feels about himself~-his judging self. 
d. (3) - Behavior: These items describe what an 
individual does or how he acts~-his behavioral self. 
e. (PA) - Physical Self: These items pertain to physical 
attributes. 
f. ~ =. Moral-Ethical Self: Here i terns deal with moral, 
ethical, and religious aspects of the self. 
g. (PC) - Personal Self: These items describe personal 
worth or adequacy, self respect and self confidence. 
h. (PD) - Family Self: Items in this scale describe the 
nature of an individual's relationship with his primary group 
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(family and friends) and his sense of adequacy as a 
family member. 
f. (PE) - Social Self: The items here deal with the 
person's sense of adequacy or worth in his relationships with 
people in general. 
Variability Scores (V): 
These scores reflect the variation in level of self regard 
within each Column (Col V) and within each Row (Row V); the Total 
V score being a summation of the other two subtotals. High V 
Scores indicate inconsistency, variation and lack of integration 
among the different subselves. Scores below the norm are optimal 
and suggest internally consistent, well integrated self concepts. 
Distribution Scores (D): 
Scores here are purely behavioral measures which describe 
the individual's approach to self description apart from the 
content of his self report. A high D Score occurs when most of 
the responses are "Ss" and "ls", which reflects a very definite 
and perhaps dogmatic or rigid picture of self, that is sharply 
dichotomized into stark blacks and whites. A low D Score 
indicates a vague, uncertain self image largely painted in shades 
of gray. This results from a large number of "3" responses 
together with "4s" and "2s" and few strong commitments in the 
form of "5" and "l" responses. Well integrated people tend to 
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score near the mean on these scales. They exhibit a more finely 
differentiated self portrait through a balanced use of all five 
response categories. 
Empirical Scales: 
In contrast to the other scores, these scores have no 
theoretical rationale but are based solely on empirical data--
namely item analyses which utilized whatever cluster of test 
items that differentiates one group of people from other groups. 
They are as follows: 
a. Defensive Positive Score (DP): This measure of 
defensiveness is more subtle than the SC scale mentioned earlier. 
Psychologically disturbed and deviant people tend to have deviant 
scores on this measure, either very high, indicating positively 
distorted self concepts, or very low, reflecting a lack of normal 
defenses. Well integrated people usually score near, or 
slightly above the mean. 
b. General Maladjustment Score (GM): This scale measures 
the kind of personal maladjustment characteristic of psychiatric 
patients. It reflects degree but not type of pathology. 
c. Psychosis Score (PSY): These items best differentiate 
psychotic patients from patients with other psychiatric diagnoses 
and non-patients. A high score does not necessarily indicate 
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that an individual is psychotic but means that he is describing 
his self concept in the same ways as psychotic patients describe 
theirs. 
d. Personality Disorder Scores (PD): A profile high on PD 
shows self concept similarity to people with one of the many 
types of personality disorders. 
e. Neurosis Score (N): This scale measures self concept 
similarity in relation to people with various neuroses. High 
profiles indicate neurotic tendencies and of ten reflect anxiety 
and depression. 
f. Personality Integration (PI) Score: This measures 
personality strength-- one's positive assets and resources. 
Deviant populations consistently score low on PI but all of the 
studies with well integrated people show high PI Scores. 
g. Number of Deviant Signs Score (NDS): The NDS score 
summarizes the deviant features in the self concept (scores 
exceeding the normal limits and deviant fluctuations in the 
profile) across all the scales. It is the best single index of 
psychopathology. High scores indicate deviant self concepts; 
well integrated people have low NDS scores. 
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Number of Integrative Signs Score (NIS) and Self Actualization 
Score (SA): 
These two scores are relatively new to the TSC and attempt 
to distill all of the self concept data into a single variable 
which reflects the individual's state of self actualization. The 
NIS is akin to the NDS scale just mentioned. NIS score measures 
strengths or signs of good personality integration. It is 
computed by counting the scores on the profile that fall within 
the optimal range (dotted lines on profile sheet). 
The SA score measures assets and and deficits in the self 
concept. This "total picture" is derived by combining the NIS 
and NDS raw score in the formula : SA = (2NIS)-(NDS). It 
reflects a position relative to self actualization, and well 
integrated persons score high on SA while the poorly adjusted 
score quite low. 
Reliability and Validity 
The standardization group, from which the norms were 
developed, consisted of a broad sample of 626 people. There were 
approximately equal numbers of both sexes, races, social, 
economic, and educational levels (6th grade through Ph.D.). 
Test-retest reliability was computed with 60 college students 
over a two week period and reported estimates ranged from .60 
(Row Total V) to .92 (Total P, GM). 
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Intercorrelation for the major dimensions of self perception 
(self esteem, self criticism, variability, certainty, and 
conflict) are all relatively independent of each other. Scores 
which are logically related show appreciable correlations as 
would be expected. For instance, the various Positive Scores 
show sizeable correlations with each other and with the Empirical 
Scales in the same direction. This would be explained by the 
fact these scales share many common items. Fitts (1965) 
presents data to support these observations in the TSC manual. 
The validation procedure for the TSC was approached through 
four means: 1) Content Validity, 2) Discrimination between 
groups, 3) Correlations with other personality measures, and 4) 
Predicting personality changes under particular conditions. The 
methods for doing so and the results are well documented in the 
TSC manual (Fitts, 1965) and as a result will only be briefly 
covered here. 
Content Validity: This type of validation requires test 
items to be representative of the subject matter or behaviors 
that the test purports to measure. The TSC met this requirement 
by retaining items in a scale only if there was unanimous 
agreement by the judges (seven clinical psychologists) that it 
was assigned to the correct category. Thus the basic requirement 
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of content validity, that items be logically meaningful, seems to 
have been met. 
Discrimination between groups: The TSC has been the focus 
of a multitude of studies which have cross validated its ability 
to discriminate between various groups in the directions which 
the basic constructs of the test dictate. The literature review 
of Chapter 1 is replete with examples. The manual for the TSC 
reports that the instrument was able to discriminate on the basis 
of psychological status by comparing 369 psychiatric patients 
with 626 nonpatients. The TSC was able to demonstrate highly 
significant differences (most at the .001 level) between the two 
groups on almost every subscale. One example of this is the NDS 
score which is the best overall summary score for the TSC, as far 
as psychological adjustment is concerned. The NDS was able to 
discriminate the patient group with 80% accuracy (Fitts, 1965). 
Correlation With Other Personality Measures: This method of 
assessing validity is to determine the correspondence between 
scores on the TSC and other measures for which correlations 
should be predicted. One example of this is summarized in the 
table on page 25 of the manual which reports Pearson r's and 
Eta's between the MMPI and the TSC. Most scales on the TSC 
significantly correlate with MMPI scales in the expected 
direction. 
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For instance, Total P negatively correlated (Pearson's r) 
with the MMPI scales F, HS, D, PD, PA, PT, SC, and SI at a 
significance level of .01 or greater. A person with high self 
concept would be expected to score low on these MMPI scales, thus 
the concurrent validity of the TSC is supported. There are many 
other such examples involving the MMPI, Edwards Personal 
Preference Schedule, Taylor Anxiety Scale, and etc. which are 
presented in the TSC manual. 
Personality Changes Under Particular Conditions: The scale 
has been found to relate to clinical indices of psychological 
"health" and to predict behavior of those scoring at various 
levels on the scale; many examples were cited in the the 
literature review. For instance, Petrie and Rotheram (1982) 
documented that fire fighters higher in self concept were able to 
deal more effectively with the stresses of such a dangerous 
occupation. 
A final summary comment on the reliability and validity of 
the TSC is provided by Robinson and Shaver (1980) in their book 
Measures of Social Psychological Attitudes. In it they 
rate the TSC as one of the top two measures available for 
assessing self concept. They confirm Fitts' report of test-
retest reliability for the TSC and state that the convergent, 
discriminant, and predictive validity have been well established 
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in subsequent studies to Fitts's seminal work. Thus, there 
appears to be ample evidence to suggest that the reliability and 
validity of the TSC is adequate for the current research project. 
Student Adjustment Rating Scales 
Three instruments were selected to assess how well 
individual students are adapted to seminary life. They were 
selected in order to address different aspects of the 
individual's overall adaptive functioning. 
Seminary Attrition Scale (SAS) 
This instrument (Trachsel, 1973) has 54 questions consisting 
of items taken from the MMPI which were found to best predict 
persistence in seminary. Initially, the instrument had 92.5 % 
predictive validity on the norm sample. A cross validation of .the 
same test later found it to be accurate 70% of the time in 
predicting seminary attrition. A sample of the items and the 
direction in which they are scored are as follows: 
S. I do not always tell the truth. (F) 
6. I prefer to pass by school friends, or people I know but have 
not seen for a long time unless they speak to me first. (F) 
14. Criticism or scolding hurts me terribly. (T) 
20. I have been inspired to a program of life based on duty 
which I have since carefully followed. (F) 
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31. I tend to be on my guard with people who are somewhat 
more friendly than I had expected. (T) 
33. I have several times given up doing a thing because I 
thought too little of my ability. (T) 
37. I wish I could get over worrying about things I have said 
that may have injured other people's feelings. (T) 
Item analysis was used initially to select each item. 
Then, Chi-square values were computed between the item and the how 
the group responded. Each scale item was then selected if it 
differentiated between the two at a p=.03 level with one degree 
of freedom. (See appendix A for a complete list of questions and 
Chi-square values.) 
Sentence Completion Scale (SCS) 
A modified Rotter Incomplete Sentence Blank, called the 
Sentence Completion Scale (SCS) which is in a self report sentence 
completion format and indicates a person's general psychological 
adjustment or maladjustment, was used as a second measure of 
seminary adjustment. Rotter's 40 question scale was developed in 
1950 as a quickly scored single measure of overall adjustment. 
Rotter and Rafferty (1950) state in this regard: 
This over-all adjustment score is of particular 
value for screening purposes with college students and 
in experimental studies. For example, it has been 
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used in a college health service for the selection 
of individuals (who may benefit from) psychological 
help as well as providing the potential therapist with 
an early evaluation of the student. The ISB (Rotter's 
Incomplete Sentences Blank) has also been used in a 
vocational guidance center to select students requiring 
broader counseling than was usually given, in 
experimental studies of the effect of psychotherapy, 
and in investigations of the relationship of adjustment 
to a variety of variables. (p. 7) 
The corrected split-half reliability of the Rotter is .84 
and the validity, using a cutting score of 13S as the demarcation 
between adjustment/maladjustment correctly identified group 
membership 7S-80% of the time. The Sentence Completion Scale 
modified five items of Rotter, in order to make it more applicable 
to seminarians. The Baptist Evaluation Instrument (BEVIN), which 
also modifies several of the Rotter items for use with 
missionaries (with good success), was used as a guide in doing 
this. Specifically, Rotter's item number six was changed from "At 
bed time ••• " to "Witnessing ••• ", number eight from "The best ••• " 
to "Pastors ••• ", number sixteen from "Sports ••• " to "To reach ••• ", 
number 30 from "I hate ••• " to "Prayer meetings ••• " and number 38 
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from "Dancing ••• " to "Poverty ••• ". Scoring procedures and test 
questions may be found in appendix B. 
Seminary Socialization Scale (SSS) 
The third measure of adjustment is a questionnaire developed 
by the author, designed to tap the degree of seminary 
socialization. The items of this scale were constructed from the 
seminal work of Stern (1954). The primary goal was to establish 
face valid questions probing the areas of interpersonal 
relations, energy level, and goal orientation which Stern felt 
were the basic traits of a successful seminarian. 
Stern's work is based on categories developed by seminary 
faculty which were empirically tested using I.Q. measures, 
Rorschach, TAT, sentence completion, and figure drawing and found 
to be 100% valid. Stern observes in this regard, "The complete 
replication of the faculty's judgments by the assessors is 
statistically significant (at the .05 level), despite the small 
number of cases" (p. 79). Stern's optimism regarding his scale is 
empirically unwarranted given the very small N in his sample. 
His work is helpful, however, in identifying factors which lay a 
foundation for the scale described below. 
The questions on the Seminary Socialization Scale (SSS) are 
arranged in four basic groups under the two major headings of 
intrinsic and extrinsic orientations. The intrinsic questions 
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are further subdivided into those dealing with flexibility 
/rigidity and those involving coping/adjustment. The extrinsic 
category's subgroups are those regarding appropriate behavior and 
social relationships. The questions and their respective 
subgroupings are shown in appendix B. 
Hypotheses and Questions 
The following is precise statement of how each hypothesis 
in this study will be tested: 
1. The high adjusted group will report significantly greater 
positive self concept/self esteem in all areas of self 
perception than the low adjusted group. Specifically this 
means: 
a. Significantly greater total P scores. 
b. Significantly greater row and column scores. 
c. Significantly greater self actualization scores. 
2. The high adjusted group will reveal less internal dissonance and 
conflict in their self concepts than the low adjusted group as 
measured by: 
Significantly lower conflict scores. 
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3. The high adjusted group will show greater internal consistency 
across the various subareas of self esteem than the low adjusted 
group as measured by: 
Significantly lower variability scores. 
4. The high adjusted group will show fewer deviant/pathological 
features than the low adjusted group as measured by: 
Significantly lower GM, PSY, PD, N and NDS scores. 
5. The high adjusted group will demonstrate less defensiveness in 
reporting their self concepts than the low adjusted group as 
measured by: 
Significantly higher self criticism scores and 
Significantly lower defense positive scores. 
6. The low adjusted group will not present a capacity for normal 
openness in the more obvious measures of defensiveness (Self 
Criticism scale) as measured by: 
Significant difference from the TSC norm mean on Self 
Criticism. 
7. The less adjusted group will be less able to present a 
capacity for normal openness on the more subtle indicator of 
defensiveness (defensive positive scale) as measured by: 
Significant difference from the TSC norm mean on the 
defense positive scale. 
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8. The high adjusted group will report greater total integration 
of self concept than the low adjusted group as measured by: 
Significantly higher personality integration (PI) 
scores. 
In addition to these hypotheses the following questions will be 
examined: 
1. Will the adjusted group present a capacity for "normal" 
openness on both the obvious (Self Criticism) and subtle 
(Defense Positive) measures of defensiveness? 
2. Do the mean scores of the seminarians at W.C.B.S. differ 
significantly from the norm group on the TSC? 
3. Are particular scales on the TSI more closely associated than 
others with adjustment at seminary? 
4. What will be the relationship between the professor ratings, 
the other criteria of adjustment, and the TSC variables? 
5. What relationship do the following demographic variables have 
to measures of self concept and adjustment at seminary: 
Age, number of credit hours, previous seminaries attended, 
marital status, church attendance, frequency and duration of 
devotional life, religious leadership experience, importance 
of religion, social relationship factors, financial condition, 
spouse's support of seminary education, and spouse's support 
of vocational goals? 
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Procedures 
Validation Sample 
In this part of the study, a sample was taken in an effort to 
explore the relationship of professors' ratings of subjects as 
adjusted/maladjusted to the SAR devices discussed in the last 
section. Five professors, from whom every Master of Divinity 
(M.Div.) student was required to take course work, were asked 
to provide a list of 15 students most adapted to seminary life and 
a list of 15 students least adapted. Each rater was given a copy 
of Stern's (1954) criteria of nonacademic adjustment at seminary 
to use as a basis for their ratings. 
The lists were compiled with the goal of selecting eight of 
the most adapted and eight of the least adapted students. The 
professors' lists were compiled by the experimenter and then 
individuals were ranked by the number of times they were selected 
by the various raters. For the adapted group eight subjects were 
chosen as follows: three persons were chosen who were on four 
of the five lists and five persons were chosen who were on three 
of the five lists. A total of eight additional people appeared 
on two of the five lists who were reserved as potential 
replacements. 
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The maladaptive group consisted of eight individuals who 
were chosen as follows: one individual who was on four of five 
lists, two persons who were on three of five lists, and five 
people who were on two of five lists. There remained a total of 
seven individuals not selected who were on two of five lists. 
These were held in reserve as potential replacements. 
Of the eight adapted individuals, one could not be contacted 
and another dropped out of school. Both were replaced by random 
selection from those on the reserve list. For the maladapted 
group two of the eight did not participate as one ref used and 
another dropped out of school. They were replaced by two 
subjects randomly selected from the list of replacements. 
The entire test package consisting of all three SAR devices, 
the MMPI, the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (TSC), Spiritual Well 
Being Scale (SWB) and Spiritual Maturity Scale (SM) were 
administered to each subject. From this group of eight adjusted 
and eight maladjusted, one from each group failed to return their 
completed test packet in time for data analysis. Also, one 
additional person from the maladaptive group refused to 
participate. This resulted in a final N size of seven adjusted 
and six maladjusted persons. These students were included in the 
eligible subject pool for the random sample described in the next 
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section. No students from the pilot sample were chosen in the 
random sample for the main study however. 
An effort was made to utilize the 12 members of the student 
council, in a manner similar to the faculty raters, to select 
fellow students who were most adjusted and maladjusted. They 
were given the same instructions as the faculty raters. Of the 
12 members of the council, five refused to participate in the 
project and four of the seven who did participate, identified so 
few maladjusted students that only one name was on three of 
seven lists and only four names were on more than one list. 
Consequently, because of the low list overlap and the low overall 
return rate, the data that was produced by the student raters was 
of questionable value. A decision was made, therefore, not to 
use student ratings of maladjusted and adjusted individuals as 
part of the statistical analysis. 
Random Sample 
The individuals described in the sample for the main study 
were drawn by random selection of students by their mail box 
numbers. The names of females and males who were in a program 
other than M.Div. were discarded. Selection continued until the 
goal of 100 was reached. The first 60 students on the list were 
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asked to participate in the study; replacement subjects were drawn 
in order from the remaining list as needed. 
Administration 
The first public announcement of this research project was 
given by the Dean of Students in a chapel service for the student 
body in April, 1984. This announcement consisted of a brief 
statement regarding the study and that approximately sixty 
members of the student body would be contacted to participate. A 
similar announcement was concurrently placed in the student 
newsletter reiterating the chapel announcement. 
Next, each student who had been chosen by random selection 
received a letter signed by the Dean of Students and written on 
the school letterhead. This letter offered a choice of five 
different dates and times to be involved in the group 
administration of the test materials. Each person was instructed 
to select their pref erred time and to return the form to the Dean 
of Students' mail box. Samples of this letter and the 
announcements which were made are included in appendix A. 
A total of 35 individuals confirmed a testing time through 
the use of the form provided. Of this number, 23 students 
actually completed the test materials at one of the five 
scheduled sessions. The author and a fellow researcher then 
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contacted all remaining persons by telephone, offering two 
additional group testing dates. The completed materials for 
seven more individuals were obtained in this manner. 
At each group administration, subjects were instructed 
that there were no time limits and each test should be completed 
carefully and conscientiously, without omitting any items. 
Confidentiality was assured by a number coding system which gave 
only the researcher access to the subject's names. Test packets 
were then handed out with only the student's code number on them. 
The packets contained the MMPI, TSC, SWB, SM, Demographic 
questionnaire, and the SAR devices. The student was also asked to 
give the names of five WCBS professors that they thought could 
rate them on seminary adjustment (This information was not 
utilized due to poor response and logistical problems). A copy of 
the standardized instructions read to the students is contained in 
appendix A. 
At this point, approximately three weeks had elapsed since 
the initial chapel announcement by the Dean of Students. The 
author and a fellow researcher again contacted the remaining 
individuals, offering for their test packets to be picked up and 
completed at home, with the agreement to return them within seven 
days. The Dean of Students also made contact with several 
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students who proved to be difficult to reach, in order to secure 
their participation. 
In this stage of the project, one person refused to 
participate and it was discovered that another had dropped out of 
school. Both individuals were replaced with numbers 61 and 62 
from the random sample. The remaining persons picked up their 
test packets and agreed to return them completed within seven 
days. 
Those who exceeded this time limit were again contacted by 
the author and a fellow researcher, in order to secure the return 
of the testing materials. Additionally, an announcement was 
placed in the school newsletter reminding participants to fill out 
and return their materials. A list of people was finally given 
to the Dean of Students, who contacted them to secure their 
cooperation. Approximately 12 weeks after the initial chapel 
announcement regarding the research project, statistical analysis 
began with the data from a total of 55 subjects. 
In an attempt to assess the effect of the missing data from 
the five persons not turning in their materials in time for data 
analysis, the scores from the last five test packets handed in 
were duplicated and correlation coefficients were rerun with a 
total N size of 60. The rationale for this involved the 
likelihood that those handing in their materials later were most 
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alike. Thus this provided an estimate of the effect those not 
handing in their materials. The results did not prove to be 
appreciably different from the N of SS. Consequently, a decision 
was made to utilize the data from the SS individuals who had 
handed in their materials. Further replacement was not pursued 
due to time considerations in completing the data analysis and the 
fact that more than 12 weeks had passed since the initial testing 
sessions. 
Another facet of this study, as initially conceived, was to 
examine the characteristics of the faculty on the MMPI, TSC, SWB, 
and the SM scale. The intent was to give the entire faculty the 
above instruments in order to establish "faculty norms". This 
would have allowed the researcher to observe any trends between 
the students and faculty. Unfortunately, this data was not 
obtained due to the inability to arrange administration of the 
research materials to the faculty before the summer break. 
Summary 
In an attempt to assess the relationship of self concept to 
non-academic adjustment in seminary this study administered the 
Tennessee Self Concept Scale, Seminary Socialization Scale, 
Sentence Completion Scale and a Demographic Questionairre to SS 
randomly selected first through fourth year male M.Div. students 
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attending Western Conservative Baptist Seminary during the Spring 
of 1984. A validation sample based on professor's ratings of 
nonacademic adjustment was also drawn and resulted in 7 adjusted 
and 6 maladjusted students who were given all test materials. 
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CHAPTER3 
RESULTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the statistical 
methods used to test the hypotheses/questions of this study and 
to examine the results obtained. Data was collected from 13 
subjects in the validation sample and from 55 subjects in the 
main sample of the study. This data included the 29 scales from 
the Tennessee Self Concept Scale, 18 variables from the 
demographic questionnaire, as well as total scores from the 
Seminary Socialization Scale, the Seminary Attrition Scale, and 
the Sentence Completion Scale. 
The statistical analysis was performed on an IBM XT computer 
system utilizing the STATPRO (Wadsworth, 1984) statistical 
software package. The Pearson Product Moment Correlation 
Coefficient was the major statistic employed to address the 
hypotheses and questions. Critical values for establishing 
significance were established at the .ES_.05 level for all 
statistics; hypotheses were tested with one-tailed test, and 
questions with two-tailed tests of significance. It was decided 
to use the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient with 
both the continuous and noncontinuous data analyzed in this study. 
Gorsuch (1983) notes that the major liability in applying this 
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analysis to data of this type is the potential of producing 
correlations which may be reduced in magnitude. Thus, utilizing 
the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient, essentially 
provides a more conservative index of association between the 
noncontinuous variables. 
A problem occurred in the use of the Seminary Socialization 
Scale (SSS) with both the main study and the validation sample. 
The instrument's instructions were worded so that both a rater 
and a ratee could use the same form of the test. This proved 
confusing to the subjects and resulted in 11 of 55 individuals 
from the main study not completing it. This explains the N=44 in 
the following analysis involving the SSS. Two persons refused to 
complete the sentence completion scale and one participant failed 
to complete the second page of the demographics section. The 
only missing data from the validity sample came from one person 
from the maladjusted group who did not fill out the SSS. 
Attention will now be given to a presentation of the descriptive 
statistics of the study, then each hypotheses will be reviewed in 
terms of the results obtained, and finally the results of each 
question will be examined. 
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Descriptive Statistics 
Demographics for Main Sample 
The main sample consisted of 55 randomly selected male 
M.Div. students enrolled in the spring quarter of 1984. The mean 
age for the sample was 29.4 years with 61.9 as the average number 
of credit hours completed. The mean g.p.a. was 3.34 on a four 
point scale. Only 6 subjects (11%) had attended one other 
seminary without receiving a degree. Approximately three fourths 
of the sample was married (76%) with the remaining 24% having 
never been married. No subjects were separated, divorced, 
widowed, or were living together. Regarding church attendance, 
11% attended one time per week, 38% attended two times per week, 
40% attended three times per week, and 11% attended four or more 
times per week (Figure 3). 
Devotional Life 
Personal devotions were important in the lives of the 
subjects with 5% of the sample having devotions more than one 
time per day. The majority of individuals (65%) reported having 
devotions four to seven times per week, while 24% had them one to 
three times per week, 4% said they had them weekly, and 2% 
reported having them less than one time per week. Everyone in 
the sample reported some level of personal devotions. In terms 
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Figure 3. How often do you attend church functions? 
of the duration of personal devotions 7% of the sample stated 
they spent greater than 59 minutes, 30% spend 30-59 minutes per 
occasion, 30% spend 15-29 minutes, 22% spend 10-14 minutes, and 
9% spend 5-9 minutes per occasion (See Figure 4-5). 
The question on having family devotions demonstrated that of 
those in the sample not living alone 14% never have family 
devotions, 30% have them less than once a week, 12 % have them 
weekly, 28% have them 1-3 times per week, 14% have them 4-7 times 
per week, and 2% of the sample have them more than one time per 
day. The duration of family devotions for those to whom this 
question was applicable demonstrated that for 6% each occasion 
was less than 5 minutes, 9% spend 5-9 minutes in each occasion, 
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15% spend 10-14 minutes, 30% spend 15-29 minutes, 7% spend 30-59 
minutes, and 2% spend greater than 59 minutes in each occasion of 
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Figure 4. Frequency of Personal Devotions. 
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Figure 6. Frequency of family devotions. 
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Figure 7. Duration of family devotions. 
Religious Leadership Experience 
The average number of years in religious leadership 
experience for the subjects in this sample was 4.4 years with the 
majority (43%) having that experience as a teacher in a local 
church. For 11% of the subjects their experience was as a 
pastor, 4% had experience as a missionary, 7% as an Elder/Deacon, 
and 26% had "other" kinds of religious leadership experience. 
Some 9% of the subjects chose the "not applicable" option in 
regard to the question of " ••• in what capacity was your religious 
leadership experience?". 
Importance of Religion 
The subjects in the experiment were asked to rate the 
importance of religion on a scale of one to seven with seven being 
"extremely important". All individuals rated religion as 
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important; 91% rating it as extremely important (7 response), 5% 
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F.ach of those in the study were asked to rate their 
financial condition on a seven point scale from "one= chronic 
problem" to "seven= bills paid". Most individual's reported that 
their bills were paid (42%) with the second largest group (22%) 
stating that they had little problem with finances (response 
six). Nineteen percent of those involved in the study indicated 
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that finances were to some degree a problem by marking the four, 
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Figure 9. Financial condition. 
Social Relationships 
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Three questions probing social relationships were asked of 
each student in the questionnaire (See Figures 10-12). The first, 
Social A., asked the student to rate themselves on a scale of 
"one= enjoy being alone" to "seven= dislike being alone". 
Forty-one percent of those involved marked either a one, two, or 
three response indicating they liked being alone to some degree. 
Thirty-five percent endorsed a five or a six response indicating 
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Figure 11. Question Soc. B - Enjoyment of people. 
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When asked to rate themselves in Social B as to being 
"one= uncomfortable with people" to "seven= enjoy being with 
people"; the majority of those sampled (83%) indicated some 
degree of enjoyment of people by marking the seven, six, or five 
response. Six percent indicated some discomfort with people by 
checking either three or two responses. Eleven percent rated 
themselves with a four response. 
The last question, Social C, again used a seven point scale 
to ask students to rate themselves from "one= Frequent problems 
with people" to "seven= deal easily with people". Most (87%) 
individuals presented themselves as getting along with people by 
marking seven, six, or five responses. Only 2% of the sample 
indicated they had frequent problems with people by using the one 






























Figure 12. Question Soc. C - Conflict with people. 
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Spouse's Attitude 
The last section of the demographic questionnaire contained 
two questions regarding the wife's attitude about seminary and 
the career choice of her husband. Each question utilized a seven 
point scale with "one= wife against seminary or wife against 
career choice" to "seven= wife for seminary or wife for career 
choice" (Figures 13-14). For the question Spouse A on seminary; 
most (55%) rated their wives as for their seminary choice by using 
a seven response. Twenty-four percent rated their wife's 
agreement about seminary as a six, 5% rated it as a five, 10% as a 
four, 2% as a three, 2% as a two, and 2% chose the one response. 
25 55% 
* 




E 10% /io 
R 5 2% 2% 2%~...___s 
* * * 4 * 0 1 1 1 2 
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Wife Against Wife For 
Seminary Seminary 
Figure 13. Question Spouse A - Attitude toward seminary. 
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For the Spouse B question on career choice, most (96%) saw 
their wives in agreement with their choice by checking seven, 
six, or five responses. Only 2% indicated that their spouse was 
some what against their career choice by choosing option three. 
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Figure 14. Question Spouse B - Attitude toward career. 
Means and Standard Deviations - Main Sample 
The means, standard deviations, ranges and percentiles for 
the main sample on the demographic questionnaire, SSS, SAS, 
Sentence Completion Scale, and the TSC are reported in Tables 1-
2. Tables 3-7 report the means and standard deviations on the 
TSC scales of the adjusted/maladjusted groups from the main 
sample. Since various criteria were used to separate the main 
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sample into adjusted and maladjusted groups, several mean and 
standard deviation Tables were required. For each of the 
criteria (SSS, SAS, SCS) the median scores were used to divide 
the sample into low adjusted (called maladjusted in this study) 
and high adjusted groups (called adjusted in this study). 
Table 3 gives the means and standard deviations when the 
main sample is divided into adjusted and maladjusted groups based 
on SSS scores, Table 4 does so for SAS scores, and Table 5 does 
so for Sentence Completion scores. These three instruments were 
also used in combination with each other to divide the sample 
into maladjusted and "all others" categories. Table 6 reports 
the means and standard deviations for those maladjusted on both 
the SSS and SAS and a group of "all other subjects". Table 7 
does the same for a group which scores maladjusted on all three 
instruments (SSS, SAS, Sent. Comp.) and a group of "all other" 
subjects. 
Hypotheses 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether there is 
a significant relationship between an individual's self concept 
and his adjustment as a seminarian. The hypotheses were 
constructed to test for significant differences in self concept, 
as measured by the scales of the TSC, between groups rated as 
adjusted/maladjusted by the criteria of the SSS, SAS, and the 
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Sentence Completion Scale. Each hypothesis will now be 
considered individually along with the data which evaluates it. 
All hypotheses were tested utilizing a one or two-tailed t-test 
for independent groups (Note: one-tailed t-tests are used unless 
otherwise stated). Significant t-values were established at the 
~.OS level. 
Hypothesis One 
Hypothesis One stated that the high adjusted group would 
report significantly greater positive self concept/self esteem in 
10 areas of self perception as measured by: 
a. Significantly greater Total P scores. 
b. Significantly greater row & column P scores. 
c. Significantly greater SA scores. 
Table 8 shows that for Total P scores, the hypothesis was 
confirmed by the fact that the adjusted group, on all criteria, 
scored significantly (~.OS) higher than the maladjusted group. 
For part "b." of the above hypothesis, the row scores P-2 
(Self Satisfaction) and P-3 (Behavioral Self) were confirmed by 
all criteria. P-1 (Identity Self) however, was confirmed by the 
SCS and SAS, but not the SSS; neither of the combined criteria of 
adjustment was significant. Four of the five column scores (PA= 
Physical Self, PB= Moral Ethical Self; PC= Personal Self; PD= 
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Family Self) were confirmed by all criteria while P-E (Social 
Self) was confirmed on all criteria but the SCS. It should be 
noted, however, that that the t-value for P-E, Social Self, 
(t= 1.637) was extremely close to being significant on the SCS 
~.OS = 1.684). 
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Table 1 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS TABLE MAIN STUDY: MEANS AND VARIANCES 
Variable N SUMS MEANS STANDARD STANDARD 
DEVIATION ERROR 
GPA 55 184.04 3.35 0.44 0.06 
AGE 55 1618.00 29.42 5.29 o. 71 
CREDITS 55 3405.00 61.91 39.93 5.38 
OTHER SEMS 55 6.00 0.11 0.32 0.04 
MARIT STAT 55 97.00 1.76 0.43 0.06 
CHR !FF 55 138.00 2.51 0.84 0.11 
PERS DEV 55 258.00 4.69 0.72 0.10 
FAM DEV 42 162.00 4.38 1.21 0.20 
DUR PERS 54 214.00 3.96 1.23 0.17 
DUR FAM 42 127.00 3.42 .19 0.96 
YRS LDRS 54 235.50 4.36 3.35 0.46 
CAPICT 54 141.00 2.61 1.63 0.22 
IMPORT 54 371.00 6.87 0.44 0.06 
FINANCE 54 311.50 5. 77 1.40 0.19 
SOC A 54 229.00 4.24 1.68 0.23 
SOC B 54 305.00 5.65 1.22 0.17 
soc c 54 309.00 5. 72 1.09 0.15 
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Table 1 (Cont.) 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS TABLE MAIN STUDY: MEANS AND VARIANCES 
Variable ! SUMS MEANS STANDARD STANDARD 
DEVIATION ERROR 
SPOUSE A 42 253.00 6.02 1.49 0.23 
SPOUSE B 42 274.00 6.52 0.86 0.13 
SENT COMP 53 6144.40 115.93 17.51 2.40 
SSS 44 2601.00 59.11 14.23 2.14 
SAS 55 1013.00 18.42 4.39 0.59 
SC 55 1732.00 31.49 5.96 0.80 
T/F 55 57.81 1.05 0.26 0.03 
NET CONF 55 -25.00 -0.45 14.68 1.98 
TOT CONF 55 1506.00 27.38 7.60 1.0254 
TOTAL P 55 1.98020e+04 360.04 32.39 4.37 
p 1 55 7034.00 127.89 18.66 2.52 
p 2 55 6163.00 112.05 15.22 2.05 
p 3 55 6505.00 118.27 10.79 1.45 
p A 55 4083.00 74.24 7.08 0.95 
PB 55 4053.00 73.69 8.04 1.08 
PC 55 3812.00 69.31 7.48 1.04 
PD 55 3934.00 71.53 7.96 1.07 
PE 55 3933.00 71.51 7.59 1.02 
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Table 1 (Cont.) 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS TABLE MAIN STUDY: MEANS AND VARIANCES 
Variable N SUMS ME.ANS STANDARD STANDARD 
DEVIATION ERROR 
TOT VAR SS 2267.00 41.22 13.21 1. 78 
COL VAR SS 1390.00 2S.27 9.54 1.29 
ROW VAR 5S 927.00 16.8S S.43 0.73 
D TCYr S5 6474.00 117.71 29.09 3.92 
D S SS 8S4.00 lS.53 10.39 1.40 
D4 SS 1468.00 26.69 8.39 1.13 
D 3 SS 942.00 17 .13 10.59 1.43 
D 2 S5 1159.00 21.07 8.88 1.20 
D 1 S5 1092.00 19.8S 10.99 1.48 
DP SS 3284.00 S9.71 11.58 1.S6 
GM S5 S46S.OO 99.36 7.81 1.os 
PSY SS 2641.00 48.02 S.17 0.70 
PD SS 4370.00 79.4S 11.24 l.S2 
N SS 4688.00 8S.24 9.86 1.33 
PI 55 662.00 12.04 4.22 0.57 
NDS 55 478.00 8.69 10.02 1.35 
NIS SS 932.00 16.95 6.64 0.90 
SA 5S 1354.00 24.62 21.22 2.86 
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Table 2 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS TABLE MAIN STUDY: MEDIANS AND RANGES 
Variable li RANGE MINIMUM MEDIAN MAXIMUM. 
GPA 55 1.91 2.09 3.31 4.00 
AGE 55 25.00 23.00 28.00 48.00 
CREDITS 55 137.00 8.00 57.00 145.00 
PERS DEV 55 4.00 2.00 5.00 6.00 
FAM DEV 42 6.00 1.00 3.00 7.00 
DUR PERS 54 6.00 o.oo 4.00 6.00 
DUR FAM 42 6.00 o.oo 3.00 6.00 
YRS LDRS 54 15.00 o.oo 4.00 15.00 
IMPORT 54 2.00 5.00 7.00 7.00 
FINANCE 54 5.00 2.00 6.00 7.00 
SOC A 54 5.00 2.00 4.00 7.00 
SOC B 54 5.00 2.00 6.00 7.00 
soc c 54 6.00 1.00 6.00 7.00 
SPOUSE A 42 6.00 1.00 7.00 7.00 
SPOUSE B 42 4.00 3.00 7.00 7.00 
SENT COMP 53 77.00 79.00 116.00 156.00 
SSS 44 53.00 34.00 60.50 87.00 
SAS 55 18.00 11.00 18.00 29.00 
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Table 2 (Cont.) 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS TABLE MAIN STUDY: MEDIANS AND RANGES. 
Variable RANGE MINIMUM MEDIAN MAXIMUM 
SC 55 26.00 22.00 31.00 48.00 
T/F 55 1.68 o.oo 1.08 1.68 
NET CONF 55 82.00 -33.00 2.22 49.00 
TOT CONF 55 36.00 13.00 26.00 49.00 
TOTAL P 55 160.00 273.00 362.00 433.00 
p 1 55 137.00 11.00 131.00 148.00 
p 2 55 65.00 74.00 113.00 139.00 
p 3 55 60.00 86.00 117 .oo 146.00 
p A 55 33.00 56.00 75.00 89.00 
p B 55 27.00 52.00 74.00 89.00 
pc 55 34.00 52.00 70.00 86.00 
PD 55 34.00 55.00 73.00 89.00 
PE 55 36.00 54.00 71.00 90.00 
TOT VAR 55 60.00 16.00 39.00 76.00 
COL VAR 55 43.00 12.00 23.00 55.00 
ROW VAR 55 19.00 9.00 16.00 28.00 
D TOT 55 137.00 49.00 116.00 186.00 
D 5 55 41.00 o.oo 13.00 41.00 
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Table 2 (Cont.) 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS TABLE MAIN STUDY: MEDIANS AND RANGES. 
Variable RANGE MINIMUM MEDIAN MAXIMUM 
D 4 55 48.00 o.oo 28.00 48.00 
D 3 55 50.00 1.00 16.00 51.00 
D 2 55 47.00 1.00 21.00 48.00 
D 1 55 47.00 o.oo 19.00 47.00 
DP 55 51.00 36.00 61.00 87.00 
GM 55 37.00 82.00 99.00 119.00 
PSY 55 28.00 31.00 49.00 59.00 
PD 55 52.00 48.00 81.00 100.00 
N 55 50.00 62.00 85.00 112.00 
PI 55 18.00 2.00 12.00 20.00 
NDS 55 59.00 o.oo 5.00 59.00 
NIS 55 26.00 2.00 17.00 28.00 
SA 55 108.00 -55.00 29.00 53.00 
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TABLE 3 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
adjustedLma.ladjusted on the SSS. 
Adjusted N• 22 Maladjusted N• 22 
Variable MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
SC 31.36 6.84 31.23 5.26 
T/F 1.02 .14 1.03 .37 
NET CONF -3.23 13.98 1.27 17.53 
TOT CONF 26.18 8.13 29.27 7.38 
TOTAL P 372.59 30.01 343.91 32.69 
p 1 128.86 27.08 125.27 10.63 
p 2 117 .09 14.23 106.45 16.05 
p 3 122.27 9.84 112.18 10.51 
p A 75.23 7.01 71.09 6.98 
p B 76.55 7.20 71.23 8.05 
PC 72.27 7.34 65.86 7.15 
p D 73.86 7.02 68.09 8.14 
p E 75.14 6.68 67.77 7.18 
TOT VAR 37.82 10.76 41.73 14.85 
COL VAR 22.32 6.94 27.41 11.39 
ROW VAR 15.05 4.94 17.05 5.60 
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TABLE 3 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
adjustedLmaladjusted on the SSS. 
Adjusted N• 22 Maladjusted N= 22 
Variable MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
D TOT 125.68 30.33 105.23 26.41 
D 5 17.27 11.63 11.50 7.42 
D 4 26.05 7.40 28.23 9.62 
D 3 14.54 9.80 21.09 11.63 
D 2 19.95 8.51 22.91 9.86 
D 1 22.59 11.44 16.55 11.01 
DP 62.00 11.98 55.45 11.93 
GM 102.36 7.81 95.77 7.39 
PSY 46.68 4.77 49.77 4.74 
PD 84.00 9.12 49.77 4.74 
N 87. 77 9.48 81.55 11.02 
PI 12.45 4.58 12.14 3.69 
NDS 7.27 8.01 11.18 13.23 
NIS 18.73 6.41 14.27 6.56 
SA 30.32 19.32 16.82 23.96 
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TABLE 4 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
adjusted/maladjusted on the SAS. 
Adjusted N• 28 Maladjusted Na 27 
VARIABLES ME.ANS STANDARD ME.ANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
SC 29.57 5.29 33.48 6.05 
T/F 1.09 .20 1.01 .31 
NET CONF .11 13.50 -1.04 16.05 
TOT CONF 25.43 6.47 29.41 8.26 
TOTAL P 371.07 30.24 348.59 31.02 
p 1 132.14 9.39 123.48 24.33 
p 2 116.61 13.91 107.33 15.32 
p 3 122.32 9.62 114.07 10.48 
PA 75.86 6.95 75.56 6.95 
p B 76.25 7.15 71.04 8.18 
pc 71.64 6.62 66.89 8.19 
p D 73.50 7.75 69.48 7.80 
p E 74.29 6.42 68.63 7.73 
TOT VAR 38.82 12.24 43.70 13.93 
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TABLE 4 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
adjusted/maladjusted on the SAS. 
Adjusted N= 28 Maladjusted N= 27 
VARIABLES MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
COL VAR 22.96 8.30 27.67 10.29 
ROW VAR 15.50 5.20 18.26 5.41 
D TOT 123.04 28.55 112 .19 29.14 
D 5 16.50 10.67 14.52 10.20 
D 4 27.25 7.95 26.11 8.93 
D 3 14.68 8.36 19.67 12.14 
D 2 19.64 8.13 22.56 9.52 
D 1 21.93 11.37 17.70 10.37 
DP 64.04 10.69 55.22 10.90 
GM 101. 71 8.21 96.93 6.67 
PSY 47.82 5.36 48.22 5.05 
PD 83.50 9.98 75.26 11.10 
N 88.75 9.28 81.59 9.25 
PI 12.36 4.08 11. 70 4.41 
NDS 6.96 7.35 10.48 12.08 
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TABLE 4 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
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TABLE 5 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables 
for those rated adjusted/maladjusted on the SCS. 
Variables Adjusted N• 27 Maladjusted N= 26 
MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
SC 29.96 6.81 32.85 4.66 
T/F 1.05 .16 1.07 .32 
NET CONF .56 13.39 -.46 16.22 
TOT CONF 25.41 6.88 29.31 8.13 
TOTAL P 373.52 28.89 349.32 30.19 
p 1 133.37 8.27 123.00 24.75 
p 2 118.63 14.16 106.69 13.64 
p 3 121.67 9.86 ll5. 73 10.60 
p A 76.81 6.48 72.54 6.43 
PB 76.63 7.63 71.19 7.64 
PC 72.15 6.94 67.00 7.30 
p D 74.44 6.34 69.00 8.71 
PE 73.48 6.97 70.19 7.65 
TOT VAR 37.67 12. 77 44.46 13.11 
COL VAR 22.37 8.22 28.00 10.23 
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TABLE 5 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables 
for those rated adjusted/maladjusted on the SCS. 
Variables Adjusted N= 27 Maladjusted N= 26 
MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
ROW VAR 15.30 5.36 18.38 5.29 
D TOT 125.37 28.56 112.00 27.88 
D 5 17.15 11.21 14.23 9.50 
D 4 26.67 8.15 27.12 8.98 
D 3 13.81 8.45 19.73 11.65 
D 2 19.89 9.12 21.31 8.07 
D 1 22.70 12.13 17.96 8.81 
DP 67.37 9.55 56.54 11.10 
GM 101.70 7. 77 97.54 7.27 
PSY 48.37 4.28 47. 77 6.14 
PD 83.30 10.21 76.27 11.37 
N 89.63 8.69 81.38 9.05 
PI 12.22 4.71 11.88 3.88 
NDS 7.85 6.88 9.19 12.49 
NIS 17.22 5.91 17.08 7.44 
SA 25.74 16.64 24.62 25.30 
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TABLE 6 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
maladjusted on the SSS & SAS and all others. 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS All Others 
N•ll N-44 
Variables MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
SC 32.82 6.18 31.16 5.93 
T/F .93 .44 1.08 .18 
NET CONF -.18 21.23 -.52 12.88 
TOT CONF 30.36 9.86 26.64 6.87 
TOTAL P 333.27 34.73 366.73 28.42 
p 1 124.64 11.80 128.70 20.04 
p 2 101.18 17.57 114. 77 13.47 
p 3 107.45 10.80 120.98 9.03 
PA 69.45 7.90 75.43 6.41 
PB 68.55 8.72 74.98 7.42 
pc 63.64 8.31 70.73 6.99 
PD 66.55 7.69 72. 77 7.62 
p E 65.09 17.14 73.11 6.77 
TOT VAR 42.09 17.14 41.00 12.26 
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TABLE 6 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
maladjusted on the SSS & SAS and all others. 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS All Others 
N•ll N-44 
Variables MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
COL VAR 30.55 13.44 23.95 7.97 
ROW VAR 17.00 5.33 16.82 5.52 
D TOT 103.45 30.22 121.27 28.03 
D 5 12.00 8.72 16.41 10.68 
D 4 24.91 10.98 27.14 7.70 
D 3 23.18 14.30 15.61 9.04 
D 2 24.18 12.41 20.30 7.76 
D 1 16.27 12.04 20.75 10.68 
DP 50.73 13.73 61.95 9.94 
GM 94.45 7.20 100.59 7.53 
PSY 49.09 6.01 47.75 4.97 
PD 70.64 13.35 81.66 9.62 
N 78.73 12.39 86.86 8.54 
PI 11.64 4.25 12.14 4.25 
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TABLE 6 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
maladjusted on the SSS & SAS and all others. 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS All Others 
N•ll N-44 
Variables MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
NDS 15.64 4.25 6.95 6.48 
NIS 12.73 6.80 18.00 6.24 
SA 9.82 29.16 28.32 17.25 
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TABLE 7 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
maladjusted on the SSS, SAS, & SCS and all others. 
Maladjusted SSS, SAS, All Others N= 48 
& scs N• 6 
VARIABLES MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
SC 34.67 4.27 31.10 6.12 
T/F .94 .58 1.06 .20 
NET CONF 4.83 26. 71 -1.29 12.88 
TOT CONF 33.50 9.85 26.60 7.12 
TOTAL P 314.83 25.90 365.56 29.00 
p I 120.83 12.22 128.81 19.31 
p 2 90.67 12.24 114.60 13.58 
p 3 103.33 11.13 120.06 9.41 
PA 66.83 8.73 75.15 6.45 
PB 64.17 7.96 74.75 74.35 
PC 60.83 8.73 70.44 7.30 
PD 61.50 4.51 72. 79 7.50 
p E 61.50 4.85 72. 71 7.02 
TOT VAR 41.83 22.25 41.19 12.15 
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TABLE 7 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
maladjusted on the SSS, SAS, & SCS and all others. 
Maladjusted SSS, SAS, All Others N= 48 
& scs N• 6 
VARIABLES MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
COL VAR 34.83 16.53 24.19 7.88 
ROW VAR 17.00 6.36 16.79 5.43 
D TOT 95.83 32.97 120.50 28.06 
D 5 11.33 8.98 16.04 10.63 
D 4 21.83 14.02 27.23 7.51 
D 3 29.50 13.20 15.56 9.40 
D 2 23.17 13.54 20.85 8.39 
D 1 14.17 12.07 20.63 10.89 
DP 44.33 9.24 61.54 10.54 
GM 92.67 8.31 100.33 7.42 
PSY so.so 7.18 47. 71 4.93 
PD 63.50 11.45 81.21 9.64 
N 71.83 6.52 87.06 8.93 
PI 10.67 3. 72 12.17 4.31 
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TABLE 7 (Cont.) 
Means and Standard Deviations on TSC variables for those rated 
maladjusted on the SSS, SAS, & SGS and all others. 
Maladjusted SSS, SAS, All Others N= 48 
& scs N• 6 
VARIABLES MEANS STANDARD MEANS STANDARD 
DEVIATION DEVIATION 
NDS 20.83 21.46 7.27 6.71 
NIS 9.33 6.12 17. 77 6.14 
SA -2.17 32.47 27.85 17.38 
TABLE 8 








Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
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Row 
Tot. P p 1 p 2 
3.031*** .578 2.325* 
2.969*** 2.061* 3.122*** 
2.721*** 1.753* 2.351* 
/ All Others -3.339*** -6.43 -2.813*** 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 
/ All Others -4.679*** -.978 -4.106*** 
Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.E.S..05, **.E.S.·01, *** ~.001, 
one-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
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TABLE 8 (Cont.) 








Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
I All Others 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 















Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.E. ~.os, **.E. ~.01, *** .P.$_.001, 
one-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
TABLE 8 (Cont.) 








Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
I All Others 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 
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Column 
pc PD PE 
2.933*** 2.578** 3.522*** 
2.632** 2.608** 1.637++ 
2.370* 1.916* 2.955*** 
-2.895*** -2.421* -3.436*** 
-3.457*** -3.588*** -3.785*** 
Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.E. ~.OS, **.E. ~.01, *** .ES..001, 
one-tailed t-test. 
significance. 
++ Extremely close to 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
TABLE 8 (Cont.) 








Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
I All Others 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 







Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *..E. ~.OS, **..E. ~.01, *** ~.001, 
one-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
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Part "c." above, demonstrated mixed results. It was 
confirmed on one of the single criteria (SSS) and on both of the 
combined criteria (SSS/SAS & SSS/SAS/SCS). In summary, for eight 
(if P-E is included) of the ten scales examined in hypothesis one 
the results are clearly confirming. Of the two scales not 
unanimously confirmed (P-1 & SA), SA (Self Actualization) appears 
to discriminate adjustment/maladjustment when the combined 
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Figure 15. Tennessee Self Concept profiles of 
adjusted vs. maladjusted individuals using the 
SSS criteria. 
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Figure 15. (Cont.) Tennessee Self Concept profiles 
of adjusted vs. maladjusted individuals using the 
SSS criteria. 
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Figure 16. Tennessee Self Concept profiles of 
adjusted vs. maladjusted individuals using the SCS 
criteria. 
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Figure 16. (Cont.) Tennessee Self Concept profiles 
of adjusted vs. maladjusted individuals using the SCS 
criteria. 
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Figure 17. (Cont.) Tennessee Self Concept profiles 
of adjusted vs. maladjusted individuals using the 
SAS criteria. 
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Figure 18. Tennessee Self Concept profiles of 
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Figure 19. ~ennessee Self Concept profiles of 
maladjusted individuals comparing the SSS, SAS, and 
SCS criteria. 
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Figure 19. (Cont.) Tennessee Self Concept profiles 
of maladjusted individuals comparing the SSS, SAS, 
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Figure 20. (Cont.) Tennessee Self Concept profiles 
for individuals maladjusted on both the SSS & SAS 
criteria against all others in the sample. 
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Figure 21. Tennessee Self Concept profiles for 
individuals maladjusted on the SAS, SSS, & SCS 
criteria against all others in the sample. 
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Figure 21. (Cont. ) Tennessee Self Concept profiles 
for individuals maladjusted on the SAS, SSS, & SCS 
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Figure 22. (Cont.) Tennessee Self Concept profiles 
for individuals maladjusted on various combinations 
of the SSS, SAS, & SCScriteria. 
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TABLE 9 
t-Values For Hypothesis Two 
Criterion 
Adjusted SSS I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) 
/Maladjusted 
Adjusted SAS I Maladjusted 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
/All Others 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 
/All Others 
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Variables 






Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.E.~·05, **.E. ~.01, one-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
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Hypothesis Two 
Hypothesis Two posited that the high adjusted group will 
reveal less internal dissonance and conflict in their self 
concepts than the low adjusted group as measured by significantly 
lower conflict scores. Results from Table 9 demonstrate that for 
Net Conflict this hypothesis is clearly not confirmed and for 
Total Conflict the results are mixed with a significant 
difference between groups being shown in only three of five 
criteria. 
Hypothesis Three 
The high adjusted group, Hypothesis Three states, will show 
greater internal consistency across the various sub-areas of 
self-esteem than the low adjusted group as measured by 
significantly lower variability scores on Total variability, 
Column Total variability, and Row Total variability. The 
evidence presented in Table 10 shows clear confirmation on Column 
variability and mixed results on the other two scales. For Total 
variability the hypothesis is confirmed on only one criterion and 
Row variability is confirmed on only two criteria. 
TABLE 10 
t-Values For Hypothesis Three 
Criteria 
Adjusted SSS I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) 
/Maladjusted 
Adjusted SAS I Maladjusted 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
/All Others 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 
/All Others 
Note: (1) Criterion variable 
also entered first 
(2) *~<.OS, **~ ~.01, 
one-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed 



























in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
TABLE 11 
t-Values For Hypothesis Four 
Criteria 
Adjusted SSS I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) 
I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SAS I Maladjusted 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
I All Others 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 
I All Others 
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Variables 
GM++ PSY PD ++ 
-2.88*** -2.15* -2.00* 
-2.01* .41 -2.37* 
-2.37* -.29 -2.90*** 
2.44** • 77 3.14*** 
2.36* 1.24 4.16*** 
Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *..12.~.os, **.12.~.01, ***~.005, 
one-tailed t-test. 
(3) ++ GM, PD, and N are scored in the opposite direction 
when converted to t-scores; they are reversed in this 
table to indicate the true direction of relationship. 
(4) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
TABLE 11 (Cont.) 
t-Values For Hypothesis Four 
Criteria 
Adjusted SSS I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) 
I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SAS I Maladjusted 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS 
I All Others 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS & SCS 
/ All Others 
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Variables 






Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.P.~-05, **.P.~-01, ***~.005, 
one-tailed t-test. 
(3) ++ GM, PD, and N are scored in the opposite direction 
when converted to t-scores; they are reversed in this 
table to indicate the true direction of relationship. 
(4) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
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Hypothesis Four 
Hypothesis Four states that the high adjusted group will 
show fewer deviant/pathological features in self concept than the 
low adjusted group as measured by: significantly lower GM 
(General Maladjustment), PSY (Psychotic), PD (Personality 
Disorder), N (Neurotic), and NDS (Number of Deviant Signs) 
scores. Table 11 presents the results of these comparisons and 
reveals clear confirmation of the hypothesis for the GM, PD, 
and N scales on all five criteria of adjustment. Scale PSY is 
confirmed on only one criteria (SSS) and NDS is not confirmed for 
any of the single measures of adjustment but confirmed by the two 
combined measures (SSS/SAS & SSS/SAS/SCS). 
Hypothesis Five 
Hypothesis Five states that the high adjusted group will 
demonstrate less defensiveness in reporting their self concepts 
than the low adjusted group as measured by: 
a. Significantly higher self-criticism scores. 
b. Significantly lower DP scores. 
Table 12 demonstrates that this hypothesis is not confirmed for 
either scale on any criteria of adjustment. In fact for the DP 
scale, the results are in the opposite direction from that which 
was predicted. In other words, the adjusted group scored 
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TABLE 12 
t-Values For Hypothesis Five 
Criterion 
Adjusted SSS I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SAS I Maladjusted 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS I All Others 








Note: (1) Criterion variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.E. S,.05, **.E. .s,.01, ***~.005, 
one-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
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significantly higher in subtle defensiveness as measured by DP 
than the low adjusted group on all criteria of adjustment. 
Hypothesis Six 
Hypothesis Six states that the low adjusted group will not 
present a capacity for normal openness on the more obvious and 
overt measures of defensiveness (self criticism scale) as 
measured by self criticism scores which differ significantly from 
the norm mean (two-tailed t-test). Table 13 shows that this 
hypothesis is not confirmed on three of the five criteria of 
adjustment, indicating that the maladjusted group does not differ 
from the norm group mean. Two criteria of adjustment produce 
results which show the low adjusted group as significantly lower 
than the norm mean (SSS & SAS) in SC scores. 
Hypothesis Seven 
This hypothesis stated that the low adjusted group would not 
present a capacity for normal def endedness on the more subtle 
measure of defensiveness as measured by DP, and thus would obtain 
scores which differ significantly from the DP norm mean (2-tailed 
t-test). Table 14 produces evidence that one of the five 
criteria of adjustment confirms this hypothesis. The remaining 
criteria do not produce results which differ from the norm means. 
The exception to this trend is the combined criteria of the SSS, 
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SAS, and the SGS. On this criteria the low adjusted group is 
significantly lower in DP than the TSC norms. 
TABLE 13 
t-Values For Hypothesis Six 
Criteria Variable 
Maladjusted SSS I Norms 
Maladjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) I Norms 
Maladjusted SAS I Norms 
Maladjusted on SSS & SAS I Norms 







Note: (1) Criteria variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.E.~·05, **.E.~·01, two-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/626), (26/626), (27/626), (11/626), (6/626). 
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TABLE 14 
t-Values For Hypothesis Seven 
Criteria 
Maladjusted SSS I Norms 
Maladjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) I Norms 
Maladjusted SAS I Norms 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS I Norms 








Note: (1) Criteria variable listed first in above pairs was also 
entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.£~.05, **.£~.01, two-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/626), (26/626), (27/626), (11/626), (6/626). 
Hypothesis Eight 
Hypothesis Eight states that the high adjusted group will 
report greater total integration of self concept than the low 
adjusted group as measured by significantly higher PI scores. 
The evidence from Table 15 does not support this hypothesis. The 
high and low adjusted groups do not differ significantly on PI 
for any of the adjustment criteria. 
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TABLE 15 
t-Values For Hypothesis Eight 
Criteria 
Adjusted SSS I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) I Maladjusted 
Adjusted SAS I Maladjusted 
Maladjusted SSS & SAS I All Others 








Note: (1) Criteria variable listed first in above pairs was also 
entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.£.i.05, **.E.~·01, one-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/22), (27/26), (28/27), (11/44), (6/48). 
Questions 
Several questions were asked in this study which were 
examined along with the hypotheses. Each of the questions are 
considered below along with a review of the data which addresses 
them. All were tested at ~.OS with a two-tailed test of 
significance. 
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Question One 
This question is similar to the last two hypotheses in that 
it asks whether the adjusted group will present a "normal" 
capacity for openness on the obvious (SC) and subtle (DP) 
measures of defensiveness. This was addressed by comparing the 
adjusted group's scores on these variables with the norm means. 
Table 16 presents results which show the adjusted group to be 
significantly lower in Self Criticism (greater defensiveness) 
than the norm group on all five ratings of adjustment. Table 16 
also demonstrates that the adjusted group scored significantly 
higher in DP (greater subtle defensiveness) than the norm group 
no matter which adjustment criteria is used. 
Question Two 
This question asks whether the mean scores of the male 
M.Div. students at Western Seminary differ sufficiently from the 
norm group on the TSC to indicate the need for separate norms. A 
two-tailed t-test for independent groups was utilized to examine 
this question. Table 17 presents these results indicating a 
significant difference between the sample of this study and the 
norms on 20 of the 29 scales of the TSC. The nine scales which 
did not differ significantly were: T/F, P-1, P-D, D TOT., D-3, D-
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1, GM, PD, and N. Figure 23 plots the main sample's scores, from 
this study, on the TSC profile sheet for a visual comparison with 
the norm group. 
TABLE 16 
t-Values For Question One 
Criteria Variables 
SC DP 
Adjusted SSS / Norms -2.87** 2.83** 
Adjusted SCS (Sent. Comp.) 
I Norms -4.23*** 4.05*** 
Adjusted SAS I Norms -4.65*** 4.13*** 
"Others" not maladjusted on SSS & SAS 
I Norms -4.22*** 3.96*** 
"Others" not maladjusted on SSS & SAS & 
& SCS I Norms -4.45*** 3.89*** 
Note: (1) Criteria variable listed first in above pairs was 
also entered first into t-formula. 
(2) *.£. i..-05, **2. ~.01, ***~.001, 
two-tailed t-test. 
(3) N sizes are listed in pairs for comparison as shown 
above: (22/626), (27/626), (28/626), (44/626), (48/626). 
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Figure 23. Sample means on the Tennessee Self 
Concept Scale plotted against the norm group. 
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Figure 23. (Cont.) Sample means on the Tennessee 
Self Concept Scale plotted against the norm group. 
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The subjects from this sample are generally lower in SC but 
higher in DP than the norms, indicating defensiveness. They are 
higher across the nine major measures of self concept (with the 
exception of P-1) and lower in TOT. Conflict when compared to the 
norms. There is less variance in the Row, Column, and Total 
scales and a greater number of PI signs along with fewer deviant 
signs (NDS) in the sample from the seminary. These facts 
indicate that on the majority of the TSC scales this study's 
sample shows significant statistical difference from the norm 
sample. The issue of practical differences between the two will 
be considered in the next chapter. 
Question Three 
This question asks whether particular scales on the TSC are 
more closely associated than others with the high adjustment/low 
adjustment measures. It was examined using the Pearson's Product 
Moment Correlation Coefficient. Table 18 presents the 
significant relationships which were found by this analysis. 
Eleven TSC variables were significantly associated with all three 
criteria of adjustment/maladjustment. These variables were: 
Total P, P-2, P-3, P-B, P-C, P-D, P-E, D-3, GM, PD, and the N 
scale. The six TSC variables which were associated with two of 
the criteria were: P-A, Col. Var., D. TOT., D-1, NIS, and SA. 
Six TSC variables (SC, TOT. CONF., P-1, D-5, PSY, NDS) were 
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TABLE 17 
t-Values For Question Tvo - Sample compared with norms on 
the TSC 
TSC Variable: t-value 
SC -4.33*** 
T/F .52 
NET CONF 2.40* 
TOT CONF -2.36* 
TOTAL P 3.33** 
p 1 .51 
p 2 4.28*** 
p 3 2.07* 
PA 2.29* 
p B 2.76* 
PC 4.56*** 
PD .59 
p E 3.05** 
TOT VAR -4.16*** 
COL VAR -2.19* 
ROW VAR -3.40** 
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TABLE 17 (Cont.) 
t-Values,For Question Two - Sample compared with norms on 
the TSC 
TSC Variable: t-value 
D TO'I' -.78 
D 5 -1.96* 
D 4 2.17* 
D 3 -.71 
D 2 1.95* 
D 1 -.60 
DP 3.06** 
GM -.44 ++ 
PSY 2.13* 
PD -1.86 ++ 
N -.59 ++ 
PI 2.94** 
NDS -2.63* 
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TABLE 17 (Cont.) 
t-Values For Question One - Sample compared with norms on 
the TSC 
TSC Variable: t-value 
NIS no norm data 
SA no norm data 
Note: (1) Sample data was entered first first into t-formula and 
then norm data. 
(2) *.E.~·05, **.E.~·01, ***~.001, 
two-tailed t-test. 
(3) ++ Differences for these scales are in the opposite 
direction when converted to T-scores on the profile 
sheet; in order to avoid confusion they have been 
reversed on this table in order to show true 
direction. 
(4) N size for norms= 626; N size for sample= 55 
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associated with one criteria of adjustment. Six TSC scales 
showed no significant association with any of the three criteria 
measures (T/F, NET. CONF., Tot. Var., D-4, D-2, & PI). 
Question Four 
This question examined whether professor ratings of 
adjustment/maladjustment, from the validation sample, were 
related to the other criteria of adjustment and the subscales of 
the TSC. Table 18 provides a summary of the results of this 
analysis. Only three of the TSC scales prove to be significantly 
associated with the professor's ratings of adjustment/ 
maladjustment. These scales were the T/F scale, the P-1 scale, 
and the D-2 scale. 
Table 18 demonstrates that the professor's ratings of 
adjustment/maladjustment do not show significant association with 
any of the three other criteria of adjustment used in this study. 
The most significant variable associated with professor's ratings 
of adjustment was GPA, suggesting that academic performance plays 
an important role in faculty ratings of adjustment. This 
occurred despite explicit instructions to use non-academic 
criteria in their ratings. As a consequence of these findings it 
was concluded that professor ratings were not useful. Thus the 
original plan to have professor's rate the main sample on 
the SSS was not executed. 
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TABLE 18 
Correlation table for Question Four - Intercorrelations of TSC 
variables, selected demographics, the three criteria of adjustment 
and professor ratings (validation sample). 
Variables Group 
GPA • 77** 
AGE -.61* 
SOC B 
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TABLE 18 (Cont.) 
Correlation table for Question Four - Intercorrelations of TSC 
variables, selected demographics, the three criteria of adjustment 
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TABLE 18 (Cont.) 
Correlation table for Question Four - Intercorrelations of TSC 
variables, selected demographics, the three criteria of adjustment 










Note: (1) *.P.~.05, **.P.~·01, *** .P.~·001 
two-tailed test. 
(2) Adjusted (N=7); Maladjusted (N=6). 
Positive correlations indicate a variable is 
positively associated with the Adjusted group. Thus 
for the first variable above higher GPA is associated 
with membership in the adjusted group. Negative 
correlations indicate positive association with the 
maladjusted group. 
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Question Five 
This question asks what relationship do the demographic 
variables have to the measures of self concept and adjustment at 
seminary? Table 19 presents the results of this analysis in 
summary form showing only those relationship which were 
significant (.E.S_.05). Seven significant relationships were found 
between age and the TSC, while none were found with the three 
criteria of adjustment. Age was positively related with Total P, 
P-2, D-1, and DP scores and negatively related with scores on D-
3, PD, and the N scale. Number of credits was not associated 
with any of the adjustment criteria but was associated with the 
PSY scale on the TSC. This relationship was such that the 
greater number of credits the lower the PSY score. Marital 
status and church affiliation did not show significant 
relationships with either the criteria of adjustment or the TSC 
scales. 
The personal devotions question was significantly related to 
the SAS criteria of adjustment so that the greater the number of 
times per week spent in personal devotions, the more adjusted the 
individual scored on the SAS. One scale on the TSC, SC, also was 
related to personal devotions in that the greater number of 
occasions spent in personal devotions the less self criticism the 
person manifested. The duration of personal devotions was 
related to two TSC scales but none of the adjustment criteria. 
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The greater the amount of time spend in personal devotions the 
less SC the person manifested but the greater his NDS (number of 
deviant signs) score. 
The variables family devotions, duration of family 
devotions, capacity of leadership, importance of religion, 
financial condition, and soc. A (like or dislike being alone) 
were found not to be significantly related to any of the 
adjustment criteria or the TSC scales. The number of years in 
leadership was found to be positively associated with SC, D-3, 
and N scores, while being positively associated with the DP 
score. 
Of all the demographic variables, soc. B (uncomfortable with 
people vs. enjoy being with people) proved to have the greatest 
number of significant relationships with both the adjustment 
criteria and the scales of the TSC. The more an individual 
enjoyed being with people the lower (adjusted) his scores on all 
three adjustment criteria (SSS, SAS, SCS). Lower scores on SC, 
T/F, Tot. Var., Col. Var., GM, PD, and Nall were associated with 
enjoying people. In addition, higher scores on soc. B (enjoy 
people) were associated with greater Total P, P-1, P-2, P-3, P-A, 
P-B, P-C, P-E, and DP scores. 
Soc. C (frequent problems with people vs. deal easily with 
people) was not related to any of the adjustment criteria but 
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was significantly related to five of the TSC scales. The more 
an individual felt he "deals easily with people" the higher his 
P-3, P-D, and NIS scales. Those who deal easily with people were 
also associated with lower Col. Var., and lower PD scores. 
In summary, a pattern of significant and interrelated 
measures was observed between the SSS, SAS, SGS, Soc. B, and TSC 
subscales. A few other variables, as discussed above, 
demonstrated statistically significant correlations but they did 
not ''fit" into the overall pattern just mentioned. 
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TABLE 19 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 






















SSS SAS GPA 
-.35* 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 
Variable SENT 
COMP 


























Note: (1) *J!.~.OS, **.Q.~.01, *** J!.~.001 
two-tailed test. 
(2) + Values for these scales are reversed when 
converted to T-scores on the profile sheet. They have 
been reversed on this table in order to avoid confusion. 
(3) N=S5 for all variables except those noted at the very 
end of this table. 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 
Variable AGE CREDITS OTHER MAR IT 
SEMS STAT 











TOTAL P .28* 
p 1 -.30* 
p 2 .31* 
p 3 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 













D 3 -.33* 
D 2 
D 1 .29* 
DP .32* 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 













Note: (1) *.P..5_.05, **.P..5_.01, *** _£.$_.001 
two-tailed test. 
(2) + Values for these scales are reversed when converted 
to T-scores on the profile sheet. They have been 
reversed on this table in order to avoid confusion. 
(3) N=55 for all variables except those noted at the very 
end of this table. 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 

















Note: (1) *J!.~.05, **.E.~·01, *** l!.~·001 
two-tailed test. 
(2) + Values for these scales are reversed when converted 
to T-scores on the profile sheet. They have been 
reversed on this table in order to avoid confusion. 
(3) N=55 for all variables except those noted at the very 
end of this table. 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 
Variable DUR YRS CAP I CT IMPORT 
FAM LDRS 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 











Note: (I) *.e,~.05, **.e,~.01, *** .e,~.001 
two-tailed test. 
(2) + Values for these scales are reversed when converted 
to T-scores on the profile sheet. They have been 
reversed on this table in order to avoid confusion. 
(3) N=55 for all variables except those noted at the very 
end of this table. 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
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TABLE 19 (Cont.) 
Correlation tables for Question Five - Intercorrelations 
among demographic variables, criteria of adjustment, and TSC for 
the main sample. 










Note: (1) *.Q.~.05, **.£i.Ol, *** .Q.i.001 
two-tailed test. 
(2) + Values for these scales are reversed when converted 
to T-scores on the profile sheet. They have been 
reversed on this table in order to avoid confusion. 
(3) Variables Fam Dev, Dur Fam, Spouse A, & Spouse B had 
an N=42; SSS had an N=44; Yrs Ldrs, Capict, Import, 
Finance, Soc A, Soc B, Soc C had an N=54. All other 
variables had an N=SS. 
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Summary of Findings 
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that for 
hypothesis One, which predicted higher self concept for the 
adjusted group, eight of the ten scales examined were clearly 
confirmed as predicted. One scale was clearly not confirmed and 
one scale was not confirmed on the single criteria but was on 
the combined criteria. 
Hypothesis Two predicted less internal conflict for the 
adjusted group and was only partially supported for each of the 
two scales examined due to mixed results on the adjustment 
criteria. For the three scales involved in hypothesis Three 
which examined consistency between areas of self-esteem, 
one was clearly confirmed by the data in the expected direction 
and two were not. Five scales were examined in hypothesis 
Four which predicted fewer pathological features on the empirical 
scales for the adjusted group. Three of these were confirmed in 
the hypothesized direction, one received no support, and one 
scale was not supported by single measures of adjustment but was 
confirmed on the combined criteria. 
Hypothesis Five, which expected the adjusted group to be 
less defensive in reporting self concept, was rejected for both 
scales examined although it should be noted that one scale proved 
to be significant in the direction opposite to that predicted. 
Hypotheses six, seven, and eight also were not supported by the 
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data. These hypotheses dealt with predicting the low adjusted 
group to possesses greater obvious (hypothesis Six) and subtle 
defensiveness (hypothesis Seven) and the expectation that the 
adjusted group would present greater integration of self concept 
(hypothesis Eight). 
Data for question One demonstrated that the adjusted group 
was higher in both obvious (SC) and subtle (DP) defensiveness than 
the norm group. Analysis of question Two found significant 
differences on twenty of the twenty-nine TSC subscales for this 
sample when compared to the norms. Seventeen TSC subscales were 
significantly correlated with two or more of the criteria of 
adjustment, in the expected directions, for question Three. 
Eleven of these subscales were correlated with all three 
adjustment criteria. 
Professors' ratings were examined in question Four and found 
to be unrelated to the TSC and the adjustment criteria, while 
being highly correlated with grade point average. Examination of 
question Five demonstrated that the three adjustment criteria, 
the demographic question soc. B, and the major TSC subscales form 
a cluster of interrelated measures unrelated to gpa. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
The purpose of this chapter is to interpret and evaluate the 
results examined in the last section. Special attention will be 
given in relating these findings to the overall purpose of the 
study. The following headings serve to structure this 
discussion: sample, hypotheses, questions, criterion of 
adjustment/ maladjustment, cautions and suggestions for further 
research, summary of adjustment and self concept at seminary, and 
conclusions. 
Sample 
Individuals participating in the study were randomly 
selected from the first through third year male Master of 
Divinity students enrolled in the Fall quarter of 1984, from 
Western Conservative Baptist Seminary in Portland, Oregon. 
Approximately 91% of those enrolled to participate in the study 
actually turned in completed materials in time for data analysis. 
The results from this study, therefore, are generalizable to all 
male M.Div. students at Western Seminary. Implications for female 
M.Div. students, as well as for students in other majors at the 
seminary, should be made with caution as the design of the 
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study limits the degree to which the findings are generalizable 
to these groups. 
Demographics 
General 
The average male student in the M.Div. program is 29.4 years 
old and has an average g.p.a. of 3.34. Most are involved in their 
first experience with seminary and three fourths are married, thus 
facing the responsibility of a wife and family. In light of this 
observation, those involved in planning and support services at 
the seminary should bear in mind the unique needs of this type of 
student. An example would be to include a discussion in the 
orientation process of the potential problems of older students 
beginning seminary. Other workshops could include such topics as: 
"Coping with the stress of getting good grades while maintaining 
financial stability and an emotionally healthy family." 
Religious Life 
Religious values are extremely important to the average 
M.Div. student at Western. Attitudinally, 91% rated religion as 
extremely important. Behaviorally, all of the individuals in the 
study attended church; 89% reported attending two or more times 
per week. All persons in the sample reported regular personal 
devotions; 70% reported having them four to seven times per week. 
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Family devotions were conducted at least once a week by 56% of the 
married sample. It appears then, that most M. Div. students 
are very involved in activities which suggest religious factors as 
central motivators. 
Financial Condition 
In spite of the high costs of seminary education, nearly half 
of the sample (42%) reported that all bills were paid. Another 
39% indicated that their bills were usually paid with only 19% 
reporting some degree of financial difficulty. This suggests that 
finances are a problem for only a small proportion of students. 
This observation does not take into account, however, those who 
may have already withdrawn due to economic problems. In effect, 
the sample consisted of those who could "afford" to remain in 
seminary at a particular point in time. 
Social Relationships 
The majority of the sample (83%) stated they enjoyed 
people from a moderate to a greater degree. Eleven percent felt 
neutral and 6% stated they felt uncomfortable with people. This 
is interesting in light of the fact that professional ministry is 
a people oriented occupation. As will be discussed more fully 
later, social comfort is a key element associated with 
nonacademic adjustment at seminary. 
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The majority (87%) of individuals report they deal easily 
with people, with the remainder having moderate to frequent 
conflicts with others. It seems the ability to enjoy people is 
a key characteristic of the average M.Div. student at Western. 
Spouse's Support 
The vast majority of the spouses, as rated by their husbands, 
were supportive of their mate's career choice (96%) and choice 
of school (84%). Thus most in the M.Div. program believe their 
mates are committed to their educational and career goals. This 
appears to be a valuable topic for further study. Actual ratings 
from spouses were not obtained so results reported above may be 
distorted by the husband's perceptions. It would be of interest 
to obtain actual ratings of the spouse's support and to compare 
them with their husband's perception. Such a comparison could. 
also be done longitudinally to determine if patterns of support 
change with time. 
Subject Participation 
Several factors were responsible for securing the 
participation of those involved in this study. First and most 
important is thought to be the seminary's support of the project. 
Students were contacted, as described in the methods chapter, by 
both the Dean of Students and the Registrar. These individuals 
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used stationery imprinted with the WCBS letterhead and explicitly 
gave the seminary's endorsement of the study. 
A second factor which influenced subject participation was 
the numbered coding system which provided confidentiality to all 
involved. No one but the experimenter had accesses to master 
code list and this list was destroyed upon completion of data 
analysis. 
Third, an offer was made to explain the results of testing 
to any individual so interested. A number of students took 
advantage of this opportunity and seemed eager to learn about how 
they had presented their self concept. 
A last reason subjects may have participated in the study 
was their interest in research on Christian populations. Part of 
the public rationale for the project was to compare Western 
Seminary's students with the norm groups for the instruments 
utilized in the study. 
The random sample secured for the study proved to be 
adequate for the project's stated purpose with approximately 91% 
of those enrolled completing all materials. The sample consisted 
of seminary students, which was the target population, but was 
limited to male M.Div. students in order to reduce confounding 
factors regarding sex and other majors. Finally, the sample 
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provided information identifying self concept variables which were 
associated with adjustment/maladjustment in seminary. 
Hypotheses 
Several hypotheses were used to test the thesis that an 
individual's self concept is linked to his nonacademic adjustment 
in seminary. Each hypothesis will be reviewed with a brief 
statement of the hypothesis itself and a discussion of some 
practical implications of the findings. 
In terms of organization, hypothesis One focuses on the major 
thesis of the study by comparing the adjusted/maladjusted groups 
on the major self concept scales. Hypotheses Two and Three look 
at conflict and consistency both within and across the major 
dimensions of self concept. Hypothesis Four compares the two 
groups on the empirical scales to examine for pathological 
features similar to inpatient groups. Hypotheses Five, Six, and 
Seven evaluate the two groups on subtle and overt defensiveness. 
Lastly, hypothesis Eight compares the adjusted/maladjusted groups 
on personality integration scores (PI) which serves as a global 
measure that summarizes positive and negative features across 
the twenty-nine dimensions of the TSC. 
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Hypothesis One 
In practical terms this hypothesis predicted that those 
classified as adjusted by other criteria would manifest higher 
scores in self concept than those rated lower in adjustment. 
Specifically this involved the Total P (summary of self concept), 
Row, and Column scales (eight sub-areas of self concept). In 
addition, the scale SA (incorporates positive and negative aspects 
presented across the twenty-nine dimensions of the TSC into one 
score) was also used. 
Tu~P 
The adjusted group was clearly higher in self concept than 
those in the maladjusted group for all single (SGS, SSS, SAS) and 
all combined criteria of adjustment (Table 8). As increasingly 
maladjusted individuals are identified (by virtue of the combined 
criteria) their Tot. P score consistently declines. Thus a 
higher level of global self worth (Tot. P) is associated with 
adjustment to the nonacademic demands of a seminary environment 
(See Figures 10-14). 
Row Scales 
Pl-Identity Self. This subscale involves facts identified 
as true about one's self. The results (Table 8) indicate that P-1 
does not discriminate between those who are adjusted/maladjusted 
for either the single or combined criteria. 
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These results imply that maladjusted individuals describe 
themselves as factually similar to those who are adjusted. This 
finding may be heavily influenced by the background of the sample 
and the Christian view that self concept is rooted in the "facts" 
of who one is in Christ. Other Row and Column subscales, 
however, discriminate between adjusted and maladjusted 
individuals. Thus, while maladjusted individuals endorse similar 
"factual" items about self in relation to those who are adjusted; 
this "factual" knowledge does not automatically transfer into 
other areas of self esteem (such as social self). This suggests 
"factually" oriented approaches to increasing self esteem may not 
to be effective, at least with this sample. 
P2 - Self Satisfaction. This subscale measures how well one 
accepts self. Those who are maladjusted experience less self 
satisfaction than those who are adjusted on all single and all 
combined criteria (See Table 8; Figures 18-19). 
P3 - Behavioral Self. This subscale involves one's view of 
his actions. Adjusted individuals manifest greater satisfaction 
with behavioral self on all single and all combined criteria of 
adjustment (Table 8 & Figures 15-19). 
Column Scales 
PA - Physical Self. Scale PA taps an individual's view of 
his physical self. Items endorsed which indicate satisfaction 
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with physical appearance lead to higher scores. Those who are 
better adjusted (Table 8) present a more positive sense of 
physical self on all single and combined criteria. Thus the more 
favorably one describes his physical appearance, the greater his 
adjustment. 
PB - Moral-Ethical Self. This scale reveals how an 
individual views himself from a moral-ethical framework 
including: moral worth, relationship to God, and satisfaction 
with one's religion or lack of it. There was a significant 
difference between groups for all criteria (Table 8; Figures 18-
19). As maladjustment increases an individual will attain a 
progressively lower score on this subscale. In practical terms, 
satisfaction with one's relationship to God and the greater one 
views his moral worth, the better able he is to adjust at 
seminary. 
PC - Personal Self. This scale reflects the individual's 
sense of personal adequacy and is an evaluation of personality apart 
from body image or relationship to others. In many ways, this 
scale is analogous to the Self Satisfaction scale mentioned 
earlier. Those who are adjusted on all single and combined 
criteria reflect a greater sense of personal self (Table 8 & 
Figures 18-19). Thus, the more adequate one views himself, the 
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better prepared he is cope with the environmental demands 
of seminary. 
PD - Family Self. This scale measures an individual's sense 
of worth and value as a family member. Those with better self 
esteem in relation to their families, tend to be better adjusted 
on all single and combined criteria (Table 8). 
PE - Social Self. The last column subscale focuses on self 
perceived in relationship to others. The "others" are "general" 
others and refer to broad social interactions. The better 
adjusted one is (Table 8), the better will be his sense of self in 
relation to other people. Figures 18-19 indicate the more 
extreme one is in his maladjustment, the lower will be his sense 
of social self. 
Social self differs from the other Column Scales in that for 
the SCS criteria of adjustment/maladjustment, PD fell below a 
significance level of ~.OS. It was extremely close to being 
significant and does parallel the overall trend manifested by the 
other adjustment criteria. 
SA - Self Actualization. This is a newer scale 
developed from the existing TSC items. It attempts to combine 
the NIS scale with the NDS scale in order to derive a score which 
summarizes all positive features on the TSC minus all negative 
features. Table 8 demonstrates mixed results on the single 
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criteria while confirming a difference between adjusted/ 
maladjusted groups on the combined criteria. 
These results suggest that SA cannot discriminate 
between those in the moderate range of adjustment/maladjustment 
(single criteria). It may be more helpful, however, in pointing 
out self concept differences in those more extremely maladjusted 
(combined criteria). 
Summary Hypothesis One 
Several conclusions can be made as follows: 
1. A clear relationship exists between an individual's self 
concept and his ability to adjust to nonacademic demands of 
seminary life. Those with higher self concepts score in the 
higher ranges of adjustment. 
2. As an individual's self concept decreases he is 
consistently identified as more extremely maladjusted (by means of 
the combined criteria). 
3. The subscale of Pl - "Factual Self" does not appear to 
be strongly related to adjustment/maladjustment. 
4. The subscale of SA - "Self Actualization" does not 
appear to be sensitive to adjustment in the moderate ranges. As 
an individual becomes more extremely maladjusted (via combined 
criteria), however, his scores on this subscale significantly 
declines. 
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Consequently, it is clear that self concept is associated 
with nonacademic adjustment in a seminary population. These 
findings supports Fitts's claim stated in chapter one that, "In 
general, and other things being equal, the more optimal the 
individual's self concept the more effectively he will function 
(1972, p.4)." Higher self concept is an indicator of better 
nonacademic adjustment for male M.Div. students at Western 
Seminary. 
Hypothesis Two 
Hypothesis Two examined the concept of internal conflict as 
it relates to an individual's self concept. Two scales on the 
TSC measure such conflict. The Total Conflict score provides a 
summary total of discrepancies between oppositely endorsed items. 
The Net Conflict score attempts to identify directionality in 
this conflict. Those of greater adjustment were expected to 
demonstrate greater harmony within areas of self perception. 
Total Conflict 
Table 9 shows that two of the single criteria were 
significant in the predicted direction with the third (SSS) being 
insignificant but in the predicted direction. Perhaps the 
relationship between internal conflict and external adjustment is 
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a weak one, or an alternate explanation might be that the SSS is 
not as sensitive to this type of conflict. 
The combined criteria provide a similar picture. When all 
three criteria are combined (Fig. 19) the results are significant 
in the predicted direction. This indicates that the more 
maladjusted one is, the greater degree of internal conflict he 
experiences. When only two of the criteria are used (SSS & SAS) 
the results are in the predicted direction but are not 
significant. This is most likely due to the influence of the SSS 
as it was not significant as a single criteria. 
Net Conflict 
Table 9 demonstrates that there is not a significant 
difference in the directionality of conflict between those who 
are adjusted vs. maladjusted. 
Summary Hypothesis Two 
Internal conflict appears to play a role in how an individual 
mediates external demands. This relationship is not as clear, 
however, as with other variables examined in this study. The data 
does suggest that as the degree of internal conflict within areas 
of self esteem increases, problems in coping also increase. 
Individuals, on the other hand, who possess a clearer sense of 
self appear better able to deal with environmental demands as 
manifested by higher adjustment scores. 
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Hypothesis Three 
Hypothesis Three predicted that those who were more adjusted 
would manifest a more consistent view of themselves across the 
major areas of self esteem when compared to those of lower 
adjustment. This was measured by the Total Variability scale, 
the Column Variability scale, and the Row Variability scale. 
Total Variance 
The adjusted/maladjusted groups differed (Table 10) on only 
one of the adjustment criteria (SCS). In fact, the more extreme 
the maladjustment (combined criteria), the less difference there 
was between the two groups. This finding was interesting, 
especially when compared to the results on Row variance. 
Row Variance 
On two of the three single criteria (Table 10), the adjusted 
group demonstrated less variance and therefore greater 
consistency in self concept between Factual Self, Self 
Satisfaction, and Behavioral Self. However, the findings for the 
combined criteria indicate that as a person becomes more 
extremely maladjusted, he becomes more like the adjusted group in 
terms of Row Variance. Thus, the more extremely maladjusted 
person forms a consistent, albeit low, view of his internally 
oriented self concept. This finding is consistent with what 
happens for the maladjusted group on Total Variance as well. 
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Column Variance 
Column Variance produces contrasting results from Total and 
Row Variance. Adjusted/maladjusted groups are significantly 
different in Column Variance on all criteria of adjustment. 
In addition, as one becomes increasingly maladjusted on the 
combined criteria he also experiences greater disparity between 
the Column subscales. This suggests that in the more externally 
oriented areas of self concept (Column subscales), maladjusted 
individuals experience greater inconsistency in self perception. 
Summary Hypothesis Three 
1. Maladjusted individuals experience greater discrepancy 
among more externally oriented aspects of self concept (Column 
scales) than do adjusted individuals. These areas involve 
physical self, moral-ethical self, personal self, family self, 
and social self (Figures 18-19). 
2. Adjusted and more extremely maladjusted individuals are 
similar in presenting consistency in internally oriented (Row 
scales) aspects of self concept. This more uniform view of 
internal self may be an attempt on the part of maladjusted 
individuals to cope with the disparity experienced among the more 
external aspects of self. 
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3. Adjusted individuals experience greater harmony among 
physical self, moral-ethical self, personal self, family self, 
and social self than do maladjusted individuals. 
Hypothesis Four 
Hypothesis Four predicted that those higher in adjustment 
would possesses fewer pathological features in their self 
concepts, as demonstrated by lower scores on the empirical scales 
(GM, PSY, PD, N, NDS), than less adjusted individuals. 
Scale GM 
All criteria of adjustment are significant in the predicted 
direction with those less like the inpatient population showing 
better adjustment. Those more like the inpatient population in 
how they view themselves demonstrate poorer adjustment. 
Scale PSY 
This scale identifies those who view their self concepts 
most like inpatients with a psychotic diagnosis. Table 11 shows 
that PSY is significant for only one of the adjustment criteria 
(SSS). It appears that no clear differences exist between 
adjustment groups on this scale. 
Scale PD 
Those who score high on this scale manifest self concept 
features similar to inpatients with a personality disorder 
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diagnosis. Maladjusted individuals consistently manifest greater 
likeness to inpatient personality disorders than does the adjusted 
group. Note that those maladjusted on the combined criteria have 
higher PD scores (Table 11, Figures 18-19). 
Scale N 
On this scale high scorers are similar to inpatients with a 
neurotic diagnosis. Similar to the PD scale, N showed significant 
differences between groups on all criteria (Table 11). Thus those 
with self concept features most similar to neurotic inpatients 
scored as maladjusted. 
Scale NDS 
The Number of Deviant Signs (NDS) scale attempts to sum all 
negative features presented across the twenty-nine dimensions of 
the TSC. NDS was significant for only one of the single 
criteria (SSS), but was significant for both combined criteria. 
Thus, those who exhibit increased maladjustment also demonstrate 
more deviant features in their self concepts. 
Summary Hypothesis Four 
The empirical scales demonstrate the following trends: 
1. Self concepts for those who manifest greater 
adjustment are least like inpatient populations. 
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2. Those who are less adjusted manifest self concepts which 
are more similar to inpatients in general (GM), those with 
personality disorders (PD), and those with neurotic disorders 
(N). 
3. Those who are more extreme in their maladjustment 
(Combined criteria) demonstrate a significantly greater number of 
deviant signs (NDS) in their TSC profiles. 
Hypothesis Five 
Hypothesis Five stated that those higher in adjustment would 
be less defensive in reporting their self concept than those 
lower in adjustment. The two scales used to test this hypothesis 
were SC, a measure of more obvious defensiveness, and DP, a 
measure of more subtle defensivenss. 
Scale SC 
Results proved to be mixed (Table 12) on this scale with two 
of the single criteria being significant but in a direction 
opposite to that predicted. The adjusted group was lower in SC 
than the maladjusted, indicating greater obvious defensiveness. 
Neither of the combined criteria were significant, although the 
directional trend was consistent with that predicted by HS. 
Due to the mixed results, it is uncertain exactly what these 
findings mean. Perhaps it is most helpful not to draw any clear 
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conclusions; recognizing that there is some.tendency for the 
adjusted group to be more defensive than those moderately 
maladjusted (single criteria). For the more extremely 
maladjusted (combined criteria), there is some directional trend 
to indicate that as maladjustment increases defensiveness (SC) 
also increases. 
Scale DP 
On this more subtle measure of defensiveness, Table 12 shows 
that adjusted and maladjusted groups differed in DP for all 
single and combined criteria. This was opposite to the 
predicted direction, however, as those who were better adjusted 
were higher in subtle defensiveness than those who were 
maladjusted. 
Summary Hypothesis Five 
These results show that better adjusted individuals are 
higher in subtle defensiveness than those less adjusted. The 
more obvious measures of defensiveness produced mixed results 
that are difficult to interpret. The fact that higher DP is 
associated with higher adjustment might be understood as follows: 
I. Healthy functioning requires a "normal" degree of 
defensivenss. Too little results in a person's inability to 
negotiate reality. Too much, though, distorts reality in a 
maladaptive manner. This is not unlike Graham's (1982) comments 
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that higher K scores for better educated individuals should be 
considered normal on the MMPI. Perhaps, therefore, those more 
maladjusted in seminary possess a "normal" amount of subtle 
defendedness. 
2. Christians have been found (Neder, 1984; Parker, 1984) 
to score higher in a subtle measure of def endedness on the MMPI- K 
scale. Perhaps the adjusted group's increased DP score indicates 
that they conform to a "normal" level of defendedness for a 
Christian population. This suggests the less adjusted individuals 
are being somewhat below "normal" defendedness: This would be a 
negative sign. Again, consistent with the K scale in counseling 
populations. Such an interpretation is supported by the fact that 
the overall mean for the entire sample was found to be higher in 
DP when compared to Fitts' norms. 
3. A final way to interpret these results is that the 
adjusted rating may be confounded to some degree by the 
defensiveness of the individuals involved. 
Hypothesis Six 
Hypothesis Six predicted that the low adjusted group would 
not present a capacity for normal openness by being significantly 
different from the TSC norm group in obvious defensiveness (SC). 
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Table 14 shows that the less adjusted group was 
significantly lower than the norm group on two of the single 
criteria. Neither of the combined criteria demonstrated a 
significant difference, although the same directional trend 
existed among all criteria. Thus there is some support to 
suggest that maladjusted individuals tend to be lower in 
SC; indicating slightly less insight and ability to recognize 
more obvious faults. Problems with clear interpretation of this 
data are twofold: a) The results are mixed in terms of 
significance level, and b) Christians, as discussed before, tend 
to have a higher "norm" of defensiveness in general. 
Hypothesis Seven 
This hypothesis predicted the maladjusted group to be less 
able to present a capacity for normal openness on the DP scale 
(subtle defensiveness). Their DP score was expected to be 
significantly different from the norm mean. 
On all three single criteria and one combined criteria (Table 
16) no significant differences were found between the maladjusted 
and norm groups on DP. The combined criteria (SSS/SAS/SC) which 
identifies the more extremely maladjusted, demonstrated 
significantly lower DP for the maladjusted than for the norm 
group. 
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It appears that those in a more moderate range of 
maladjustment present a "normal" amount of subtle defendedness 
when compared to the norm group. Those more extreme in their 
maladjustment seem to show some lack of effective ego defenses as 
measured by lower DP scores. 
Hypothesis Eight 
Hypothesis Eight predicts that adjusted individuals will 
manifest greater personality integration (PI) than those of lower 
adjustment. This empirical scale consists of items which best 
differentiated a group of individuals who were judged as 
manifesting average or above average levels of personality 
strength. The results indicate similar levels of PI for the 
adjusted and maladjusted groups for all criteria, though there 
was a small tendency for the adjusted group to be slightly 
higher. 
It appears that personality integration as defined by the 
TSC does not tap "adjustment" as defined by the adjustment 
criteria used in this study. It is possible that those who are 
maladjusted may manifest a "tightness" in their concepts of self 
which may confound the idea of personality "integration" behind 
this scale. 
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Questions 
Several questions were asked in this study which further 
explore the relationship of self concept to adjustment in 
seminary. Question One looks at defensiveness, measured by the 
SC and DP scales, in the adjusted group. Question Two compares 
the sample group to the norm group of the TSC. Question Three 
examines which TSC scales are significantly associated with 
high/low adjustment at seminary. Question Four evaluates the 
validation sample's performance on the TSC and how this is 
related to professor's ratings of adjustment/maladjustment. 
Lastly, question Five reviews the relationships between the 
demographic variables, the TSC, and the criteria of adjustment. 
Question One 
This question asks whether the adjusted group will present a 
"normal" capacity for openness on both the obvious (SC) and the 
subtle (DP) measures of defensiveness, by comparing the mean of 
the adjusted group with the TSC norms. Fitts' (1965) observed 
that either too much or too little defensiveness is unhealthy. 
Instead, health lies in a middle range of defensiveness. It was 
expected that adjusted individuals would present a moderate range 
of defendedness, being able to defend adequately against ego 
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threats, while still recognizing faults and profiting from 
experience. 
Table 13 demonstrates that the adjusted group was 
significantly lower in SC than the norm group on all criteria of 
adjustment. This implies a greater amount of more obvious 
defensiveness than the norm group, and the likelihood of a mild 
"present good" profile. 
Table 15 shows similar results with regard to the DP scale. 
The adjusted group scored significantly higher in subtle 
defensiveness than the TSC norm group. Thus, they were more 
highly def ended in the presentation of their self esteem. 
Summary 
The findings for this question are opposite to that which 
was expected. The following observations can be made: 
1. The adjusted group manifests both greater obvious and 
subtle defensiveness than the TSC norm group. It is likely that 
they tend to put forth a "present good" profile. This suggests 
greater difficulty (than the norm group) in integrating negative 
aspects of self into overall self esteem. 
2. It is interesting to note, as will be discussed in 
question Two, that the total sample of WCBS students scored 
higher in defensiveness on the SC and DP scales than the norm 
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group. This suggests that male WCBS M.Div. students are more 
defensive than the norm group. 
3. An alternative to the above interpretation is that the 
norms on defensiveness in the TSC are not valid for this 
population. Christians hold many unique values which may 
influence their responses on scales such as this. 
For example, it may be that believers are more scrupulous in 
conforming to socially appropriate behavior than other 
populations. This would be consistent with the finding that the 
WCBS group, as a whole, was higher in SC and DP than the norms. 
Also the previous finding that the adjusted group scored higher 
on DP and SC than the maladjusted group might indicate that 
"adjusted" Christians manifest greater sensitivity to 
"appropriate" attitudes and behavior. Perhaps "defensiveness" 
needs to be redefined for Christian populations and/or new 
Christian norms must be established for these scales. Parker's 
(1984) findings regarding a seminary population's performance on 
the MMPI K-scale are consistent with this observation. 
4. A last interpretation is that a well adjusted 
seminarian tends not to admit faults. This has implications for 
what is considered as "successful" or "spiritual" in such a 
population. Perhaps those who do not verbalize their difficulties 
are seen by themselves and others as more spiritual, more on top 
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of things, while those who admit their difficulties are viewed by 
self and others as "having problems" and consequently less 
adjusted. This suggests a view of "mature" Christians as persons 
who do not have many "problems" or are at least do not admit them. 
Without additional data it is not possible to conclude whether or 
not this marks superior adjustment; it is possible that a 
curvilinear relationship exists in which moderately elevated 
scores on SC and DP reflect good adjustment while both low and/or 
higher scores reflect adjustment problems. 
Question Two 
This question explores the issue of whether the mean scores 
of WCBS students on the scales of the TSC differ significantly 
from the norm group. Results for this question show that twenty 
of the twenty-nine TSC scales demonstrate significant differences 
between the WCBS student's performance and the TSC norms (Table 
18 & Figure 15). The following headings serve to identify 
thematic aspects to these differences. (See the discussion in 
question #1 for defensiveness.) 
Self Concept 
The WCBS sample demonstrated significantly higher self 
esteem than the norm group across all areas of self concept, with 
the exception of Pl (factual self) and PD (family self). This 
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straightforwardly indicates that the average WCBS male M.Div. 
student describes himself more positively than the average person 
from the norm group. 
Conflict 
The total conflict scale demonstrates that the WCBS group 
possesses less internal tension within areas of self esteem than 
does the norm group. This indicates greater consistency of 
evaluation within each area of self esteem. 
Consistency Between Scales 
The Total Variance scale is significantly lower for the WCBS 
group, suggesting a "tighter" or more consistent self evaluation 
across dimensions of self esteem. 
Empirical Scales. 
Three of the empirical scales showed significant differences 
between the norm sample and the WCBS group. The WCBS group was 
higher on the PSY scale which identifies those whose self 
concept's are similar to those with an inpatient diagnosis of 
psychotic. This may be due to the importance of thoughts, 
particularly religious ideation, for this population. Figure 23 
shows that the difference between the norm group and the WCBS 
group, while statistically significant, is small. 
The WCBS sample scored higher than the norm group on the PI 
(personality integration) scale. This indicates that the WCBS 
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sample is more like individuals who demonstrated exemplary 
adjustment than the TSC norm group. 
The WCBS sample was also found to be lower on the NDS scale 
than the norm group. This indicates fewer signs of psychological 
disturbance in the WCBS students. 
Summary 
Figure 23 plots differences between the norm group and 
the sample, demonstrating that while statistically significant 
differences do exist, the practical differences, as noted by T-
score intervals on the profile sheet, are not very great. Thus, 
in most cases, the norms appear adequate for this seminary's 
population. It is important to bear in mind that the WCBS 
student sample is skewed higher in educational level than the TSC 
norm sample. It may be that with a larger and more 
representative Christian sample the TSC norms would be quite 
accurate. It might be helpful, however, to establish "WCBS 
Norms" due to the fact that significant differences do exist from 
the TSC norms were found on a majority of the TSC subscales. WCBS 
norms could be used in future research to develop cut scores for 
spotting maladjusted individuals. 
The WCBS students which were sampled demonstrated more 
positive feelings about themselves in most areas of self concept, 
a more consistent view of themselves both within and across 
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dimensions of self esteem, and possessed greater integration of 
their personalities than did the TSC norm group. 
Question Three 
This question looked at whether particular scales on the TSC 
were more closely associated with the adjustment/maladjustment 
criteria than others. The adjustment criteria SGS, SSS, and SAS 
produce significant and similar correlations with many of the TSC 
scales in the predicted directions (Table 18). This 
"convergence" of results strengthens the conclusion that the 
major TSC scales are indeed associated with nonacademic 
adjustment at WCBS. 
Adjusted individuals tend to have higher overall self 
esteem (Tot. P), are more positive in their evaluation of self 
(P2), and view their behavior as more positive and competent 
(P3). They also are more positive about their physical 
appearance (PA), have a higher view of themselves in relation to 
God and religion (PB), possess higher self-satisfaction (PC), 
manifest positive feelings about self in relation to family (PD), 
and view themselves positively in social interactions (PE). 
It is interesting to note from Table 18 the relationship of 
grade point average (GPA) to the various scales of the TSC. There 
seems to be little relationship between GPA and self concept; only 
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three of twenty-nine scales were significantly related to GPA. 
This stands in striking contrast to the other measures of 
adjustment. Higher GPA is associated with fewer one (Dl) 
responses, indicating some tendency toward a less clear self 
definition, higher signs of general maladjustment (GM), and a 
similarity to inpatient neurotics (N) in self definition. 
Summary 
The preceding discussion warrants the following conclusions: 
I. Greater self esteem is significantly and clearly 
associated with greater levels of nonacademic adjustment. 
Conversely, lower self esteem is associated with lower levels of 
adjustment. 
2. Better adjustment is consistently associated with 
being less like inpatients in general (GM) and less like 
inpatient personality disorders (PD) and neurotics (N) 
specifically. The reverse is true of those who are 
more poorly adjusted. 
3. GPA is clearly not associated with the major areas of 
self esteem on the TSC. Where significant findings occurred, 
higher GPA was related to more negative features on the 
empirical scales (GM & N). 
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Question Four 
This question examined professor ratings (PR) of 
adjustment/maladjustment to assess how they were related to 
the other criteria of adjustment and the TSC scales. Professor's 
ratings were highly correlated (the highest r value in this 
study, approximately 60% common variance) with GPA. The higher a 
student's GPA the more likely he was to be considered adjusted by 
the professors. Even though they were given instruction and a 
criterion to rate on a nonacademic basis, it appears they were 
most influenced by academic factors. 
PR were negatively correlated with age, this is in a 
direction opposite to that for the other criteria of adjustment 
(this will be developed in QS). Older students were more likely 
to be placed in the less adjusted group by the professors. 
Similarly, the PR were not associated with SOC. B, which proved 
to be the most accurate demographic variable in predicting 
adjustment as rated by the other adjustment criteria. Placement 
in the adjusted group by the professors was associated with an 
ability to deal more easily with people, on variable SOC. C. 
PR did not show significant correlation with any of the 
other criteria of adjustment. This strongly suggests that 
adjustment as defined by professors and adjustment as defined by 
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the other criteria used in this study (SC, SSS, SAS) are two 
separate constructs. 
Being rated as adjusted by the professors was associated 
with a tendency to describe one's self by positive statements 
(T/F), by a higher sense of factual self (Pl), and by increased 
use of 2 responses on the answer sheet (D2). It is interesting 
to note that factual self (Pl) was the weakest predictor of 
adjustment/maladjustment by the other adjustment criteria. It 
seems that a high endorsement of facts about one's self tends to 
be related to the professors' view of adjustment. 
Summary 
Professor ratings used in this study, even though supposedly 
based on a nonacademic criteria, are greatly influenced by GPA 
and show little relation with other criteria. Thus it appears 
that they are not valid for rating nonacademic adjustment. On 
the other hand, this data suggests professor ratings might be 
good predictors of academic adjustment by virtue of their high 
correlation with GPA. 
Question Five 
This question explored the correlations among the various 
demographic variables, the criteria of adjustment, and the TSC 
subscales. Several demographic variables were significantly 
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associated with one or more of the criteria of adjustment. 
These, however, must be interpreted with caution; apart from 
correlations of the three adjustment criteria to the TSC and 
correlations with Soc. B these results appear to reflect about a 
''chance" likelihood of being significant. 
The first, age, suggests that as a person ages he tends to 
be better equipped by life experience to adapt to the demands of 
seminary (SC criteria), while younger individuals possess less of 
this kind of "life experience" to draw upon. 
Second, frequency of personal devotions was associated with 
greater adjustment on two of three criteria and suggests that 
time spent with God may aid the individual as a resource for 
better coping. Third, number of years in leadership was found 
to relate to one's capacity to adapt (SC criteria) in a manner 
similar to chronological age. Most likely it is the life 
experience that an individual gains within a given time period 
that enhances his adjustment and not age per se. 
Last, one's tendency to enjoy people on Soc. B, suggests 
that an individual's ability to deal with and enjoy people plays 
a key role in his capacity adjust at seminary (SC, SSS, SAS 
criteria). This was the strongest relationship of any 
demographic variable to all three criteria of adjustment. 
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Interpersonal relationship skills may, therefore, be a profitable 
area for future research to focus. 
Several demographic variables were significantly correlated 
with scales of the TSC. Age was positively related to self 
esteem (Tot. P), a better self definition (fewer D3 responses), 
increased subtle defensivenss (DP), and fewer deviant features on 
the empirical scales (lower PD & N). Aging appears to provide 
one with greater positive self definition. Significantly, older 
individuals experience increased subtle defensiveness as well. 
This suggest, as discussed before, that moderately high scores 
on DP may indicate better ability to adjust for this population. 
Number of seminary credits was associated with lower PSY 
scores while attending another seminary without receiving a 
degree tended to be related to lower factual self (Pl). Perhaps 
leaving seminary without completing a degree lowers one's 
appraisal of who he is factually (i.e. "failure at X seminary"), 
though this cannot be firmly concluded from the present 
correlational data. 
Individuals with increased frequency of personal devotions 
tended to be less self critical (lower SC). Such scores (below 
the mean) are usually indicative of defensiveness. This, as 
discussed previously, may not be the case for Christian 
populations. Those with more years in leadership scored higher 
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in SC and DP (defensiveness), experience greater self definition 
(lower D3), and are less like inpatient neurotics (lower N). 
The demographic question Soc. B, as discussed earlier, was 
associated with all three criteria of adjustment. It also is the 
demographic variable with the greatest frequency of association 
with the subscales of the TSC. The more one enjoys people the 
lower his self criticism and the greater his overall self esteem 
(Tot. P), factual self (Pl), self satisfaction (P2), behavioral 
self (P3), physical self (PA), moral ethical self (PB), personal 
self (PC), and social self (PD). Greater enjoyment of people is 
also associated with being less like general inpatients (GM), 
inpatient personality disorders (PD), and inpatient neurotics 
(N). Higher Soc. B was associated with greater subtle 
defensiveness (DP). 
The last demographic variable, Soc. C., evaluated a person's 
ease in dealing with people. Those who deal more easily with 
others possess a greater sense of behavioral self (P3), family 
self (PD), greater self definition (lower D3), and a greater 
number of positive features across all dimensions of the TSC 
(higher NIS). Those who have more frequent problems with others 
tend to be lower in moral-ethical self (PB), lower in subtle 
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defensiveness (DP), and experience greater disparity between the 
more externally oriented aspects of self esteem (higher Col. 
Var.). 
Summary 
It is apparent from the preceding discussion that 
individuals who are older, have more frequent devotions, have a 
greater number of years in Christian leadership experience, and 
who enjoy people tend to be better adjusted. The quality of 
being able to enjoy others seems to be a particularly important 
aspect of this adjustment. 
Criteria of Adjustment/Maladjustment 
A major distinctive of this study is its attempt to utilize 
nonacademic criteria to measure adjustment and maladjustment. 
Although recognized elsewhere as important (Madsen, 1973), 
nonacademic criteria have rarely been used due to the difficulty 
in both quantification and measurement. 
The present study utilized multiple criteria of nonacademic 
adjustment in an attempt to deal with these difficulties by 
comparing and contrasting results. Three criteria were used; a 
fourth was examined and found to be inadequate for the main part 
of the study. The criteria were the Sentence Completion Scale 
(SCS), Seminary Attrition Scale (SAS), Seminary Socialization 
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Scale (SSS), and the professor's ratings (PR) (which were 
discarded). 
Each instrument purports to measure nonacademic adjustment. 
As reviewed in the Methods chapter, the SCS is a 40 item modified 
Rotter Incomplete Sentence Blank which differentiates those 
seeking help at a college counseling center from other students. 
The SAS was a 54 question inventory developed from MMPI items and 
able to identify those most likely to drop out of seminary before 
obtaining a degree. The SSS was a 25 item likert-format 
questionnaire developed for this study to assess coping and 
adaptive social skills. The professors' ratings were based on 
common nonacademic criteria provided them by the researcher. The 
following discussion compares these instruments and evaluates 
their usefulness as adjustment criteria. 
Table 19 shows significant correlation (r=.439) between the 
SSS and SAS instruments while the SCS does not correlate 
significantly with either the SSS or the SAS. It appears that 
the SSS and SAS tap moderately related factors while both are 
dissimilar to that which the SCS measures; thus the three 
instruments apparently provide complementary data on the quality 
of nonacademic adjustment. This is especially true since the SCS 
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shows differences between adjusted and maladjusted seminarians on 
the TSC subscales which are convergent with those for the SAS and 
SSS. 
Relationship to TSC Variables 
Table 19 provides confirmation that the three 
adjustment criteria converge in terms of their correlations 
with the major TSC subscales. Higher scores on all three 
instruments, which indicate maladjustment, are associated with 
lower self esteem on all but two of the nine self concept scales. 
This same trend is found on the empirical scales DP, GM, PD, and 
N. The fact that the three adjustment scales produce similar 
results, despite their low intercorrelation, adds support to the 
conclusions being drawn in this project regarding self concept 
and nonacademic adjustment. 
Figures 18-19 compare the three adjustment criteria by 
plotting TSC profiles of the groups they produce on the same 
graph. Figure 18 plots the adjusted groups and Figure 19 plots 
the maladjusted groups. Note that all three criteria 
independently produce similar profiles of adjusted and 
maladjusted groups. Adjusted individuals tend to have higher 
self esteem and fewer pathological features on the empirical 
scales while the opposite is true for the maladjusted. 
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Figures 20-22 demonstrate the effect of combining the three 
criteria in different ways. When criteria are combined an 
increased disparity between the self esteem of the 
adjusted/maladjusted groups is noted. By using the adjustment 
criteria in combination, an "additive effect'' is discovered; in 
general, when criteria are combined the differences between 
adjusted and maladjusted seminarians increases. Note, however, 
that combining adjustment criteria results selecting persons who 
are more extremely maladjusted from the sample. This is 
demonstrated by the decreasing N size in the maladjusted group 
(Tables 5-7). 
Professor's ratings (PR), as stated earlier, proved to 
be of little value in evaluating non-academic adjustment. Table 
20 demonstrates that their ratings were most closely associated 
with GPA. In fact, the association between PR and GPA was the 
highest correlation in the entire study. In addition, PR lacked 
significant correlation with any of the other criteria of 
adjustment, Soc. B (which was the demographic value best 
associated with the adjustment criteria and the TSC), or the 
major TSC subscales. Professor's ratings, therefore, are 
an accurate predictor of academic success but inadequate as 
indicators of nonacademic success. 
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Summary of Adjustment Criteria 
The measurement of nonacademic success is obviously a 
difficult task. This study utilizes multiple criteria to avoid 
relying too heavily on any one measure. Also, this allows for a 
cross checking of the measures both against each other and 
against their associations with the TSC. The fact that SCS did 
not significantly correlate with the other two measures but still 
identified the same trends on the TSC and that none of these 
measures correlates with GPA strengthens the conclusion that 
nonacademic adjustment is indeed being tapped. 
Nonacademic adjustment as a construct was suggested by the 
following: 
1. The SAS, SCS, SSS, Soc. B, and the major TSC subscales 
(Tot. P, P2, P3, PA, PB, PC, PD, PE, GM, N, PD) form a construct 
of interrelated measures. 
2. These measures are independent of GPA and professors' 
ratings which were highly correlated with each other. 
3. The scales from the TSC, mentioned in the first 
observation, identify those with increased self esteem and those 
least like psychiatric inpatients. The SAS identifies those most 
likely to complete their seminary training. The SCS identifies 
those who are generally adjusted and the SSS those who possess 
coping and adaptive social skills. 
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4. Although adjustment was not measured independent of 
these self-report measures, the overall results produce a 
consistent pattern. 
These factors when taken together suggest that a construct 
of nonacademic adjustment can be predicted from the TSC and/or 
the other measures of adjustment. 
A major problem associated with using three measures of 
adjustment was interpreting the results when the three measures 
did not converge. The approach taken here was to cautiously 
interpret relationships where two criteria showed significance 
and the third demonstrated directionality. For those variables 
where only one criterion was significant, the relationship was 
considered too ambiguous to draw a conclusion. When all three 
criteria converged the relationship was viewed as clearly 
established. 
Cautions and Suggestions For Future Research 
Several cautions are offered in order to put the findings 
from this study into perspective. First is to recognize, due to 
design limitations, that the author's conclusions are only 
directly generalizable to the male M.Div. student body at WCBS. 
Implications for female M.Div. students, individuals in other 
programs, and students at other seminaries should be made with 
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extreme care and acknowledged as tentative. Replication of these 
results at other seminaries would aid in establishing their 
generalizability and validity. 
Second, nonacademic "adjustment" at seminary, as 
noted earlier, is especially difficult to define or assess. 
Multiple criteria of general adjustment were used in an effort to 
measure nonacademic adjustment. Care should be taken in using 
the results presented here, realizing that this is a beginning 
effort in solving the criterion problem. Further research is 
needed on measuring nonacademic adjustment at seminary. 
Longitudinal studies where incoming students are tracked 
throughout their seminary careers and measured periodically would 
aid in establishing the predictiveness of key variables from this 
project. 
Summary of Adjustment and Self Concept at Seminary 
Several themes emerge form this study regarding the 
relationship between self concept and adjustment at seminary: 
1. There appears to be a construct of "adjustment" which is 
independent of academic performance (GPA). This is demonstrated 
by the convergence of the three independent criteria of 
adjustment, none of which were correlated with GPA. 
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2. The professor's ratings used in this study did not 
assess nonacademic adjustment. Even though supposedly utilizing 
a nonacademic standard of adjustment, professors' ratings were 
highly related to academic factors as evidenced by the high 
correlation of their ratings with GPA and the lack of significant 
association with the nonacademic criterion. Professor ratings 
should, therefore, be recognized as having limited utility in the 
assessment of nonacademic adjustment. 
3. The three independent measures of adjustment 
consistently associated higher adjustment with increased self 
concept. Specifically, better adjustment was associated with 
higher overall self esteem, increased self satisfaction, an 
increased sense of behavioral self, a better physical self, 
greater moral ethical self, higher levels of personal self, 
greater family self, and a better sense of social self on the 
TSC. 
4. The adjustment criteria, when used in combination to 
select more extremely maladjusted individuals, produced 
increasing divergence of TSC profiles between adjusted and 
maladjusted groups. Thus, those with greater maladjustment have 
lower levels of self esteem. 
S. Those higher in adjustment tend to have self concepts 
less like psychiatric inpatients (GM), less like inpatient 
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personality disorders (PD), and less like inpatient neurotics 
(N). Those less adjusted tend to be more like these groups in 
their self concepts. 
6. The three criteria of adjustment independently identify 
adjusted and maladjusted groups with similar TSC profiles. 
7. The fact that the TSC is divided into different 
subscales enhances its usefulness as a potential screening 
device. Data from this study suggests several scales that might 
be profitable to look at in this regard. For instance, how are 
those very high on the personality disorder (PD) scale different 
from those high on the neurosis (N) scale? Comparing and 
contrasting a person's profile may identify categories of 
maladjusted individuals who have particular characteristics and 
suggest approaches for remediation. 
8. The median on each adjustment criterion was used as the 
cut score to determine adjustment/maladjustment. If students 
more extreme in their maladjustment are studied, even clearer 
TSC profiles might be identified and scale analysis may indicate 
specific problem issues associated with maladjustment. 
9. A key element associated with both adjustment and higher 
self concept is the ability to enjoy people. 
10. Increased levels of both obvious and subtle 
"defensiveness" as measured by the TSC subscales SC and DP were 
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associated with better adjustment. Several alternatives to 
explaining this as "defensiveness" are possible. One, is 
that the definition of "defensiveness" as measured by these 
scales is inadequate for this population. 
On the basis of these observations it is apparent that 
better nonacademic adjustment is associated with the multi-
dimensional aspects of self concept which the TSC measures. 
Fitts' (1972) conclusion seems true for seminarians in this 
study: "In general, and other things being equal, the more 
optimal the individual's self concept the more effectively he 
will function" (p. 4). 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship 
between self concept and nonacademic adjustment at seminary. The 
major self concept subscales on the Tennessee Self Concept Scale 
were shown to be related to three measures of nonacademic 
adjustment in seminary. 
It was concluded that the TSC subscales and the SSS, SAS, 
and SCS form a construct which is distinct from GPA and 
Professors' Ratings which holds promise as a predictor of degree 
of nonacademic adjustment to seminary. 
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Dear Diane: 
Herc is the annoucement we would like to be run in the 
Epistle next week. 
The school will be conducting a study on student body 
characteristics as judged by several paper and pencil tests. The 
data will be collected next week and you may be choosen as one of 
the }IDIV students at random, so it will be very important that if 
you are contacted that you participate in this team effort. 
Thank You, 
Dean Ruark and Bob Garfield 
8e1f COncept & Adjustment 
Dear 
wees is conducting a pilot study on several ideas for our 
future and to better understand the characteristics for our 
school. You have been chosen as one of the men to represent the 
school in this endeavor. 
It is really important that we have your help since for the 
results to be meaningfull we must have near 100% participation. 
therefore, YOU are really important to •ake this study fly. 
We are asking you to give around an hour and a half to two 
hours of your time to take a series or paper and pencil tests. 
Nothing •agical, nothing difficult, just some time and patience. 
We have included them in the packet you have with this letter. 
There is an instruction sheet included to help understand what to 
do· These tests are for establishing seminary norms ~· your 
individual scores do not •atter to us. however if you would like 
Harvey Powers or Ross Neder to go over the results record your 
number and they will be happy to. 
We want to assure you that the individual test results will 
be absolutely confidential and that your code number will be 
destroyed once the data has been compiled. 
Thank you for helping your school in this project. please 
contact Harvey Powers, Box 3,2~ Phone 2Sb-0,33 or Ross Neder. Box 
320, Home Phone 771-3360 or WCBS ab, if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 
~31 
Self Concept & Adjustment -
wn Western Conservative Baptist Seminary Apr i l 13, 1984 
Dear 
As part of an institutional research project, Western is conducting a study to 
identify 60'te of the special characteristics for our students. You have been 
chosen as one of the men to represent the school in this endeavor. 
It is really important that we have your help since for the results to be 
nieaningful we must have near HHl\ participation. Therefore, TOO are really 
iJltx>rtant to make this study fly. 
We are asking you to give about an hour and a half to two hours of your time to 
take a series of paper and pencil tests. Nothing magical, nothing difficult, 
just some time and patience. These tests are for establishing seminary norms 
only--your individual scores do not matter to us. However, if you would like 
Harvey Powers or Ross Neder to go over the results, rec-ord your nUl!t>er and they 
wi 11 be happy to do so. 
We have scheduled five sessions for you to choose from to do this. The times 
and dates are: 
l. Thursday, April 19th, from 7:30-9:30 a.m. in the chapel 
2. Thursday, April 19th, from 3:30-5:30 in Room 104 
3. Friday, April 29th, from 3:30-5:30 in the chapel 
4. Monday, April 23rd, from 7:30-9:30 a.m. in the chapel 
5. Monday, April 23rd, from 10:10-12:10 in Roan 104 
Please indicate the time whicti is most convenient for you and return this letter 
to the Dean of Students Hail Box in the chapel. If you really can't make any of 
these times, please give us a tine below which you can make, bot do it now so W'e 
can schedule you a.s soon as possible. 
Time one Time TWO 
We want to assure you that the individual test results will be absolutely 
confidential and that your code nutlber wi 11 be destroyed once the data has been 
canpiled. 
Thank you for helping your school in this project. Please C'OOtact Harvey E'Oolers 
(Box 392, phone 256-8933), Ross Neder (Box 329, phone 771-3369 or WCBS phone 




. - ' 
<·.1·· 
L~'Robert Ruark 
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STANDARDIZED INSTRUCTIONS fOR THE ADMINISTRATION Of TEST PAC(ET 
l. Welcome to this testing session. I am going to read this 
statement so that every session will get exactly the same 
instructions and the data we get will then be maximally useful. 
2. There is no time limit for these tests but we do ask that you 
fill them out completely and honestly. Please don't omit answers 
to any of the items. 
3. There are no right or wrong answers to any of these questions 
so please answer them in the manner which best describes you, 
usually your first i•pression is the best• Respond to the 
questions in a present tense frame of •ind rather than from out of 
your past experiences. 
~. You have been handed a test packet with a code number on 
every for•· This is your number and insures that nobody will be 
able to tell who's for• it is without the master list which only 
Harvey or Ross will have access to. Once the data has been 
collected even this list will be destroyed. If you wish to find 
out what the results of your tests are please record your code 
number, once the list is destroyed there's no other way to access 
test data. 
s. Now open your test package. You will find several different 
for•s, please check that you have the MMPI questions and answer 
forms, the TSC questions and answer forms, the SWB and SM 
questions and the SAR. finally there is also a request for the 
names of five professors who know you best here at WCBS. Please 
fill this out right now. Some of them may be used in a later 
stage of this study. 
b• Please don't discuss this with others on campus at least until the 
testing phase is over at the end of this month· We really desire 
everybody to be on equal ground when they come here. 
7. Are there any questions. Please begin 
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INSTRUCTIONS fON AOMJNlSTENlNG THE NNPl 
l. This 1s a very long test cons1st1ng ot !>66 true and false 
questions. To complete it in the usual l - 2 hours will mean 
that you mark your first inclination after you read the question. 
There are no right or wrong answers. 
2. Please answer all the questions. Some of them wi 11 be 
difficult to chose since neither true or false describes the 
situation--chose the one that is closest to how you feel. 
3. Answer the questions from a perspective of the last few 
years, we're interested in who you are now. Please do not answer 
the questions in a way that describes who or how you-WoiiTd like 
to be. 
4. Please read the instructions on the first page in the MNPI 
booklet before you begin. 
5. Mark your start and stop time somewhere on the answer sheet. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE TSC 
l. The instructions in the booklet are complete with the 
exception of how to mark your answers. The answer sheet is 
arranged in columns. Start with the right most column and answer 
the white spaces (questions l, 3, 5, 19, etc.) first. Note that 
the first page is also numbered 1, 3, 5, 19 etc. and that the 
lines match up to the white spaces on the answer sheet. Next, 
look at page two and note that these questions are answered in 
the dark spaces on column one, the lines also match the answer 
box. Next move one column to the left and answer pages 3 and 4, 
likewise for pages 5 and 6. 
2. The average time for this test is around 20 min. 
3. Please mark your start and stop time in the box provided on 
the answer sheet. 
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RA(t::(,ROllNI> INFORMATION 
II> NUM 
Please place the correct number in the blank provided to the 
riqht; please insure that you answer all the Questions. 
l. What is your a~e? 
2. Approximately how many total credit hours have you 
completed here at Western? 
3. How 111any other seminaries have you attended which 
result in a degree? 
0 . not applicable 
J. • J. 
2 • 2-3 
3 .. 3 or greater 
~. What is your present marital status? 
l .. never married 
2 "' married 
3 " divorced 
4 widowed 
5 separated 
s. How often do you attend church functions? 
l = l per week 
b. 
2 2 per week 
3 3 per week 
4 4 or more times per week 
RELIGIOUS DEVOT ION AL LIFE 
A. 
a. 
How of ten do you have personal devotions? 
]. " never 
2 less than once per week 
3 .. weekly 
~ • J.-3 times per week 
5 . 4-7 times per week 
b • more than once per day 
How often do you have family devotions? 
]. • not applicable; living alone 
2 • never 
3 • less than once once per week 
~ • weekly 
5 • l-3 times per week 
b ,. 4-7 times per week 
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c. What is the average duration of your personal devotions~ 
n not applicable 
}. less thcln s min oer occasion 
2 S-9 minutes 
1 10-14 minutes 
4 l.S-29 minutes 
s 30-S'l minutes 
b bO or greater 
D. What is the average duration of your family devotions~ 
O = not applicable 
l = less than S minutes per session 
2 = 5-9 minutes 
3 • 10-14 Minutes 
4 • lS-29 •inutes 
S • 30-59 minutes 
b • bO or greater 
7. RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE 
A. How many total years have you served in a 
leadership position in the church~ 
B. In what capacity did you serve for most of the years~ 
n = not applicable 
l "' Pastor 
2 = Church School Teacher 
3 = Missionary 
4 = Elder/Deacon 
5 Other 
FOR EACH Of THE FOLLOWING GIVE TH[ NUMBER THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOU 
a. Importance of religion: 
no importance l 2 3 4 5 b 7 extreemly important 
9. financial condition: 
chronic problem l 2 3 4 5 b 7 bills paid 
lo. Social relationships: 
A• Hslake being l 2 3 4 5 b 7 Enjoy being 
alone alone 
e. Uncoafortable l.2345L.7 Enjoy being 
with people with people 
c. Frequent proble•s ], 2 3 4 s b 7 Peal easily 
with people with people 
3elf Concept & Adjustment 
REQUEST FOR PROFESSOR AND STUDENT NAMES 
Please fill in the names of five professors and five students who 
you feel know you well enough to complete the same question Corm 
you have in this package about you, eg. the one entitled, 
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1T£11~ ON THE SA (S~Hll\BY ATT!UTIO'-') SCAU:• 
(T) or (F) folJc;.,-:inr, the item indicates the 
d1rection of s1Gnlfic~nce for the attrition group -
l. l wake up fre~h and rested co~t mornins~· (F) 
2. Ir.' hen someone doc~ me a wrone l feel l shou.1 d pay 
him back if J CJn, just for the p~inciple of the 
t!unz;. (T) 
J. l find :it hard to keep my mind on a task or job •• 
J.. • 1 have nt:ver been in trouble because of my sex be-
ha vi or • ( f') 
. 
Chi-square values o~ scale 1 tems (p< .OJ, df "' 
l. 7.9J.. 28. B.Ol 
2. 5 .84 29. 6.98 
J. 9, 3J JO. s.os 
I.. s .12 31. 5.57 
5. 5.03 )2. 10.22 
6. 8.17 )J. 10.98 
7. 6.J..8 )J... 8.10 
8. 8. 56 ) 5. 12.ll 
9. 5.e5 )6. s.7s 
10. 9.33 J7. 9. 04 
11. 5.85 )8. 5.96 
12. 5.32 39. s.7J 
l 3. 6.27 40. ll.26 
lJ... l0.16 41. s.60 
15. 7.0J.. 42. 6. 3J.. 
16. 7.24 43. 5.01 
l 7. 7.25 J..4. 5.14 
18. 5.93 45. 9.26 
19. 8.17 46. 5.70 
20. 5.84 4 7. 8.42. 
21. 9. 73 J.B. 5.82 
22. 10.60 49. 5.77 
2). 6.27 50. 12.)6 
24. 5.18 51. 5.58 
25. 6.27 52. 5.)l 
26. l0.98 SJ. s.64 
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'.>. co nc,t aJ,,.;,}'!· tell the truth. (F) 
7. 
6. 
pr('f('r to p.;:..~. by !>chool frjend!;, or ;:ieople I know 
but have not srcn for a long t1~e unle6s they speak 
to me fir~L. (T) 
I S011l('tim('S 1-'.err on at a thinr, ur.lei;L others lose 
th c 1 r p.1l i enc t' ~it h me. ( T) 
l am vtr~ stronhly attracted by members of my own 
se.x. (T) 
9. I enjoy readinr, love stories. (T) 
10. My feelincs i'lre not easily hw-t. (F) 
ll. These days I find it hard not to cive up ho~ of 
amountini; to somethin&· (T} 
12. Sometimes when l am not feeling well I am cross. (T) 
1). My speech is the same as always (not faste' or slower, 
o' slurring; no hoarseness). (F) 
14. Criticis~ or scolding hurts me terribly. (T) 
15. It cakes me impatient to have peop!e ask my-advice or 
otherwise interrupt me when I am ~orki?ll; on something 
important. (F) 
16. ~ost nights I go to sleep without thout;hts ~r ideas 
bother-ing me. ( F) 
17. My hands have not become clumsy or awkward. (F) 
18. I would like t.o be a journalist. (T) 
19. I gossip a little at times. (T) 
20. I have been inspired to a program of life based upon 




I have been quite inde,Pendent and free from family 
rule. (F) 
I like to be with a crowd who play jokes on one an-
other. (F) 
Something exciting will almost always pull me out of 
it when I am feeling low. (F) 
239 
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2J.. l h.1vr nl!ve-r been in trout.le becau:.e of ll'lY M:x be-
h;nJ01. (T) 
2S. l a~ ~o to~chy on soml! ~ubjl!cts that J can't talk 
about theit. (T) 
.:l. Jn sct.oo1 I found 1t very 1 .... rd to taH before thf' 
c 11.or s. (T) 
27. T11e 111.Jn w~10 p;ovidts :..1:r:p:..at1on by leavlnr, valuable 
p~opcrty unprotected ls about a~ ~uch to bla~e for 
its theft 3:, the one who ste3ls it. (T) 
2~. Hy mother or father often 1t.1de ce obey even though 
I t.">oucht it was unreasonable. (F) 
29. I find it hard to keep my mind on a task or job~ (T) 
JO. I have a habit of counting thin~s that are not im-
portant 'such as bulbs on electric signs, and so 
fort..h. (T) 
)1. I tend to be on my bu3rd with people who are somewhat 
more friendly than I had expected. (T) 
)2. I have no dread of goinr. into a room by cysel! where 
other people have already gathered and are talking. (F) 
)). I have several times given up doing a thing because 
I thought too little of my ability. (T) 
)J.. I am inclined to take things hard. (T) 
JS. Religion gives me no worry. (F) 
)6. At parties I am more likely to sit by myself or with 
just one other person than to join in with the crowd. 
(T) 
)7. I wish I could get over worrying about things I have 
said that may have injured other people's feelings. 
(T) 
)8. I am usually calm and not easily upset. (F) 
)9. At times I think I am no good at all. (T) 
40. I like or have liked fishing very much. (T) 
41. I worry quite a bit over possible misfortunes. ~T} 
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I.). 1 try to remem~cr good 6tories to ~ss them on to 
other people. (F) 
I.I.. lHc tCl poke fun at )'.!cople. (F) 
1.:,,. l have had no diffjculty ::LarUn& or holdinc lily 
urine. (r) 
1.6. l have several tillles had a chan&e of heart about my 
llfe work. (T) 
47. Whenever po~:;ible l avoid being in a crowd. (T) 
i.e. When I am cornered 1 tell that portion of the truth 
which is not likely to hurt Ille. (T} 
49. \Jw'hile in train:;, bu~ses, etc., 1 often talk to 
strant;er:;. (f) 
~O. 1 feel like givin~ up qulckly when thin~:; go wrong. 
(T) 
51. 1 read in the Bible several times a week. (f) 
52. lt is al"1ays j eood thint to be frank. (f) 
5). ln a group of people l would not be embarrassed to 
be called upon to start a di::cussion or give an 
opinion about ::omethint; l know well. (f) 
~I.. 1 like partie:: and :;ocial:;. (F) 
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II> NUMB(R ---------
QU[STIONS fOR wees APPLICANT SCR((NlNG R[S(AR(H 
INSTRUCTIONS 
CIRCLE TH[ NUMB(R THAT BEST flTS THE STUDENT IN OUESTION 
STRONGLY 
AGR([ 







l.235 .. 7 
). 2 3 s .. 7 
). 2 3 s b 7 
). 2 3 s .. 7 
l c 3 s b 7 
l.c3Sl.7 
). 2 3 s .. 7 
). 2 3 5 b 7 
). 2 3 5 b 7 
). c 3 5 b 7 
], 2 3 s b 7 





l. This student's life seems to revolve around 
academics. 
2. This student seems withdrawn and isolated· 
3. This person is outgoing and personable. 
~. This student is unorganized. 
s. This student is disruptive in class. 
i.. This student deals effectively with authority 
issues. 
7. If it were up to me I would recommend that this 
person seek professional counseling. 
!. This person has little self-estee~. 
~. This student is maturing in the Christian walk. 
J.O. This student achieves to his or her capacity. 
).).. This student is able to deal effectively with 
emotional issues. 
12. I feel personally positive about this person. 
13. This student is characterized by a high 
energy level, consistently and purposively 
directed. 
).~. This student is receptive to new ideas and 
view points {not dogmatic in their views}. 
lS. This student demonstrates Christian character 
consistent with wees standards· 
l ... This student dresses appropriately. 





l i? 3 5 b 7 
l 2 3 5 b 7 
l 2 3 5 b 7 
l 2 3 5 b 7 
l 2 3 5 b 7 
l 2 3 5 b 7 
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16. This student has the capacity for involvement 
1.1ith others, the ability to interact 1.1ith 
others 1.1ithout arousing hostility or 
rejection. 
19. This student seems to be a1.1are of their 01.1n 
emotional state. 
20. This student seems overly narro1.1 in focus. 
21. This student is having trouble adjusting. 
22. This student demonstrates the capacity for 
effective team1.1ork with their peers. 
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23. This person displays peculiar habits. MannerisMs 
or behavior which may be offensive to others. 
2~. This student has respect for others. 
25. This student is able to Make practical 
application of the theory and principles 
learned at school 
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APPENDIX B - EXAMPLES OF INSTRUMENTS 
5elf Concept & Adjustment- 245 
THE CODES FOR TYPE QUESTION ARE AS FOLLOWS 
INTRINSIC TYPE CODE TOTAL 
Flex1bl 11 ty/Rlgldlty ( IF) 4 
Coping/Adjustment (IC) 8 
EXTRINSIC TYPE 
Appropriate Behavior (EA) 6 
Social Relatlon&hip& (ES) 5 
CODES ADDED TO THE STANDARD QUESTIONAIRE HELOW 
NAHE 
QUESTIONS FOR WCBS APPLICANT SCREENINC RESEARCH 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Cl RCLE THE NUMBER THAT BEST Fl TS THE STUDENT IN QUESTION 
STRONGLY MODERATELY MODERATELY STRONGLY 
AGREE ACREE ACREE DI SAC REE D l SAG REE DlSACREE 
l 2 3 5 6 7 
CODE 
2 3 5 6 7 EA 1. This student 1& actively involved in cla&&. 
2 3 5 6 7 IC 2. Thi& student strives to his or her capacity. 
2 3 5 6 IC 3. This student is having trouble adjusting. 
2 3 5 6 ES 4. Thi& person 1 s outgoing and per& ona ble. 
2 3 5 6 7 IC 5. This student is unorganized. 
2 3 5 6 EA 6. Thia student demonstrates Christian character 
consistent With WCBS standard&. 
2 3 5 6 7 EA 7. Thia student dresaea appropriately. 
2 3 5 6 7 IC 8. Thia atudent 1• able to deal effectively with 
e•o ti on al iasuea. 
l 2 3 5 6 7 ES 9. Thia atudent '• life see ma to revolve around 
acade•i ca. 
2 3 5 6 7 ES 10. Thia atudent aee•• withdrawn and iaolated. 
2 3 5 6 7 IC 11. Thia atudent aee•• to be av are of the1 r own 
emotional atate. 
2 3 5 6 7 IF 12. Thia 1tudent aeema overly narrow in focua. 
2 3 5 6 7 ES 13. I feel peraonally poa1tive a bout thia peraon. 
2 
2 ) '.> t> 
2 3 s t> 7 
l 2 3 5 6 7 
l 2 3 5 6 7 
2 3 5 6 1 
2 3 5 6 7 
2 3 5 6 7 
l 2 3 5 6 7 
l 2 3 5 6 7 
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EA 14. This student ls disruptive in class. 
IF lS. This student deals effectively with authority 
Issues. 
lC 16. l! ft were up to me l would recommend that this 
per•on seek professional counseling. 
ES l7. This student demonstrates the capacity for 
effective teamwork with their peers. 
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EA 18. Thia person displays peculiar habits, mannerisms 
or behavior which may be offensive to others. 
IF 19. Thia •tudent 11 aaturlng in the Chri•tian walk. 
IC 20. Thi• person has little self-e1teem. 
lF 21. Thia •tudent 1• receptive to new ideas and 
view points (not dogaatic in their views). 
IC 22. Thia atudent has the capacity for 1nvolveaent 
with others, the ability to interact with 
others without arousing hostility or 
rejection. 
EA 23. This student is characteri~ed by a high 
energy level, consistently and purposively 
directed. 
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PLEAS[ COMPLETE THESE SENTENCES TO EXPRESS 
YOUR REAL FEELINGS. ----
TRY TO ~O EVERY ON[. 8( SUR[ TO MA~[ A COMPLETE SENTENCE 
I like 
The happiest ti•e 


















I hi led 
Reading 
]. 
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23- My •ind 
24. The future 
2s. I need 
2b. Marriage 
27. I a111 best when 
2a. So111et i 111es 
29. What pains 11e 
30- Prayer •eetings 
3J.. This pl•ce 
32. I •• very 
33. The only trouble 
34. I wish 
35. My father 
3b. I secretly 
37. I 
3a. Poverty 
39. My greatest worry is 
40. Most girls 
Cb.pier Two 
SCORING THE ISB 
Tim Uu or Tllll Sool\Ulc f.Luut.0 
Seoleoce completiom at• tcored from eumplcs lo lhe acorlng mu.ual1 by 
utigninC a nwnulcal wrtcbt from 0 to 8 for uch 1ealeac• and totaling the 
..-eight.a to obtalD the o•er-all 1core. The acorlng eumplcs In PllJ1 II ol thiJ 
mt.Dull! art slnD lo facdltal• the uslgamtal or •eight.a lo retporuet. They 
aze from ISB rcspomcs of SS male aDd 53 female college 1tutlen1J, ranging from 
otremelr weU-adfwted penom lo tho1e futlged la be In need al ptychothenpy. 
Since the 1corln1 1!.UD!plft at• WwtraUn uid reprcsealalfve of COD\IDoa r&-
tpontrt with no latent to llJt all poulble aenltnct completloru, a tel of 1coring 
pri.oriples will be preteated. These prlnciplu are Intended lo aid In dtlermin· 
Ing l11e correct weight for I '°°'PltUoD whm a •uy 11.rnllar ttalemeat caoaot 
be found lo the acorlo& cumples. 
la ardtr to pro•lde tha potential wtt or the ISB with "1uperv1Jed" e1perlence 
before attempllDg to score clJnlcal Of e1perlmtnt1I rf'COrd.t. air randomly telected 
mnple rf'COrd1 hoe been placed In Chapter Tlure. The correct 1rorlng lor 
there recorda Is gl•eD at the eDd of that chapter. Tbete cumples will enable 
lhe cUniclui lo check his scoring against that of the authori. They may tho 
be used by a clinic tupuvhor to check the scoring abWty or aoy 11udenl or 
genrra..I scorer. 
Seoleoce compleUom used for Wwtralive purpotcs In tho lollowiog tlitcw· 
sioiu ue t.Ucn almost eotinl1 from I.he manud for mde atudeots. 
Soo11mc l'M<arLLJ 
J. Omluloa reopoa•ea ... 
Omi.tsioa ruporues ate designated u thoto for which no aruwtr It i;lnn or 
lor which tho thougbt Is Incomplete. Omissions and fragmenlJ 11e not scored. 
II mli;ht be thought that omlJsion rupooses are rtprcseotaUve of psychological 
blocli and, thtrelore, maladfuslmeot.s. Thu 1eem1 to be true In some c.-11t1. 
However, II hu beea found that such an hypothtth Is not ltnable In the 
majority of lnstanctt. This condutlon wu roched by the aulliort, at wtll as 
by Roller and WUlerrnan, after ttudr showed that omlJtlon rrtponstt apprar 


























ll ~•:3 - . -
It ls rtt0gnitt"tl tlt:tt in I c-link:1I titu2ho11 omu11on1 .>re occ1t100Jllr pro-
vocalh·e 1inct they m•y point lo arc21 ol co .. Uoct which lhc 1n<.ltv1duJI tlw1 not 
recognize or unnol brini; hinndl lu "I"'"· In Cllrl such u tJ,ri~ tloq· ore, 
ol courst, worthy of lurthtr oplor~tiun. for c•••nplc. llte p.iprr 1nJr 11.>\0 
frtqucnl rcltrtncu to the molhtr II a "very wontlerlul pe11on" a••tl 110 rr•pu111e 
given lo the 1limulu1. "My lather ... ." 
OccAtionnlly ii II found th•I. "hhou~h tit•• Uotnotlut rl1col1 • rr<pm1<c, the 
rt"spontc cannot be trore<l ~:sute the thous;ltt n intumplclt ;111tl 1!1'-.:' 11w.111iuc 
It not cit-er. E1nmplt1 whkh arr to he ('OnuJrri·t1 om111w111 OH' .11 folh""' .. , 
1urTtr , .• horn ---"'"; •\Vhal an110)'I 111(" . i\ fur tomtu11eo ---" ... ," l11ch 
school ... I ---• ( Thit rule of 1101 '""'"'~ tltt ilrm clori nnt 'J'ply. Ion ... 
rvrr, 10 eurntiafly mt":1ninglut £rOU(lt o( \\UrtJt wlilcf1 ~ft llrrt'Uf~ pt·\. \'11•1: 
titlrs or commonly rounJ re1pon1rt. For furtl1tr Uiicuuiun, H't' rult"t COllC'r111111c-
ntu!•ol rtspontu.) · 
There art ctrl1in Ultl In which • trnlrnct. •hhoucl1 nol •rlu>llr coonpl..ie. 
it IC'OrrJ bt-C&Ulf! one <"01nrJrte thout:.ltf h:u l1t('n t"'f"ltt'Utd ror ('"t.H11plt. 
"Moil i:irh ... don't appeal lo me e•c•pl •r•u>lly l.a-c>uie ----; or, "I 
hate ... lht thougltl of i;oini; home 1i11ce ---• 
for 111 rt1pon1rs which are 111h111mc1I umlrr t!.e l1t·Jcli11g or mr1otnplr1e 
thoughll or 0111iuion1, no scoring it n1>tlc After the '"'n>iutlrr or '"£"'""" hu 
bten scored, thete unevalu•teJ ile1n1 art pror>lctl by the lorn1ul• ( .. _ :.: .•••.•. ) 
litnel t11t lolal score. llo..-e,·cr, ii !litre are niore tllln lwtnly om•110u111, tire 
p•p•r i1 c:onsideretl unscorable for 111 pr•cltral purpo1t1 
2. ConOlcl tropo111u 
"C." or conOicl, rnponst1 11e 1110" i11tlic21on~ an unlttJltlry or ni>l.1tl1'1tln! 
lr1me of mind. Thtse Include hostility rr>rtoon1, pc11imuon, 1ymplum clirtll· 
lion, hopeleuneu anti tuicid•I wi1hrs, ll•lrmcnlt of unl1•rrr C\f'rr>cnrrt, 111tl 
i11dic•lion1 of put m•latljushnent. Eumpltt ol lhtte lyprt ol rroc1>ou1 f,.llu ... 
"I hate ... almoll c•·eryone." "Ptoplt ... dr1lJoy wh•I thcr buol.I • "I 
sulTer ... from tliriy spells." "Sonirtimc1 . . I "·umlrr "'"•l's the u1c." "I 
with ... I were dro1l." "When I WlS • clriltl ... I lprnl mo11 or noy lirnc 
in a hospital bed." "In hii:h 1chool ... I ,..u e•tremely 1tlf-con1cou1•1 anti 
bnckwutl." 
Sorne connicth·e 1ttpon1tt h•,·e ~~" rlicitr.1 hy 1timuli .. ti.cir r•c111rt"'" • 
nr~,five •rply, but lhtre I• I lnr~t j!IOlljl of ·c· ltlf'OM\CI wluclt con111t1 or 
hvi1letl 1n1wrrt. In reply to tl1e tli11ml111 "I l1le . . ." tlot con1pletiu11 rn•v 
he. "to be olone." 01hrr eumplCJ nl l\Wi!linG >re: i11e harr•e1I ""'' . . ends 
botJly," tire bttl • . • YC.111 Of my lift tie Wlltfd," 
llripn111r1 t0nc:r '"''" Cl lo C3 ltCf'rtliuc lo tltr 1<•r1tl)' nl the rouRirl or 
""lodju1lmr11I t1prr1•ttl. The numeric•! wtighlt for the conDicl re1pon1tt a.re 


























Typical of the Cl catraory ue ruponst1 Ill •hlch concrm IJ up,.11ed 
regardtni; 1uch thlng1 11 the •orld llate of alJain, 6oanclal problemt, 1peci6c 
1chool difficultlu, pby1ical complalnll, kleotilic.ttlon1 with minority group1, 
and 10 on. lo ceoeral It might be uid that tubtumed under Cl are minor 
problem• •blch ue not deep-teated nor Incapacitating, and more or lru 
tpttilic dillkultiu. Here ue e11mplu 'Thr future •.• looltt rather black, 
al Inst for the neu furur• of 0111 cou11try." l11e oflly trouble ... h 6n1ncial." 
"I regret •. , my li;norance of 1ubjecl mailer." "I 1uller . , • from 1inus.· 
"What pains me ••• IJ ncial latolerance." 
More 1eriou1 lodlc1tloo1 of mal1dju1tmrnl1 •rt found In the C2 clfei;ory. 
On the whole, the respoose-t refer lo broader, more generalized dilJicuhies th•n 
are found In CJ. locluded here art rrprenioo1 of lnlrrioriry leelini;1, psycho· 
somatic complalnll, concer11 over ponible hilwe, generalized 1d1ool problems, 
lack ol goth, feellngt of Inadequacy, concern over voclfional choice, and 
difficulty In beteroserual rtlation1blp1 11 wrll 11 generalized 1ocl1l difficulty. 
litre 11• tome umple rr1pon1u. "Other people ••• don't ttem lo be >try 
imprturd •Ith me." "I 1uf1er .•• hudachri.· "My grulul worry h •.. I 
will fail to attain my goal In life.• "I can't ••. concentrate." "I wish ... I 
could be 11 nahiral and con8deo! 11 mo1t people." "I regret .•• not having 
In)' i;oah IO \VOrk towardt." "t.fy groteit frar ..• IJ that I'll be disinterested 
In the '-ocatlon I tnln myielf for." "Most gith ••• are only looking fQr 
husl.i~ndt." 
E1pre11ion of 1evere coolllct or Indication• of maladfusbnenU are rated CJ. 
Amonc the dillicuhlu found lo thlt area are 1uicidal withes, 1erual conllic!J, 
icvere f11nily problemt, fear of lnnnlty, llrong "eg11ive attitudes tow1rd people 
In cener~I. feelinc1 of confutlon. uprruioo of rather bl.urre attitudes, and so 
forth. Eumples In thit category are: "I wish .•• I wtre dud." "I rti;rtt 
... [lrolonced autoerotlcltm and fur that I might not be able to make a 
normal wrual adfustrnent." "The only trouble .•• II 10 Inner coolusion." 
"Sometimes ••. I thinlc people •ttch me." 
J. 1'01itl•e rt1[1on1t1 
·p; or potltlve, responstt are those Indicating 1 hulthy or hopeful frame 
of mind. ll1ese are evidenced by humorout or Olppaot remarks, optimistic 
rt1ponsu, and 1cceptance ructlont. Eumplet ue u loUows: "\Vh31 annoys 
me .• , are people who 1quette the toothpaste tube In the middle." 'The 
best •. , It yet to come." ·People ••. are fun." 
llere, too, one llods twlJted responses, but In thiJ catei;ory hll those In 
which tJ1e 1timull ruggut a negative reply ind the responte given IJ 1 positive 
one. for eumple, 1uc:h a responte made to "I can't •• ." It "be two pl1cr1 
at one lime." Further eumplet of the twilled respon1u are: ·1 1uUtr ... 
Imm cold un on mornlng1 tuch 11 today." "The only trouble ••• IJ that 






























fletponse1 r1nge from Pl to P3 dtpenJing on the dei;rte ol c<><><f aJ11111tne11t 
upreued In tl1e lftlemenl. The numericol weii;hll lur !lie I"'"'"' ''-PO'"" 
ue Pl = 1, r2 = 1 and P3 = 0. 
In the Pl cl111 common responsei are tltose which dral wrlh po••I" t a111t11de1 
tow1rd 1chool, hobbles, 1ports, upre11io111 of warm le<long lowoul 101nc In· 
dividual, Uprtned interest in people, and so on. Eumplct rlluslr•lln~ trpic•I 
re1pon1e1 in the Pl calecory are: ·t ... am i;lad I Jlarltd to c,.llt-i;e.· ·1 
like ... tporu." 'The beat , .. friend I ha-e is ne11y.· ·reople .. are 
intrreJling." 
Ccnenlly found under the hudini; ol r2 are those rrplits wltid1 1nrlic11e 
1 generalized positive feeling tow2rd prople, &ood soei•I arl1u1tmrn1, hr•lthy 
family hie, optimism, ind humor. "I '"' ~11 ... -..hrn l"m w11h people." 
·itost girls ... appeal to me." "U1ck home ... are 1 couple of 1...-cll plltrrll." 
"I like ... d1ncing.· 'The be1t ... wonun iJ my wrr._· llit lllpp•cll time 
, •• iJ yet to come." 
Clear.cut good·o•t111ed humor, rf•I optimism. and "·arm acccplonce are 
tyf>et of ruponstt which ue 1ubsumrtl undtr the 1'3 &roup. "I lolc ... a 
gtttl many things." "The best ..• is )•et lo come." "Prople ... nrc swell." 
"I feel ... happy." "I regret ... lo licH the alarm clock· 
The 158 deviates from the mafority ol tes!J in th•t ii 1corci humorous 
responses. Mou testt mah no 1llowa11ce for the scoring ol humor •ntl, 11 a 
milter ol fact, some specilically reqnut the subject 1101 to •n•" tr lmmorouily. 
Dy so doing they lail to rttegni.ze that humor i1 a htJhhy w1y lo fT1<cl frusltal· 
Ing situalion1. One of the dani;ers in scorini; may b• that these 1lt1n1 are 
leu reliable becaust of the difficulty in de6ninr; humor. Liu! 11 srcm1 a ""orlh· 
while addition. 
"- Neutral re9pon1u 
"N." or ncutr1l, respontet are those not lallinc cltarly into t11l1er nl the 
1bove calegoriet. They are geneully on a simple tlt1cript1•• le··•I. lluponsu-
tuch 11 "Most girls .•. are fem1k1." -which entlr thr puf110tt of fire test 
11e geoerally tcored 11 neutral. Slrrcolrpu, catch phr11t1. soni: t1tle1, and 
uprenions of common cultural cliclifs are u1u1lly sror•d 11 nt11fr2I, as are 
common!)' found, e11enti1lly meanini;leu completions. Eumplcs of rr1pon1ts 
In the ortl~r listed are u follow1: "Uoys ... will be boys.· "\\'hcn I wu 1 
child ... I 1pake 11 I child." "Som•limts . . I ..-ondrr why I 1pc11d uch 
lonely night drt1ming of 1 songl" ·reo11le ... who are trurhful ,.,11 be Ir· 
w11ded." ·naclt lrome ••• on the la""." 
Alter some familiarity wllh the lest it rn•y be seen th•! thue 11e t"'O i;eneral 
lyptl of responses which lttOUnt for I large share of those lhJt f•ll in the 
neutral caler:ory. One group Includes those lacling emotional tone or pcrtonal 
rrlerrnce. The other group Is composttl ol many rtsron1e1 wl11ch are found 
u often among mol1dfu1ted u amoni; 11lju1led indlvidu•h and through clinical 
J11d~ment could not be lecitlmatrly pl•ced io either the ·c- or ·r· i;roup. All 

























Oevi3tion from the i;ene,.li11tlons regarding the tcoring of "C," •p- or 
"N" rt1ponsu may occur and, II they do, eumplcs will be listed in ll1e scoring 
manual. For eumple, 11 &rtt glance the ruponse, "My greatest fear ... I 
h3•·e no lur: woulJ probably fall Into 1 •p• category. llowever, the ruponso 
i1 u•cnli2lly one of conRicl and 1iven by mal1Jju1ted in<liviJuols, 10 it Ir 
pl>ceJ in the C3 category. Another eumple mii;ht be, "I am bell ... when 
h>rrY." which It not rated 11 •p; but rather ·c; because of the Implication 
111.11 ii fl not a frequent occurnnc:1. 
S. The norlna D11nu1l1 11 pi.Ira 
T11e l<'Orlna manu1h, one for malu. one for femalu, are to serve 11 guides 
to ~ followed er clordlJ •• pouib/1. All ponible retponsu for uch of tho 
<lilTt-rc-nl numerical wetghls are not given. Many timu 1 generaliulion iJ 
lislr.I r~ a category of a particular item In order to aid the scoring. An eumplo 
in which It ls ponible to score a cert1in ruponte wilh the aiJ of a genculiu· 
lion 11, ·1 can't •• , 1tu<ly chemfslly.° Allhough such a response h not listed 
pr• It In the Cl category, one finds the i;cner11izatlon "11u<ly sptti6c 1uLjccl 
m21tcr." "What annoys me ... h mytell." is nol found In the manual, but in 
the C~ catci;ory one fln<lr, "thing• llioul 1ell or other's ruction lo tell." "lo 
hii;h 1elt00l ..• I ..... uplain of the football team." Ir tcoreJ r2 ~aUle of the 
gcncul rule lor that llem-"1t1lemenl of participation In 1port1 or 1c1ivi1ic1." 
In other cutt there ue ruronsu which are not found in the m1nual ond 
for whi..-11 tl1cre h no i;cnenl rule. Thete on be scored by nottni; orlttr r<'-
11..,n•n f.,r tl131 Item. For nam11le, althoui;li ·1 hole .•. failurrs.· 11 nnt fou11J 
i11 :1111· r>ki;ory for that Item, II most clo1dy a1111•otimaln tlie tone of tho1e in 
the <.::? rlan and the general ty('let or retponse1 for C2. "I 1u1Ter ... bod 
h.1hit1." Is sren to fall In the C! eatci;ory, thliough It Ir not 1recificftlly li11c1I. 
"The l>e1I ••• things In lile aren't free: on the other htnJ. fi11 best into the 
Cl clus. 
6, fn1ltptndenl ltOtfng o( flemt 
E·1rl1 rcsrontt " lo be scored 1nrl ev1lu11ed lnderendcntly or all others. 
urert when there is a clear-cul rdrrence lo • previou1 slalrmenl. It is. of 
cow1e. important In the rcorini; of 1ny p•ptrs to ••·olJ the holo effect 11 much 
11 ro11il1lc so that the mraruremrnl 011 be reliable. This Ir equally necuury 
litre for, ii r1ch response Ir not JCOre.t lnrlcpcndently of all olhcrs, there ir 
a tr11olr11cy to nte •II rcsponset In light of the over-all picture. For eumrle. 
in scorini: lhe rtt0rd or I maladjusted indiviJual there II apl to be ft bias in 
the dittttlon or ·c.. when certain or the rc•ponset most 1urcly should be 
1cored "N" or '1'.* 
However, In tome Uttt a re1ponse ref en dirtttly lo 1 previous item. and 
It woulJ not be rtllonable to ICOre ii lnJependen!ly or tlte lirtl. In such an 
lnslaoce, thtrelore, a previous re1pon1e mu11 be useJ In the ev1lualion ol lhe 
lattr one. Eumplet of thu are 11 follows. "I with ... he were 1leo1l" In one 


















-n.e only trouble ... h I with I coulJ fori;et I'll he lile my father• The 
re1ponte, ·1 ... think I can ii the runt:• of the ladJer ll•y '" r!•cc wheo I 
put them lliere: it not very mcan111gl11I until ii is seen Iha! 1!.c I''•' 10111 st•le· 
ment wu, "I secrclly ... desire lo become great." Another 1111loncc is, "I 
secrelly •.. blame my mother," which refcn 10 a ('lrtccdcnr. ·i1y father ... 
wu 1 suicide." 
There It one ol11er I~ of situllion In which grutcr rtlt>b1lity of rating ii 
uhieved II lhe reiponse It 11\en in lii;ht of ll1e ovtr -•II p•cture. Tlti1 occv.rs 
when the lndivldu1rs frame of rclerence alters !he e"aluatoon consitlcrobly, u 
In 1he rttord of a boy who mahr rclerrnce to comins m•m•c• "'·1th1n 1 1horl 
lim<. Jn retponte to "Most girls .. ." he uid "do nor inlcr<1t nte rnuch 1ny 
more." II thit were taken out ol conlol ol !he whole record 11 would Le ntcd 
differently than 11 the conies! were 1'10 uhliied. Anol!tcr 1llu!lr>hon it 1h~I 
ol 1 m•le student who Is mimed anJ 1l>lc1. ll>e h.1rpi.il hme ... is w1ll1 
my family." Such I response from In uum•nied student would be rJte<l quile 
dilJerenlly. 
7. Qu1llf1utlont 
neipon1c1 which tlart lih In cumple in the mlnu1I but are d11Tcrently 
qual16cJ are scored with I tonsider1tion of lhtte qu•h6c11ions. F'or eumple, 
fl may be seen that the followini: rttponsct 1houl.I be mircJ lt•i;li<r than ii 
they hid not been qu11i6ed. "Sports ... I have al"JYI l·~rJ. )<I tltey doo't 
hold my lnterell lile they did." "llock liomt . . 11 tho lrn11ly 11111 a swell 
!own, but I Jon't lih II too wtll." ·reorl• ... arc 111 r•sh1, bur I Jon't hke 
being in a crowd like p1rtie1." lhis school ... i1 OJ;., but 1(1 too close 
lo home." 
There are also responsrt which will be i;iven lowrr rattn&• than they would 
get without the qualilication. Common 1inoni; thc1< are rc1pon•t1 &"en by 
Individuals 1ub1cqucnt to therapy. lhe future ... i1 unceruin. bul I lhinl: · 
I can lick It." "Back home ... hle wu prelty mi1<11ble, bur I 11unl: I can 
cope with the situtlion now." 
Such qu11i6c11ion1 may chance the weighting ol the rupon1e Ly ooe 01 
more polntJ. 
8. E1tttm1 ••lgh11 
Eumplet are not given for e•treme weighlJ ( 0 or 6) In some ilem1, usuall: 
bttause extreme responses lo tho1e ilem1 are nre. These weii;hll m•y I>· 
11si1i"eJ, however, ii clearly worr1n1t1l. In cues when 1 rtsponse seems I• 
be more ertreme then the eum11le1 c•led, then ii 11 11ermiu1ble to u1e 11 
utreme weight. II the following re1rnn1t1 '"'"e gi1 en they would be score•: 
6, althoui;h there are no eumrltt l111r<f lor thtse items. "Srort• ... 1'1oul.r 
not be allow«! for mixed grou111 U.-Cou" !hey arc too llimulahni; • "Readio 

























9. Crnuall11 or 1torln1 lllu1tratlon1 
\\'here rrecrJenl for ICOrlnC I clvtn ltlf!O"ll eannol be lound In the 
tumplct for thal Uem. the uaminer may look for a 1lmllar n•ponse to 1no1her 
itrm. Tiicre are tevcral 1timull which are very 1imilar and clicil the ume 
1)1"1 of ttspon1u IO that cron reference It ponlt.le. llowever, male and 
fem2le manuah are not to be used lntcrchangubly. heml .. hlch are commonly 
ructcd to as cqulV11lenlt are these. "What annoys me ... ." "What p2ln1 
me ... ." and "I halo ••• : "My crutttt frar •• : and "My grutut 
... orry .•• ." ·reoplt ••• • and "Other ~pie .•• : '"The happiest lime 
•• ." and -rli• bell ••• : •1 need ••• • and "I with ••• ." 
,\n tnJIYtdual might 117, '.'Whal annoy1 me ••• h my home life.• There 
It no rumrle given under thl1 llem, but by rcfenlng to llem 29, "What pains 
me ... ." the ruporue can be found under C3. For Item 29 the complellon, 
"\\'l1al rains mt ••• It doln& things I don't like," does not have a 1iinilu 
uamrle, but Item 30, "I ~It ••• ." hu thlt ruponie clani6eJ u Cl. Another 
uample II -rli• best ••• time It havln1 a party," which may be tcorrJ by 
rcferrin!; to Item !. -rlie happiest lime ••• ." "f whh , , • I had more lrleoJ1" 
('an be rated by rdcnln& lo Item 2.5, "I need .•• ." 
Utini; other Items u e11mple1 for the scoring It particularly Important In 
item ~. "Sometimes ••• ." and Item 37, "I •.. ." which are to un•tnictureJ 
th2t jml at.out any type of response may be given. In thcte two item• e•pe· 
ci2ll1·, it II often neceuary to refer to other Items for accurate evalu2tion. 
10. tlmuvally Ions re•ronau 
lu u1r1 ... ~,. the response 11 un111u1lly long, It 1hould be given an atlcli· 
tionol roint In the direction ol "C" unltu if lto.1 elrtodv bet" rortd 6. It h .. 
been fo1111J that the maladJutted lndlvklual often wrilet loni: involved senlenctt 
u if compelled to upreu hlnuelf fully 1nJ not be ml1unJen1ood. On the 
orhrr li2nd, the well·•dlusted penon frequenrly repllet to rhe slimuli wi1h 
1hor1 conche 1tatrments. For l'llmple, one poorly aJju1ted lndivldual wtole. 
·1 un l1t1I when , •• I arn under no prrnnre of re1pon1ibilily concerning 1he 
1tt0mplhhment of a given lhlni; within a certain speci&ed time." An at.ljutled 
rerson wrote, ·1 am best wkn ••• l'rn havlni; a party." Thh does not teem 
to be a fonctlon of Intelligence 11 might be hypothedzed. The previous re· 
1pon1ts were from two tubjttll of superior Intelligence. The following are 
rttctiont of two lndivldualt of lesser ability. The mal1dJu11erl tluJent wrote, 
"I lile .•• agriculture, to read short 1torlts, lo i;o with 1 nice rather quiet 
girl wlio doesn•t drink or 1rnoh, 111<1 orher fellow1, and to ot and sleep.· A 
well·1Jju1ted lndlvklual wrote 1lrnply, "I like , .• people." If a completion 
inc:luJei a quali6catlon II well 11 being unu1ually lengthy, the clinician will 
have to use hit own judgment In detennlnlng lo what utenl the Initial scoring 
ol the rt1(10nte thould be changed. 
Tiie only uceptlon to thlt rule concems nrutral comrlellon•. If tlie re•pon•e 
It a common quotation, tlereotype or 1001: tltlr. It It always scored 11 neutral, 
re~•nllrn of lencth. 
tO 


























SIX PRACTICE CASES 
followl111 are ISB rtt0rd1 of sil college studenll. Con~t scorini: for 
these will be found at the end ol thl1 chopler. 
A• h11 been 1tated previously, the wei&hll to be aulsnrd 11e 11 loll0\•1: 
C3 = I!, C2 = ~.Cl = 4, N = 3, rt = 2, P! = I, P3 = 0. A lurlher word 
should be 11id about long respon•c•. It h31 been fount.I u•cfnl •• a roui:h 
meuure to contlder the statement u lens1hy ii rhe ruporuc ( e•clntling the 
stimulus) II gruler than ten words. In such cue1 the weisht siven it i11crca1td 
by one point, e1cepl when the encnce of the completion woulJ 11~\'e been 
rated 11 e. since tho grealest weight usii;ned lo any re1ponie i1 6. As 1ra1ed 
previously, thu role does not apply to common quota!ion1, uereotypes or ioog 
titles, which ate alw1y1 scored 11 neutral. 
for cooveolence, It 11 suggested th2t 10 l"cornplctt Stnttncc1 Blo"l bo 
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ID l'UI 6Rll.P 500 (DI> S>A AG: CREDITS onER 5EM 
Fl.Jg 2 3 4 5 6 7 
+ e: m.~ ffl.000@ m.ooera m.ooee 999.0000 999.000@ m.~I 
+ 1: 1.0909 1.8000 133.~ 3.3700 31.00@0 158.~ e.~ 
+ 2: J.~ l.e000 125.~ 4. 0000 32.~ 111. 0e0e e. 00@0 
+ 3: 4.0000 2.~ 102 .... 2. 380e 31.0000 135.8\.W I.~ 
+ 4: s.eeee 2.MIJ@ 96.. aaee 3.~ JJ.eooe 88.~ 2.~ 
+ 5: 6.~ 1.eeee 117.NN 3.350@ 3!.0N0 JJJ. eiaee e.~ 
+ 6: 7.0001a 2. 0ellil@ 1~~ 2.93" 37.Nee 185.eEW e.eeee 
+ 7: 8.~ 2.eeeB 117.Nee 2.seee 38.~ 144. eeee e.Mee 
+ 8: 9.NN 2.eeee 151. eeei 2. 71N 43.Nee 128. Ne@ e.aeee 
+ 9: 11.Nea 2.- let.NM 1.~ 28. 0t)88 14'.@098 e.eeee 
+ li: 12.~ i.~ l:=.= 3.H!e 28.@eM !~.~ e.eeee 
+ 11: 13.NM 1.eeee lM.~ 3.43ee 25.e@ee 144.~-
··~ + 12: 14. ee0e 1.eeee 123.0099 3.738@ 38.MIN 128.NM e.eeee 
+ 13: 48.aeea 1.2"0 :es.~ 3.980& 28.00\le 144.uee e.eeM 
+ 14: l.~ 3.0M 111.aeee 3.138@ 48.Nee 44.~ e.eeee 
+ 15: 2.~ 3.~ 95.~ 2.980e 28.eee@ 79.tiW 1.M0e 
+ 16: 3.~ 3.eeN m.~ 3.9189 28.eeN 57.esee e. eieee 
+ 17: 4.~ 3.~ SB..~ 2.D208 35. eeee 69.ea 8.Nee 
+ 18: 5.Mea J.~ ll':UM J. nee 27.eeN 184.Mea 1.eeee 
+ 19: 6.~ 3. fl0ee 1as.~ 3.4708 2'3.~ 132.NM e.eeee 
+ 2'8: 7.NN 3.Nee 97.aeeia 3.~ 23.MIN 32.IM e.eeea; 
+ 21: 8.~ 3.~ 121.~ 4.000e 32.eeee 23. 9ltJi:» e.eeee
1 
+ 22: 9. eeiee 3.0e08 79.~ 3.888@ 34.~ 49.eeee e.eeee 
+ 23: 18.0008 3.00ae 11&.~ 3.e.B 2'3.~ 132.tM e.8@081 
+ 24: 11.eeee 3.NN SB..~ 3.~ 37.e.ieN 74.- 1.01009 
• 25: 12.~ 3.8001 143.IOOe 2.8000 2'6. eeee 15. *"' e.e001' 
+ 2'6: 13.~ 3.Mee 123.~ 3.31N 25.eeN 45.01009 e.~ 
I 
• 27: 14.~ 3.~ 112.NM 3.nN 24.0* 13.~ e.eeee 
• 28: 15.~ J.aM 12'3.ee01i 3. BIN 38.Nei 2'6.NN e.eeee 
• 2'3: 16.~ 3. i0'1e !27.Mi 3.SSN 24.eeet 31. eeee e.~ 
• ~= 11.aeee 3.NM 114.~ 3.1580 26.MM 2'6.MN 1,_,. 
+ 31: 18.~ 3.i0ee lal.8001 3.~ 28.ee98 42.Mle 8.Nee 
+ 32: 19.~ 3.Netl 83.NN 2.678@ 34. ee0'I CJ.Nee e.0001 
+ Jl: 29..~ 3.eeN IM ... 3.7~ 34.IM 88.NIN 
··~ + 34: 21. eeee J.eeet 118.aeN 3.BIN 26.eeea 16.eeN ··~ • 35: 22.~ 3.eeN 117.eNi 3.2791 29.09@8 66.NIN e.eeee 
+ 36: 2l.~ 3.NN 112.NN 3.3191 32.eeN uu.eeee e.ooee' 
+ 37: 24.~ 3."88 113.HN 2.4291 46 ... 73.~ I.Nee 
• 381 a ... 3.Mel 119.eeel 2.nN 23.Net 47.eMI .. .. 




41: 3.ee09 138.,__ 2.fMI 2£,.- 25..teee e.eeee. 
42: 29.NM 3.NM 1zs.-. 3.eeet 24.eeel H.eeet I.NM 
4J1 31.M@ll J.eeee 147.5iel 3.2881 28.eNI 86.teel .. .,.: 
"' 31 ... l.INI 116.- J.1291 28.flMll 51.flNit t.MIM 
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~RIT STA DfHff PERS DEV fAf! DEV DUR PERS DUR FAA YRS LDRS' 
I 
Fl•g 8 9 11 ll 12 13 H 
+ e: m . .- m.~ m.~ m.~ m.0001 m.001M m . .w 
1: l.~ 3.etW s.eriw 1.eeee 3.00@8 1.8008 I + 3.eeeB!, 
+ 2: 2.~ 2. 000@ 5. 0aLli! 3.8000 s.~ 3.eeN 2.000e 
+ J: 2.- 2.~ 5.~ 5.0000 5.~ 5.&009 18.0008, 
+ 4: 2.~ 2.~ s.~ 5.~ 5.NN 2.~ 1.eeee 1 
+ 5: I.~ 2. ... 4.H08 2.eeee 5.80ee e.~ 6.eerae 
+ 6: 2.eeei l.~ 4.~ s.eeee 3.eeei 4.eee@ 1.eeee 
+ 7: 2.e0ee 2.el'N 5.Nee 4.8eee 5.eM 2.8008 6.eeet I 
+ 8: 2.Nel 2.eeN 5.~ 6.eeei 3.eeN 2.eeN l.Nei 
+ 91 l.eNI 4.teea 6.eeee 1.eeee 5.eeet .... H.eeel 
+ 11: 2.eNB 3.8'lelil 5.NIN 4.eeN 5.eeN 4.eeN 2.lelN 
+ 11: 2.eee@ J. eeera 4.~ S.Mee 4.8Ne 2.~ 7.~ 
+ 12: 1.eM 1.8\W 6. eeee 1.0980 4.@01ile e.fe011 5.eeN 
+ Il: . 2.80ea J.~ 5.N08 J.~ 4.~ 4.Nee 4.~ 
+ 14: 2.~ 3.800e 4.~ 5.00N 4.l!eee 3.eeera 15.~ 
+ 15: z.eeee 3.~ S.NitW 5.~ 5. eri'8e 4.8M 4.~ 
+ 16: 2.NN 3.eeei 3. 8lillilla 2. eeeie 3.NN e.eeee 4.eeN 
+ 17: 2. ee0ll 2.~ 4.~ 6.~ 5.0098 3.IM e.eeee 
+ 18: 2.~ 3.eM s.~ 2.eeN ·2.eir. 8.eM 4.lli!JN 
+ 19: 1.~ 4.~ S.MW 1.eeee 4.eeee e.eeee 2. - . 
+ 28: 2.eeN 2. ileJri!e s. eeeia 6.890@ J.l)M 4.~ ... ~i 
+ 21: 1.ee01 2.eeee 5. l!lill88 1. 80(118 5.ee48 l.&eee 2.eeee · 
+ 22: 2.~ 4.~ 5.- 6.NIN S.NN 5.eeN 1. eeee 
+ 23: 2.eee9 3.ee08 5.8@1011 J.eeel 4.~ 4.~·- 4.Nrae 
+ 24: 2.eM 2.~ 5. e@li'IQ 2.eee@ 4.aM e.eeee 12.eeet 
+ 25: 2. eeiee 1. eeae s.eeee 5.eeee 3.illW 5.eM e.Nlilll 
+ 26: 2.8'lelil 2.~ 5. @eiilli . 5.eeN 5.~ 4.eeN 4. -
+ Z7: 1.N08 2. eeee 5.~. 1.0001 4.@0ee e.11081 6.88 
+ 28:1 2.eeel 2.- 5. eerN 3.NN s.ea 4.eeN s.eeee 
+ 2:9: l.eeel 4.NN 4.~ 1.0008 3. ""* .... 2.eeiilll 
+ 31: z.eeiee 2.eeEla 5.~ 3.a. S.NM 2.HM 6.@lllN 
+ 31: 1.@INI 1.eeei 4.eiaee 1.eeN 2.lrlW •••• J.@eel + 32:, l.eeiM 2.eeN 5.eeN 1.eeee 3.8l'IN l.eeel 3.-
+ 33:) 2.eeet 3.10N 5.NM 5.N01 J.eriw 2.ea 1.Neli 
+ 34· 1.eeet 3.eeet 6.eeN l.NM s . .- ··- z.eeea· .. + lS: 2.INI 2.tMe 4.Nel 5.0eee 3.11081 4.Nee 3.Nf!e + 36: 2.eeN 3.eeel ~-- 3.Nee 5.NN 4.~ 11.-+ 37: 2.MliMI 4.1081 s.eeee s.eeee 4.~ 4.NM 8.8881 
+ 38: Z.IM 3.MM 5.teN' _2.INll 2.eeet I.NM ri.-1 
+ ~:1 2.INI 3..W s..- 3.ee01 5. er..w J.NN 4.Mel 
+ ~· 2.e0N 2.Mel s..-. J.eeN 4.eeM 4.eeet s.lli!M: 
+ 41;1 2.eeel 2.Nel 4.NM 6. l'liJIM 2.- I.NM 4.NM 
+ 4Zi 2.NM 2.eeel 5.'81N 3.NN ··- 5.NM 3.-• 431 2.IMt 2.INll ..... 5.IMt 3.- 3. ... 2.-&;, . 4 ,,. :>.fllllflilt '·"" ' °'°""" ·~ ' ,.,.. .,_ .. -
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CAPICT I~!f!" Fl~ 9l: A SOC B soc c SlOJSE A 
Flag 15 lE 17 18 19 28 21 
+ e: m.eiaee m."aa m.eooe m.ooee m.eooe m.09N m.eraee 
+ l: 2.~ 7.~ 1.eeee 4.~ 7.0008 7.8090 m.eeee 
+ 2: 4.~ 7.0909 7. eiaee s.- 6.0000 1.eeee 7. 0lil0e 
+ 3: 2. t!0ee 7.~ 6.eeee 2. il00e 6.~ 6.00N 7.~ 
+ 4: 2.901i118 7.0008 4.090e 6.eeN S.0009 S.00ee 7.NN 
+ 5: s.~ 7.NN 7.eeN 6.1!00e 7.0808 6. 0000 m.~ 
+ 6: e.eeea 7.SM 6. il0ee 3.- S.NN 5.NN 7.9000 
+ 7: 4.Nee 7.eeN 6.il0ee 2.eeel s.eeee S.0808 ;.eeN 
+ 8: 4.eeee 7.Mee 3.il0ee 4.~ 4.eeN 6.~ 7.0eee 
+ 9:i S.9808 7.tM 7.8001 6.eeN 6.ee08 6.0808 m.eeee 
+ 19: 4.Nee 7.llW 7.teee 4.eeN 4.eeN 6.Nee 7.Mee 
+ l1: I.~ 7.!eee :.l!eee 2.~ 7.0088 6.0008 7.0800 
+ 12: s.~ 7.8099 1.eeee 7.eeei S.800e 6.eeN m. eeee 
+ 13: s.~ 7.~ 4.Beee s.eeee 6.0808 6. 0808 6. 800<1 
+ 14: 2.800<1 7.@M 6.eeN 2.eeN 6.BM 6.e:M 1.eeee 
+ 15: l.~ 7.8009 3.- 4.~ f,.~ f.. eeee 7.!eee 
+ 16: s.~ 6.300e 1.eeee 2.~ 7.0028 4.800e 6.080@ 
+ 17: l.aNe s.aeee s.eeee 3.80ee 7.Nee 5.8001 7.eee@ 
+ 18: s.eeee 7.eeei 7.eeN s.eeee 5.0000 7.0009 7. eieee. 
+ 19: l. llElee 7.1008 7.0001 2.00N 6.~ 6.~ m.~· 
+ 28: - -s.e=a - 7.~ 7.~ 3.NN 5. 0:009 6. a.see ~~eeei 
+ 21: 2.~ 7.eeN 7.9001 6.00N 6.~ 6.e2ee m.~i 
I 
+ 22: a.ae. 1.eeee 7.ee@I 4.eeN 4.0000 6.000@ 7.aee@ 
+ 23: 2.aee0 7.8008 4.Nee z.eeee 7.0008 6.0008 6.01cW 
+ 24: z.eeee 7.eeN s.eeee 7.eeN - 7.~ .7.~ 7,~ 
+ 25: 3. .. 7.~ 7.eeet 3.eee8 4.0808 s.0000 7.aeN 
+ 26: 2.aeN 7.eM s. 80efj 2.eeN 6.8008 7.e@N 7.~ 
+ 27: s. eeee 7.~ 6.eeet 4.~ 6.~ -6.B0N.. m~ 
+ 28: 5.e@N 7.Nel 1.eeee 4.eiilN 4.e008 S.00N 7.NN 
+ ZC3: s.eeee 6.eeN 6.eeet 6.eeM S.0@08 6.0801!1 m.eaee 
+ Je: 2.NN 7.illeel 4.9001 2.eeel 6.~ S.ee0a 4.eeei 
+ 31: 2.eeel 7.NN 5.Nel 2.eeet 6.0008 6.~ m . .,. 
+ 32: 2.ei. 7.teel S.eeel 3.eM 6.NN 6.0001 m.eeee 
+ l3: z.aeea 7.eeN 7.eeet 7.eeet 6.0801 s.~ 1.eooe 
+ ~= 2.Beee 7.NN S.Nel 6.NN 6.NN 6.eeel m.eM 
+ 35: s.eeee 7.eeN 2.seee 3.eMe 6.0808 6.080i 6.Nel 
:+ 36: 2.NN 7.eeN 7.eeet 7.NN 7.NN 7.eeN 7.aeN :. 31: 2.il088 7.eeN 7.eeet 7.eeet 7.0@01 1.0000 1.eeea 
+ 38: 2.eeN 7.NN 6. .. S.MN 5.Beee 4.~ 7.Beee 
• 3"h. 2.eeet 7.eeel 7.eeet s.eeee\ 6.eeel 6.088e S.NIN ... "40: 2.eeN 7.NN 4.NN 5.eM S.eelN 6.NN 1.eeee 
+ ~~ 2.eete 7.eeN 7.eM 2.eee8 2.0eN 6.eeet 6.eM 
+ "tt : s.eaee 7.eeM 6.eeel 3.NM 6.eeN 6.eeel 7.NM 
+ ll~: 4.- 1.eeee 7.8111 6.eeM 4.eNI 6.- 6.leiil' 
+ '411\ ! 'L.JY:JOO 7,Cll'.'.n'!i "'.llOOC> s~a:io& 5.eeM 6.Mlt 7 ... ' 
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-SPOOSC' B SSS SAS SC T/F t£T rm: TOT ClJf' 1 
Fbg I 22 23 24 25 26 27 2S 
+ t: m.~ m.oe&: m.ooee e.~ a.eeea .... I. liele@ 
+ 1: m.~ 31.~ 8.8090 Je.~ 1.87"8 1. tlLW 13. eeeie 
+ 2: 7. 00t'@ EJ.~ 15.eeee 38.0000 l!I. 87511 -3.eeea 27.~ 
+ 3: 7.0\W 38.~ ZZ.eeN 26.~ 8.Sb41 -17.M!le 27.900@ 
+ 4: 7.0009 "·eeee 16. 00ete 24.eeBe .. 79'j@ -14.Ne@ 24.~ 
+ 5: 999.~ "·~ 16. "*" Z9.N08 1.880@ -9. lll'lee 23.~ 
+ 6: 7.eM ss.ooee 19.eeee 34.~ 8.9298 ~~ za.eeee 
+ 7: ; 6.~ "·0008 12.NiN Je.~ e.92Se -11.81LW 12.eM 
~ 8: ! 1.eooe 999.HN 21.eeee 32.00N ·-~ 
-9.-_ __ 21.eeee 
I 
+ 9:: 999.eeee 74.eeee 12.1!10N 21.eoora 1.710@ -13.l!leiera 19.8008 
+ 18: 7.l!leiera 43.Nee 16.NN 27.Beee t.14N -2.Nee 14.eeera 
+ 11:: 1.eeea 43.eriW 7.taee 36.0008 1.esee 3.- 11.eeee 
+ 12:: 999.0008 45.eeiee 14;e@N 36.00N 1. JSN -15.Me 21.eeee 
+ 13:' 6. 08E!l8 56.~ 18. taee Z9.taee e. 7108 -12.~ 28. 0'a218 
+ 14: 1.eeee 66.8008 19.eeee 23.~ t.9331 -15.a01il@ 21.•0[ 
+ ..... .... s.~ m.~ 2fi.~ 39.~ 1.2688 15.8'W 33. 0ll'e. 
+ 16: 6.00ee 47.eNB 16.000@ 39.0000 1.~ -13. a. 25.~ 
+ 17: 7.ee08 42.0088 12.~ 22.Nee e.9508 -16.~ 26.~ 
+ 18: 7.8008 m.eeee 17.tieee 42. 800@ l. 390e 16. tleea 34.~ 
+ 19: 999.0801 82.~ 13. 8000 24.0009 9.8808 -a.~ 26. 0008, 
+ 21: 6.~kW 6i. i!OOia 19.~ 36.~ 1.838@ -15.~ 27.eeNi 
+ 21: m.~ 48.~ 11. 1100@ 23.0001 e.9708 -12.~ lfi. 0008 
+ 22: 7. 80lilJ@ 999.0. 25.Hee 35.000a 1.1~ 18. ee0I! 3e.N08 
+ 23: 7.0a09 64.~ Hi.000e 3.3.0000 B.5908 -32.~ 32.~ 
.., 24: 7.99011 -- 53.~ 18.eeee 26.~ e.330@ -19.Bli!IN 28.eM 
+ 25: 7.0908 45.eaee 29.eeN 3S.00ee 1.1a00 -14.ua0 40.0\W 
+ 26: 7.aeN m.~ 19.aeN 23.00N 1.e:?a -1.~ 25.ieee 
+ ?1: m.~ 43.00ee 11.eeee 31.Ba 1.34~ 24. iee0 31!.eooi 
+ 28: 7.80N 83.0001 14.~ 31.~ 1.21N 18.~ 36. eet'1 
+ Z9: 999.eeee 11. eeee 23.eeN 33.eeee e.9708 -7.aee@ 21.~ 
+ 31: 6.eeet 68.eeN 18. eeiil8 37.eeeie 1.~ 6.Nae 24.~ 
+ 31: 999.eeea se.eeee 22.eeea 48.ee01 e.8808 14.leee 29.Nee 
+ 32• I • I 999.80ee n.80M 17.NM 26.eM t.9SN 24.Nl'I 26.eeei@ 
+ 33:1 7.0808 61. e0i!ll 19.elW 43.0* e.asee -12.~ 36.eeae 
+ 34: I 999.BM 79.00"8 19.MN 25..0008 1.BSN -3.eeN 13.~ 
+ J5:i 6.Net m.00e1 18.B* 34.00ee e.asee -a.~ 26.Nee 
• 36: 7.Nee 43.0008 13.eeM 33.eool 1.eGM -2. eerae 18.~ 
+ l7: 7.0908 67.~ 29.~ 32.0301 l.ZBee 1~. 80(!8 . 38.0'008 
+ 38: 7.800i 61.0001 17.eeel 38.~ 1.4281 7.eeet 25.0eea, 
+ 39s: 6.~ 7t.0M 19.eeN 34.eeiel 1.25el 1e.t01111 26.~ 
+ 4': 7.l!leN 4'.00M 15.Nl'I 35.-. 1. lSN z.aaea 16.eeN 
+ ~1: 7.0901 66.~ 26.Hllll 36.8001 1.11• 2.eee8 32.eeel 
+ 42: 7.eeN 47.eM 19.Mlll 31.01i* t.73M -26.eeel ~eeN 
+ '11 7.N01 m.eeee ez.eeee 34.MM 1. 4788 4.- 26.MM 
















































































































































































































































































































































































Self Concept & Adjustment - 25~ 
p D p E TUT VAR en. VAR ROW VAR D TOT DS 
Fbg 36 J7 38 3'3 4i 41 42 
+ ll: .. ~ 0.~ 9.~ L~ e.oooo e.eooe e.~ 
+ 1: BS.~ as.0e01 19.~ :I.~ 9.~lil0e 193. 0000 46.~ 
+ 2:1 7i.~ 66.~ 48.~ 
:;...~ 14.~ 105.0000 11.~ 
+ 3•1 76.~ 75.~ 48.~ aaeee 17.~ 127.~ 12.~ ·1 
72.NleQ 2:2.~ ;·.~ 8.~ 18'2. 0600 S.e00a + 4: 74.~ 
+ 5:: 65.~ 75. l11801 42.~ 
, ... ~, 18.000i 134. 0000 14.~ 
+ 6:1 67.~ &S. eeee 49.~ E".~ 22.eooe 101.eooa 11.~ 
+ 1; 1i.~ 67.N09 2:2. eetie ll~ 9.~ 89.9000 e.~ 
+ 8j 79.~ 
66.eeel 43.~ 2~ 13.6M 97.0080 l. aeee 
+ 9. 67.~ 71.eeel 28.@008 :I.~ 1e. 000i 95.0000 2. il0e0 
I 75. feilt 75.eeN 23.NIN : ... ~ 9.BeN 99.NN s.eooa· + 19:. 
• .. ~ 74.~ 72.N09 32.~ :!.teJN 14.0e09 127.0000 17. 0'009 . .. 
+ 12: 86. leell 72.~ 36.000i :.:.~ 15.~ 146.~ 2:2. 0000 
+ 13: 67.~ 67.eeea 40.@008 :;...~ 12.000@ 89.000@ 7.300@ 
+ 14: 77.~e 72.- 32.0008 ::.~ 13. 0erai 128.000@ 1e.~· I 
69.~ 7&.~ '"-
.. ........... ................. ................. .... ..,........ 
+ 15:. 0:1.- -.- C..J. C,,lc;1VID I .>e.. IJIOCl'tJ .><>.-
+ 16: 64.~Q 67.~ 57.SM ::£..aM 21. 000fa 119. 00@.0 13.~ 
+ 11: 84. 21t<0 11.eeea Z1. eiarae :•. Nl0e 13.~eeie 148. 0000 2'8. ~000 
+ 18: 84.~@ 86.~ bi. eiarae '-lo~ 29.000fa 16-4. ee0e 41.~ 
+ 19: ~.~'8 67.0001 31.eeee 21.~ ll.000a 92.0000 6.~ 
+ 2'8: 72.~ 67.- 4".eeee =-~ 14. 00la@ 813.e009 4.~ 
+ 21: 7S. l'M 71.N01 38. 00ell 22..~ 16.~ 115. l!J000 8. ai..1!00 
+ 22: 76.~ fi.4.- 49.~ ~·.~ 25.~ 132..ee0i 21.aeea 
+ 23:. 57.~ce 69.0001 48. 0li!l08 2.ZM 25.0001 77.000@ 4.~ 
+ 24:1 iS.~ 76.erM 31.~ 21.~ 11.~ 127.0009 13.~ 
+ zs:: 7a. le\.~ 76 ... 513. 0li!l08 ::,..~ 25.~ 149.000@ 18. e00e 
+ ~= iS.~ 66.eri-. 56.eM ::.:.~ 25.NN 135. 0008 21. e:00a 
+ 27: iS.~ 76.fleee 41. eeee ~~ 16.@908 123.\We 22.800@ 
+ 
I . 72.- 67.eeN 4i..~ 26.e• 1e1.e• 14.000e 2.8:1 57.~. 
+ ZC3: 62. lJIU@ 68.Nel 29 ... :s.~ 13.0908 92.00N 6.~ 
+ 38: 61.~ 62.NN 31.eeeii ::?.~ 9.eeN 83.0009 a. ae0li! 
+ 31: 8!.~a@ 81.~ 27.eeiN !''.Hee 10.0001 lbl.00ee 34.~ 
+ 32: 65.~ 88..eeel 22. .. :.?.. tieee 19.eeel 16@.""" 21.e00e: 
l + 33: 69.~ 
67.- 53.eNI 21.IEIN 24.eM 115.eeea 16.~'. 
I 
+ 34: 81.~ 71.teM 35.eeet ?:.lM H.800ili 116.0091 9.~. 
+ 3:51 n~ae 72.Nel 28.- :7.4'M 11.0e01 99.Nea 8.~ .. -..: 82..~N 9e.""" 38.~ :·.~ 16.ee01 177.~ 37 ... 
... wt: n.~ se . ..- SS.- li..~ 19.0@101 137.e@N 27.~ 
+ s: 68.aeeil, 63.eeel 61.eeet li.aeeil 24.eeei 92.BeN CJ.0M
1 
I • S'\: 1a. aeiNj 65.- 49.- 34..~ 15.0801 99; .. CJ.Nee. .. "40: 10...- 76.BM 38.- 11. aeee 9.~ HI.~ 23.eeetl .. '-\\\ 6:.aaee 61 ... 76.IWll ~~ 21.~ ll.2.-- 2t.ltW 
+an: nMee 69 ... 3'3.NM ~~ 19.NN 111.eeea 9.NN 
.. '-'1: 1~.aeea 71.eMI 42.- zi.eeee 19.Mel 138.eNI 21.eeee 
4 c..H: n .. n.M!IN 4'.MIN ?.?.,Ml(I(! 18.~ 1'7.eeN 18.l@IM 
~elf Concept & Adjustment - 260 
0 4 0 3 D 2 D 1 (J> &I PSY 
Fl.ig 43 " 45 46 47 48 49' 
+ i: e.~ e.~ e.~ e.~ e. 0llWl0 e.~ ... ~ 
+ 1: 5.Nee !.~' 0. 0000 48.BOO@ 87.0000 121. ll000 45.t'~ 
+ 2: 31.0000 16.0~ 32.~ 1'l.~ 46.~ 97.000@ 4-2..~ 
+ 3: 29.0~ J0.000J 24.000il ZS.~~ 61.~0~ 184. tlOO l+d.~ 
+ 4: 31.000@ 14. 00eJ 3<3.e~ 11. 0000 fii. <>~a 99.?~ 4':.~ 
+ S: 34.0~0 7. 00'l'~ 18. ~00 21.e~ 73.~ 1ei. etoo ~. l."N 
+ 6: 27.~ 2.3.~. 26.aaee 13.0000 59.~ n.i~ 47.'lm 
+ 7: 39.0~ 18.~a 34.~ 8.~ 59.0.lOO 95.~00 49.~ 
+ 8: 39.BM 14.eeee 36.~ 8.00&0 46.~ ~.~ 51.~ 
+ 9: 32.0009 12.eeN 51. El0ee 4.eooa 68. 000ia ~.uoo 56.0~ 
+ 18: 36.BM 19.eeN 23.aeea 15. eeiee &4.0000 99.eooa se.~ 
+ 11: 34. 00'cla 4.~08 31.~ 14.etee &4.~ 184.~ 52.~ 
+ l2: 31.~ 3.~e 17.Nl00 27.00N DJ.~ 108. 000@ 43. lo00e 
+ 13: 24.~ 28.00\110 31.~ 18.000@ 52.000@ 98.@1300 54.~ 
+ 14: 33.~ 4.~ 31.000e 22.0erae &9.0009 Ull.0009 54.~ 
+ ..... !S.~ 
,., __ 
!E-.eeera 19.~ C:"7 ,,....,,.. :e2.~ •O~ ,..,, .......... """""' ~ ... ~ .. .,. "'..-...V 
+ lb: 21.~ 21.~ 27.21i'!J00 12.0009 37.~ 36.000@ 44.~ 
+ 17: 22.~ 8.0008 14.~ 36.~ 78.0tl0a 114. 0000 52. 13008 
+ 18:: 14.0~ 7.000e 8.eeee 38.8000 DJ.eooe 191. 0008 31.~ 
I 
27.~ 26.eeea + 19:' 29.~ 12.000e ss.eooe 92.000tl'!! 53.~ 
+ 2@: 37.~ 23.~ 28. eieee 8. e@el0 54. eeeie 95.~ 49.~ 
+ 21: 32.~ 13.~ 27.~ 2@.~ 70.00ele 1U0008 58.~ 
+ 22: 18.~ 18.~ 14.000a 23.~ D6.~ ·95.~ 52.~ 
+ 2.3: 23.030@ 31. e00i 28.~ 14. 000la 47.N0i! 93.0080 47.t00e, 
+ 24: 28.~ 12.~ 21.000@ 26.ooee 72..~ 184.000@ 48. eeee. 
+ 25: 34.~ 3.0008 I l .1.'10ee 34 . fli!0lll 62.0008 111. a0e0 45.erilei 
+ ZS: 21.&.W 12.2~ 20.ooera 26.~ 61.1!080 98.0000 49.~ 
+ 27: :le.~ 18.000@ 27.£1008 11.eeee 67.0008 184.00ee 52.a. 
• 28: 28.~ 24.0001 23.~ 11. eaee SS. e0ile 88.Beee 55.~ 
+ 29: \ 32.~ 25.0908 26.e0ee ll.N0e 57. 0l\08 95.~ 59.~ 
+ 31· . ' 48.~ 19.~ 31.~ 2.000Q 52.ee08 93.Beee 54.~ 
+ 31: 16.8008 5. 00l1ie 11.~ 34.~ 59.~ 1ez. eeee 41.~ 
+ 32: 24.0eea 4.aM e.~ 43.ooee 73.~ 114. 000e 45.~ 
+ 33: 25. 00lr.1J8 29.~ 2e.eeee 19.tM 45.0• 97.eooe 43.~ 
• 34: 33.~ 14.eM Z7.eM 17.aeiN b8.a008 1@1.i@N 47.~ 
+ JS• I 3!.eee@ 19. eeera 32.Nee 18.N08 52.~ 183.~N 45.~ 
• 36:! 15.~ l.~ 6.N09 41.eeN 71.l!tW 115. 000la 39.~ 
+ 37:1 39. e.aee 5. 0001 8.~ 36.NJee 71.~ 97.~ee 44.~ 
+ 38: 33.~ 29.l!IM 17.Nee l2..ae0e 57.~ ~.1!01aa 53.~ 
32.~ 24.~ s.~ SS.~ 95.eeee I + 39: 27.~ 46.~i 
+ 4': 29.l!i:W 6.eM 18.l!M 24.@.0011! Be.er.- 187.0008 39.~, 
+ 41: i a.~ 19.eeet 15.~ 21.eerae 4'!.~ 182.1!10N 51.~ 1 .. 42: I 23.00N 26.1)0N 14.~ 28.eeee 46.~ 183.Nel 47.~ 
• 4li Z7.MM 11.eeee 21.Millll Ct.Nee D6.,. 98.eeee 53.NN 
+ 44: 29.~ II.MM ?2. Nlll'll 29.el9N f>Cf.~ ~.~ ~.NIM 
Self Concept & Adjustment - 261 
PD N PI NDS ~DS NIS SA 
Fl•g 54 51 52 53 53 ~4 55 
+ I: 8.~ 8.~ e.eeee 8.0'..W ~.~~ l.Ue"a a.u~ 
+ I: 98.0000 106.~ 2.0000 53.0-0tW 53.0~0 s.:~ -43. ~.000 
+ 2: ie.~ 88.~ 15.~ 2.eooe ?.~1?111 j 7. ~~~8 32.Ula 
+ 3: 83.0000 S4.~ 14. ~000 3.000e 3.~0~ C.S. l~i2 43.e~ee 
+ 4: 83.eeioo 85.~ 20.0000 5.~ 5.~00 : b. a-la0 21.n~a 
+ 5: 89.0™ 94.UOO 14.noo 3.a~N 3.0000 25.~ 47.0000 
+ 6: ?0.~ 85.~ 14.~ 3.800e 3.~~ ~a.~~ 37.ae~ 
+ 7: 76.0900 8J.IW0 21.e~ !6. l02:e !6.~~ ~:.~ 6.~~ 
+ 8: 74.0000 74.ariW 14.~ S.~N 5.~~ l l. l'l.20 11.t.Jla 
+ 9: 83.~ 79.~ 19.~ 18.800@ 1e. eeee :2.~~ 6. rere 
+ 11: 83.aooe BG.~ 17.eeN 8.80N 8. 0000 !7. Ntra 25.~tt8 
+ 11: 73.0i00 89.~ 17.~ 6.80eia 6.~~ c.•.u~e •2.eer0 
+ 12: 87.~ '31.~ u. eooia 1. e~aa 1.0~~ z1.ma 53. ~?.(.~ 
+ 13: R~ 78. aeicra 12. 9000 1.eeae I.NU ;.1.aa0 11.e~ 
+ 14: 92.~ 97.~ 18.eeee 7.80(18 1.n~ 2!. l'aoo 35.~ 
+ !S: co- Ol..~ 7.~ 
.,_,.,,. 
8.l~U .s.n~ 22.(~~ "'"'•"""""" .,.. ............ u ........... 
+ 16: 70.~ 85.~ 13.~ 3.~i!la 3. ;.g.s;- - ::.iC:30 C.7.Ziia 
+ 17: 95.~ 10@.~ 11.~ S.0e~ s.e~ .:-a.~~~ :l5.UN 
+ 18: 84.0000 92. (illi,W 7.000@ !8. 00i!Q 10.n00 17. lZ~ 24.lU0 ; 
+ 19: 81.00ee ~- t\1100 13. 0000 2.00~ 2.~u~ :~t~ 28, ('.tit.a I 
+ 2@: 76.?.000 80.~ 18. 0009 5.00~ 5. l",,08 2:.uoo 37.U~a 
+ 21: 81.0000 94.~ 17.0008 8. eeaii 0.e~~ ~·.~ 48.re~ 
+ 22: BJ.~ 92. i'00e 11. 0000 9.00~ 3. l'.l~ : ~- l'~ti0 2S.~~a 
+ 23: 68.0008 79.~ 19.~ 12.ee01 1z.1~·~ ~:.2m :~.~0{':0 
• 2~: 93.0000 90.aw 13.eooa s. ooae s.u~ ;~ l'..?00 LS.lNB 
+ 25: 88.~ 85.l'aae 18.~ 7.0eN 7.l~ ;l.m1~ 33.~ee~ 
+ 26: 78. eeera 84.~ 11.eeet 3.00~ 3.~300 :.~.n~ 37.m~ 
! + 27: 'r,i, e-aee s1. aeee 16.eeN 13.0eN 13.~e~ 2:.nn 29.~e~ 
+ 28: 65.eeee 78.~ 11.~ 1S.0eN 15.~ ~~~ 1.l~ 
+ 29: 82.eooe 78. a. 17.eaN s.~ 5.~00 :7.l~~ 29.~t'e 
+ 38: ~~ 81.~ 1.eeee 1S.0eM 15.~08 3.N0e 3.lUB 
+ 31: 84.0ooe 87. aeae 7.80N 8.~ 8.~ :s.t~ 22.l~OO 
+ 32: 96.00M 184. a0N 11.eeee 1e.eeee !.!.~N Z~l'l~ !4.U:EiB 
+ 33: 69.0aee Be.~ 11.8009 2.aeee 2.~ l7.~ 32.00~ 
+ 34: a1.eeee 96.~ 18.e• 9.0001 9.~ 22.~ 3S.~0ee 
+ lS:, n.HN 78.~ 15.NIN 8.~ e.eeea 22..~ 44.0000 
+ 36~ lH.0001! 183.Ba 8.&eN lB.eeM i.e.~ 
, ...._ ... ......, 
+ l7: 80.~* 95.~ 7.~ 5.00iM :;, !i l0 :6.~a 21.~ee i 
+ 38: 75.~ BJ.NIN 1e.eeee 4.~ ~.~~ ia. Niia lS. ~t~a . 
+ 39r 69.eie01 78.~ 13.eeN s.~· s .. ~ae !3.U~ 21.~ 
+ 48: 88.000e 94.~ 12.e0N s.~ :. i..'<)00 26.n20 47.a~a 
+ 41: 64.eeet 76.~ 9.e. 4.~ \.~ne :2.lUB za. eiN~ 
+ 4Z: 87.~ 85.~ 16.eM 1.NN : .. -:~ 22.nn 43.Ut0 
+ 43: 83.\IM 84.eeN 11. eeiee l.eeet 3. i ~Z0 24.~lia 1ts.02e0 
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~ ~~~M~~~·~M~~ru~n~n~n•~~~ ~ 
~~ I 11111111111111111111111 
~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n~~~~ -
~~ I 11111111111111111111111 
~- ~ n~••~nNsNn~••N~~-NMnNru~ ~ 
~ I 11~1111111~111111111111 ~~ 
~ ~~~~c~~-N~s••••••mM~M~c ~ - -
~ 
~ s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 
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SSS SAS SC T/F 'fl COt-f' TOT CO~ TOTI\. ? p I p 2 p J 
Flag 23 24 25 26 27 28 2'3 39 JI 32 -
+ 0: m.0ooa 999. 000la t.000e It a0i'l0 0.0000 0.0008 a.~ 9.0000 0.ee00 l. 0000 
+ 46: m.ooee 16.00N 25.Nee 1.0800 -5.~ 13.~ 385.~ 132. 0080 128.~ 125.~ 
+ 47: 999.0009 11.0000 27.0e0'1 1.0009 -9.~000 1s.eooe 413.~ 144.0009 133.eoo@ 136.~ 
+ 48: 67.~ 16.me 2'3.~ 1.1&09 4.~00 26.0009 366.~ 136. 0000 197.~ 123.0000 
+ 49: 59.000@ 20.~009 36.ooet l.12N 4.l009 26.0000 ~a.e~ 11. 0eiee 83.~ 108.0000 
+ 58: 48.~N 14.e0N 28.~~ 1.1109 -5. iW'H 21.em 379.~ 135.~00 119.lm 125. ooee 
+ SI: ~4.0m i9.@009 ~~ 1.09ee -12.0~ 40.0~ 362.~ 12'3. 0008 111.~""W 122.~ 
+ 52: 62.l000 18.0~ 31.~ 1.23~ 8.~ 2s.n00 36&.~ 12&.~00 118.l~ 122.~09 (.') 
+ 53: f..2.~ 16.0eet 32.~ 1.1100 2.00e0 24.00~ 352.~~ 125.~009 113. 00i.'@ 114. 00\110 rtJ ...... 
+ 54: m.~ 24. a008 2'3.~MJ 1.1Ml 2. ociwii 36.~iiaa 32'" ·n . .,. o.""""' llS.~00 99.iN4 lll. ~<le f-1, 
+ SS: 53.0~ 22.~eee 49.0009 1.0009 12. 00e0 28.~809 329.~ 123.0008 1@3.l~ 103.000@ () 
+ 56: ss.ooee 12.noo 2'3.~~ 1.!~~ -4.U~ '2.. a10e 360.ntt 132. ~00 112.~~ 116. nsze 0 ::i 
+ S7: 34.~ 2~.~ 35.eeee e. nee 2.000@ 2e.0~ Jee. n~a 136.~~ l~B.~ !2S.0m (') rtJ 
+ 58: 35.~ 16.~ 37.mi 0.9709 20.etoo 42.~~ 352.ll~ 137.~~N 94.nu !2!.~ 'O rl-
+ 59: m.~ 25.001.ira 36.~ 1.0509 -7.000@ 23.0000 365.~e 131. 0009 llt.eM 124.00tle 
+ Iii: 51. 000@ 14.eooe 23.~ 0.8200 -1&.HOO 24.N0@ 352.~ 131. 00"9 106.i"~ 115. 0009 ~ 
+ SI: 38.0009 16.00N 25.~ 9.9300 17.0~ 25.0~ 391.~ • 139.0009 128.~ m.0~ :t> 
+ 62: 0. 87.~ 28.0~ ~.~ t.G800 8.~ 34.0009 273.~ 113. 9009 74.~ 86.~ w. 
+ f,J: 45.~ 14.0009 23.~-- l.12N 3.~i 15.0009 433.aM 148.0008 139.~ 146.~ s:: [/) 
+ &4: 56.0008 19.taell 23. 0tll08 9.9000 -15.0000 19. 0000 356.l~ 125.~09 115.~ 116.~ rl-3 
I + &5: m.eM 21.@M 31.SM 1.2309 l.0~ 19.eee4 349.A~ 12'3. 0009 185.~ 115.0\W CD 
J + &6: 78.~ - 29;00N ~.~ 
"· 6008 
-33.0000 39. eaie 326.~ 132.~90 96.~ 98.000i'! ::I I rt + 67: 85.eeN 25.0009 3'.NN 0.s~ -15.0009 33.~ 301.~ 112.~ <JC.~ 97.0009 
I + 68: 72.~ 24.00N 2'3.0009 "·~ 49.0~ 49.0000 2':13.~ 102.~ 91.~ I~. 08li.lt • (\.) m 
.i:. 
p A p B pc p 0 PE TOT VAR Ol.. VAR ~ VAR D TOT 0 5 ·. l 
Flag 33 34 ~ 36 31 38 39 " 41 ~ qJ -
+ I: 9.0008 9.0008 8.00N ~.0~8 9.000e e.0008 0.000e e.eeee 9.8009 e.ooee o.eeee 
+ ~: 81.e006 76.8009 78.0a09 75.0m TS.~ 31.0000 16. 0009 15.0001 126.9008 13.~ J2.00lJI 
+ 47: 85.eOOI 89.~ 84.m9 1a.ee~ n.illllla 33.000@ 17.~ 16.0009 lSS.tM ~.e0N 18.0009 
+ 48: 71.0000 78.~ 71.0000 74.00-~ 72.~ ~.OON 3e.e008 12.0009 117.0000 13.~ 34.0001 
+ 49: 66.0001 63.0008 54.ee08 63.0009 6Z.ee0'a 37.9009 Gl.0@08 14.eeeiri 63.eeera 2..~ 32..~ 
+ SI: 78.~08 77.~~· 71.0~ 73.0e0e 88.~ 38.e008 19.~ tl.0808 115. 0000 11.~ 32.~ 
+ 5h 68.mt 1e.~ee fiZ.0008 ~.ee0'1! BZ.0000 47.000e 2J.0@0e 24.~ lS1.000e 32.~ ce.~ l./J (!) 
+ 52: 7'5.~ 88.l088 66.~~ 71.l'n~ 74.0008 39.0008 Zt.~ 19.00011 115.0e08 16.eee@ 38.eieee i-' 
+ 53s 77.eee& 68.~ 67.ffet 76.0el~ &4.~ n.eeee 17.0008 18. 9009 99.eeee 9.ee0e 33. 0008 H, 
+ 54: 12.neie 57.nN 66.ee3a n.n?e 68.N01 46.~ 26.0000 28.0001 83.0008 7.~ 28.e. (') 
68.~e 66.0000 &a. 00et 67.eooi8 ~8'1lee za. 0ertJI 0 + 55: 68.e~ 14.eeel CJZ.OOM 7. OOl14 31. 00011 ::i 
56: TS.me 78.2~0 69.~008 n:~ee 78.0001 37.eeee GJ. ~eee 14. ea 99.~ 6.1:\'108 35.~ (') + (!) 
+ 57: 79.NN 77.Hee 72.~ n.eaee 84.0008 36.eM 28.eM 1&.0008 136.Me ZJ.~ C:3.~ 'Cl r+ 
+ 581 88.em 62.t;,0G 63.e~ 72..U~ TS.0008 &3.~ 38.0009 25.0009 l~.0000 2.1.~ 18.0e09 
59: rs.eeee &4.2908 74.00N 81. 000@ 71.0009 "·9008 25. 0001! 19.~ 117.0008 9. 0008 48.~ ~ + 
+ 68: 72.00N 75.2008 65.020@ 69.ee~ 71.~ 35.~ 25.~ 18.e'Q 9'3.eooe 6.~ 26.~ :i> 0. 
+ 61: 81.teea ae.eeee 77.0ee9 n. 00e0 76. 000!9 38..0008 18.eooe lZ.N09 134.eeee 18.0000 22.000e t..J. 
62: sz.~00" 54.em 57. 0e~ 54. 0001 55.0008 41.0009 14.0009 79.0008 
s::: 
+ 56.0000 9.~ ll.8* (/) 
+ 63: 89.0008 87.1008 8G.00N 89. 00N 82. 0009 23.0009 13. 00@8 11.0001 186. tl009 ... ~ 11.0009 r+ 3 
+ &4: 72.e0N 73.~ 74.0009 67. aeee 1e. 0001 25.@008 14.0009 ll.0001 97.~ l.et'W 36.~ tD ::i 
+ SS: 77.000/i 71.0008 75. 90ee 55. eooe 11. 0008 59.eooe 33.0009 26.0008 111.eeee 15. ooeie 27.0l110i r+ 
+ 66: 88.~ 67.0008 57.~ 68. 0t~ 62. 0e0i 16. teN 48.~ 28.0t101 143. eM0f - -- 2~. ~ 1.~ 
+ 67& &3.0\W 63.0001a 52.eeee 66. ~ee 57. llfil0i 37.eeN 22...000@ 15.ooara 67.0001 z. 00elll 22.~ t-J 
+ 68: 63. 00011! 57.8009 s-s.e-eee 59. ~~ ~. 0008 26.0008 15.eeett 11.0901 49.0000 l.etW e.eeee 0) 
\.J1 
D 3 D 2 D 1 ·p 6" ;.t:;)f PD " Pl \DS ~lag " 45 '6 47 48 43 se SI 52 53 -
8: e.~ e.~ e.me e.~0@ a.OON a.e~ a.~ a.~ 8.0080 a.~ 
+ 4b: 8.~ 2!>.0000 21. 0e.01 72.t~ !83.lMl0 SI.~ 89.~ 94.~ 11.a~e ~. nil:fia 
+ 47: 4.~ '1.~ 48.~ 77. ~000 tlS.0~~ 46.le@e %.~ '4.0'1~0 7.~eee 7.~ 
+ 48: 13.~ 23.0008 17.~ £>2. 0a00 106. 0000 51.~ 83.~ee 15. ~00 IS.~~ :.N~ 
+ 49: 41.~ 23.0~ 2.~ 45.aNe 86.a~e 52.~~ 67.0000 67.0~ 6.~ 20.N~ 
+ se: 16. 00el6 21.0098 28.0\W 10."aee 103.0e~ 49.~~ 82.aooe 15.~ :7.0~ 2.~ JJ 
+ SI: 8.~ 31.~ 18.~ f>J.~0'l0 102.00e0 6.2.~~ 86.~ 84. 00011 11.~~ 7.~ ('[) 
52: 18.~ 19.~09 17.0~ ~. ~.wie 93.~ 48.~ 9t.0e09 i3. e090 :•.aooe 4.lNe ~ + 1-1, 
+ 53: 22. li00t 24.00011 12.~ 61.ll~ 93.~0011 51.?~ 76.~ as.~ 11. niee !.~ () 
+ ~= 31.~ 27.~ 7.0008 66.0008 91.0000 52.~ ~.~ 86.~ 15.~eee !4.lN'@ 0 
5:5: 24.~ ~.0008 9. 0001 ~.000@ 93 • .J009 48.~ 72.00~ r:J.00H 12.~~ 2.~ 
:::l 
+ () 
+ ~= 24.~ 18.9'W t7.0e08 59.0~ 98.~ 53.~ 80.0~ 87.~ 16.l~ ~.~ <1l 'V 
+ 57: 18.~ 21.~ 23.~~ GJ.~e 104.aooe 39.l~~ 91.~~ 7!.M~~ !].~~? ~.~ rl-
+ 58: 14.~ 14.t000 27.H8 53.000@ 9S.~ 43.ne@ 72.~ 92.~ 6.n09 :3.l~ I<:" 
+ 59: 9.ea08 ZS.8009 17.~ 58.~e 102. 00'\'9 4S. 00@0 n.e~e ez.~ 17.t'"~ 3.m0 ~ 
+ f>t: 24.~ 21. eeee 17.0001 61.e~ 95.~ SI.~ 84.~ sa. ilJ090 11. ?OOll I.~~ 0, c...,. 
+ 61: 14.0M 16.00N Je.00e4 78.~8 10S.eM 48.~ 9-\.~ sa.e0ee 13.000@ s..~ r:: 
+ 62: 39.~ 18.00N 9.i'leell 37.~ 83.0~ 56.t!lW 48. "901 62. eieee 7.00~ 28.U~ (fJ rl-
+ &J: I.~ I.~ 47.0001 87.0008 119.~ 43.~ 98.0008 112. 0ff9 2.ff08 3&~ 3 
<1l 
+ G-4: 16. ooee 34. ei0eB 13. 0'.1et 59.0008 98.00N 53. M:"l8 81.ewt 87.~ 29.11~8 6.~ :::l 
65: 22.~aiN 18.000e 18.~ 66.aeee lJS.~ ltl.~ 63.~ 9J.~ 3.~~ ta.~ rl-• 
+ 66: !6. l't101 16.~ 35.aeel 36.0000 91.~ 39.~ 58.0008 1>8.eeN 8. 0'l.0'.l ,?4.~ 
• 67: ~. llilM 41.00M B.~ n.0000 87.IW9 49.~ 1)8.~ 67. 0008 IB. 0009 24.~ !\:) 
+ 68: St. NllJe 48.e0M 1.~ 41.~ 82.00019 52.~ 6.,.eM 63.00@@ :B.e~~ 5'3.~ 0) 0) 
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